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         CHAPTER 1 

                      INTRODUCTION 

                                                                 Overview 

This study was concerned with the effectiveness of Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy 

(NRMT) carried out within a Developmental, Individual-Difference, Relationship-based 

(DIR®)/Floortime™ framework in addressing the individual needs of children with autism. In 

NRMT, the child is an active participant in the music making process, playing various 

instruments that require no formal training. The therapist’s task is to improvise music built 

around the child’s musical responses, reactions, responses, and/or movements to engage him or 

her in a musical experience that will facilitate musical relatedness, communication, socialization, 

and awareness.  

The DIR® model provides a comprehensive framework for assessing, understanding, and 

treating the child. It centers on helping the child master the building blocks of relating, 

communicating, and thinking through the formulation of relationships via interactive play, using 

Floortime™ (a systematic way of working with the children to help them reach their 

developmental potential) (Greenspan & Weider, 1998).   

  This study sought to determine the effectiveness of NRMT in meeting musical goals 

specifically established for each individual child, and to conclude if progress in musical goals 

paralleled progress in non-musical (DIR®) goals.  

  In the introduction that follows, topics of discussion include a definition and the essential 

diagnostic features of autism, differential diagnosis, and incidences of autism. In addition, music 
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therapy, NRMT, and DIR®/ Floortime™ are defined and discussed in regard to assessing,  

evaluating, and treating individuals with autism. 

Definition of Autism 

Autism is a brain development disorder that manifests itself before three years of age. It 

is marked by impaired social interaction, impaired communication, and restricted and repetitive 

behavior (American Psychiatric Association, 2000; Autism Society of America, 2007). The 

word, autism, derives from the Greek word autos, meaning self. The term was first coined in 

1911 by Swiss psychiatrist Eugen Bleuer (1950) as he was defining symptoms of schizophrenia 

in adults; autism referred to the individual’s withdrawal from the outside world. It was not until 

1943, however, that its classification as a disorder originated, when Dr. Leo Kanner (1943) 

introduced the term “early infantile autism” to describe his work with children who showed no 

interest in connecting with other people. 

Although its causes remain unknown, autism is generally accepted as a neurological 

disorder present at birth (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Currently, however, there are 

no medical or genetic tests to identify or detect autism. The clinical tool most widely used to 

diagnose the disorder is the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed.) Text 

Revision (DSM-IV-TR) (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Listed as one of the five 

Pervasive Developmental Disorders (PDD) including Asperger Syndrome, Childhood 

Disintegrative Disorder, Rett’s Syndrome, and PDD Not Otherwise Specified (NOS), autism is a 

puzzling and heterogeneous disorder that manifests in various ways depending on the 

developmental level and chronological age of the individual (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). The three 
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essential diagnostic features in detecting autism are impairments in social interaction, 

communication, and behavior (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). 

Impairments in Social Interactions 

According to the DSM-IV-TR, social impairments are both significant and varied in 

autism.  Individuals with autism do not have an awareness of others and often lack any concept 

of the needs of others. They are often unable to empathize or sympathize. They tend to seek 

isolation and to avoid the outside world and have no interest or exhibit difficulty in developing 

appropriate peer relationships. Instead, they prefer solitary activities and avoid participating in 

social games.  Those who interact with others may do so using inappropriate behaviors (e.g., 

those lacking in social and emotional reciprocity). Individuals with autism may also have 

difficulties in the use and understanding of verbal and nonverbal cues, such as facial expressions, 

eye contact, and body gestures. In addition, they have difficulties with symbolic or dramatic 

play. 

Impairments in Communication 

Communication impairments in individuals with autism vary considerably and affect verbal 

and non-verbal skills, as well as expressive and receptive language (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). 

Individuals may experience a delay in or a complete lack of language development. In addition, 

communication impairments also affect the individual’s ability to create internal symbols, 

develop ideas, and engage in pretend play (Greenspan & Shanker, 2004; Greenspan & Weider, 

2006a; 2006b; DSM-IV-TR, 2000).  

Individuals with autism who have not developed speech and the ability to understand 

conventional body language may be particularly challenged and frustrated in expressing needs 
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and in understanding simple questions and gestures. For those that have developed speech, their 

language often consists of the rote imitation of words or phrases (echolalia) or the use of  

words that are not relevant to the topic at hand (American Psychiatric Association, 2000).   

Repetitive and Restricted Behaviors 

Individuals with autism exhibit restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of 

behaviors in a variety of ways: engaging in the same act again and again, repeatedly uttering the 

same phrase, insisting on the same routine or ritual, or obsessing on a favorite topic (Carcani-

Rathwell, Rabe-Hasketh, & Santosh, 2006). In addition, repetitive motor-movements such as 

hand-flapping, toe walking, rocking, swaying, and pacing are common in people with autism, as 

are preoccupations with spinning and gazing (stimming) at linear and circular objects. 

Interrupting routines, rituals and/or self-stimulatory behaviors may result in the individual having 

a “meltdown” (e.g., tantrumming, hitting, biting, etc.) (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). 

Sensory Integration Dysfunction 

Sensory integration dysfunction (a problem in how the child experiences sensations) is a 

common characteristic of autism. Generally, individuals with autism have not developed the 

neurological capacity to integrate and modulate information from the five senses (vision, 

auditory, touch, olfaction, and taste), the sense of movement (vestibular system), and/or the 

positional sense (proprioception) (Berger, 2002; Stock-Kranowitz, 1998;). The individual may 

crave jumping, being swung, hand waving, pacing, and deep pressure applied to his/her body. In 

addition to craving sensations, the individual may overreact to certain sensory sensations, such as 

high or low pitched sounds, bright lights, touch, and smell.   
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Furthermore, an additional area of functioning affected in people with autism is visual-

spatial processing and their ability to negotiate and map out the space in which they move (Furth 

& Wachs, 1974). Visual-spatial difficulties can manifest  in how the individual moves in the  

environment (e.g., wandering aimlessly from one thing to another, walking into things, etc.). 

Motor-Planning 

Motor-planning is also a common area in which individuals with autism have difficulty 

(Greenspan & Weider, 1998, 2006a, 2006b). Motor-planning includes the individual’s ability to 

sequence two or more movements, such as picking up a drum stick and hitting a drum, or picking 

up an object and putting it into something else. In addition, oral-motor difficulties (ability to 

move the tongue and muscles in the mouth) are also common, and impede the ability to develop 

speech (Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2001).  

Differential Diagnosis 

It is important that Autistic Disorder be differentiated from the other four Pervasive 

Developmental Disorders. Rett's Syndrome differs primarily from Autistic disorder in that it is 

only manifested in females. In addition, it is also associated with the loss of previously acquired 

hand skills and the display of poorly coordinated gait or trunk movements (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). 

Motor skills are usually replaced with repetitive movements of the hands.  

Childhood Disintegrative Disorder differs from the Autistic Disorder in that the child 

shows significant losses (regression) in social behavior, language, play, and adaptive behavior 

after development was apparently normal for at least the first two years of birth (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2000). 
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Asperger's Syndrome differs from Autistic Disorder in that impairment is primarily 

within the domain of social interactions (Greenspan & Weider, 2006a, 2006b). Development of 

other adaptive behaviors, cognition, and language are not significantly delayed (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2000). Repetitive patterns of behavior or rituals must also be present  

in individuals with Asperger’s Syndrome. This disorder tends to be recognized and diagnosed 

later, usually after three years of age, rather than two years as in Autistic Disorder. 

The diagnosis of Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (PDD 

NOS) is very similar to the Autistic Disorder. It is used when severe impairments in reciprocal 

social interaction and/or communication skills are evident, or when restricted activities and 

interests are displayed. It is a borderline category and is sometimes referred to as "atypical 

autism" (Greenspan & Weider, 1998; 2006a; 2006b; Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2003).  

Incidence 
 

Recently autism has been recognized as the fastest growing developmental disorder in the 

USA. It can affect any child regardless of race, ethnicity, economic status, and educational level. 

It is four times more prevalent in boys than in girls (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). 

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Center for Disease Control, 

2007), there are more than 1.5 million cases of autism in the United States alone. One in 150 

children is born with autism.  

The need for effective educational and therapeutic programs for people with autism 

continues to grow every year. The New York City Department of Education reports that there are 

4,423 children with autism in New York City public schools (Robinson, 2006). Frequently, 

children with autism end up in special education classes alongside other children who are 
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emotionally disturbed and/or developmentally delayed. In the schools, there is usually only one 

teacher for every six to twelve students, and the average cost to the city is $34,816 per child, per 

year (Robinson, 2006). According to a recent report in New York Magazine (Katz, 2006), this 

year alone, the New York City public schools have budgeted nearly $824 million to pay private 

schools to educate children with autism. That amount has increased from $82 million a decade 

ago, in part because of the national surge in the incidence of autism. 

In 2006 President Bush signed “The Combating Autism Act of 2006,” and increased 

government funding to expand activities related to autism research, prevention, and treatment 

(The White House, 2006). The Combating Autism Act authorizes:  

• Research under National Institutes of Health (NIH) to address the entire scope of Autism 

Spectrum Disorder (ASD). (In addition, since 2002, NIH funding for autism-related 

research has increased by over 80 percent from $56 million in 2001 to an estimated $101 

million in the 2007 budget) (The White House, 2006). 

• Regional centers of excellence for ASD research and epidemiology (These Centers 

collect and analyze information on the number, incidence, correlates, and causes of ASD 

and other developmental disabilities) (The White House, 2006). 

• Activities to increase public awareness of autism, improve the ability of health care 

providers to use evidence-based interventions, and increase early screening for autism 

(The White House, 2006). 

 The increases in the incidence of autism, as well as the growing need for effective 

educational and therapeutic programs for individuals who have the disorder, point to the 

significance of the present study. The aim of the present study is to determine the efficacy of 
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music therapy in meeting the therapeutic needs of children with autism. Before presenting more 

details on the present study, it is necessary to describe music therapy and its applications with 

those who have autism. 

Music Therapy with Those Who Have Autism 

Music therapy is the use of music and all of its facets to achieve therapeutic goals in the 

physical, behavioral, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual domains (Bruscia, 1998). It is used 

with many client populations including developmentally delayed children, mentally ill adults, at-

risk youth, people afflicted with HIV/AIDS, adults and children with chronic physical diseases, 

geriatric patients, and adults in psychotherapy. It is also a common treatment modality for 

children with autism (Bruscia, 1998). 

There are four main methods used in music therapy. They are: 1) receptive music 

experiences in which the clients listen to music; 2) composition experiences in which clients 

compose or contribute to the composition of a song or instrumental piece; 3) re-creative music 

experiences in which the clients play or sing music that has already been composed; and 4) 

improvisation experiences in which clients create music spontaneously using instruments or their 

voice (Bruscia, 1998). Each one of these types of musical experiences offers a variety of benefits 

based on the client’s clinical needs. 

Music therapy has a long history of treating children with autism (Alvin & Warwick, 

1991; Nordoff & Robbins, 1964; 1977; Stevens & Clark, 1969), and the literature is replete with 

clinical writings and research studies on the topic. As will be shown in the next chapter, the 

clinical writings demonstrate that all four methods of music therapy have been used with 

individuals with autism in order to facilitate nonverbal expression and communication, 
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socialization, self-awareness, sensory integration, and musical and interpersonal relatedness 

(Alvin & Warwick, 1991; Berger, 2002; Nordoff & Robbins, 1968). The research literature deals 

with two topics: the musical characteristics of individuals with autism, and the efficacy of music 

therapy in their treatment. Empirical studies on their musical characteristics have shown that 

individuals with autism may exhibit special musical abilities, particularly in pitch perception 

(Bonnel et al., 2003a; 2003b; Heaton, 2005), as well as an affinity for music (Blackstock, 1978; 

Thaut, 1987). Empirical efficacy studies have shown that music therapy is effective in increasing 

socialization and communication (Hollander & Juhrs, 1974; Edgerton, 1994), decreasing 

perseverative behaviors (Brownell, 2004; Hollander & Juhrs, 1974; Orr, Myles & Carlson, 

1998); developing musical and non-musical communication (Edgerton, 1994), improving parent-

child relationships (Allgood, 2005), and facilitating peer interactions (Kern, 2006). These 

empirical studies will be reviewed in greater detail in the next chapter. 

The present study was concerned with the clinical use of improvisation experiences in the 

treatment of autism. More specifically, the purpose of the study was to evaluate the effectiveness 

of Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy (NRMT) within a DIR®/Floortime™ framework in meeting 

the therapeutic needs of individuals with autism. As outlined below, NRMT is one of the most 

established approaches to improvisational music therapy. In addition, the NRMT approach will 

be implemented employing DIR ® concepts (Greenspan & Weider, 2006a; 2006b) as a way of 

conceptualizing and assessing the child’s needs and strengths, and evaluating the child’s 

progress. These concepts and models will be described in greater detail below. 
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Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy                                                                                          

Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy (NRMT), originally coined Creative Music  

Therapy is an improvisational and compositional approach to music therapy developed by Paul 

Nordoff, an American composer/pianist, and Clive Robbins, a special educator from Great 

Britain (Bruscia, 1987; Kim, 2004). They worked closely together from 1959 to 1976 as therapist 

and co-therapist with children with special needs in various settings (Nordoff & Robbins, 1971). 

After the death of Nordoff in 1976, Robbins continued to develop the work worldwide. Today 

NRMT is practiced and studied throughout the globe. 

 Traditionally, NRMT involves two therapists participating in sessions: the primary 

therapist is responsible for spontaneously creating music on a harmonic instrument, usually on 

guitar or piano; the co-therapist interacts directly with the child, facilitating musical participation 

and engagement.  

 A central concept in NRMT is the “music child,” which is based on the belief that all 

children have an inborn musicality and the capacity, regardless of pathology, to respond to 

musical experiences (Nordoff & Robbins, 1977, p.1). However, in order for the “music child” to 

flourish the “child must be open to experiencing himself, others, and the world around him; for it 

is through these experiences that receptive, cognitive, and expressive capabilities are developed” 

(Robbins & Robbins, 1991, p. 57). What prevents the “music child” from functioning is what 

they called the “condition child” (Nordoff & Robbins, 1964; 1977). The condition child, 

encasing the “music child,” represents what the child has come to be—his learned responses to 

the world and his personality development based on how he has internalized life’s experiences.   
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 Nordoff and Robbins (1964; 1968; 1971; 1977) found that, through the use of music 

improvisation, the “condition child” can be bypassed, reaching the inborn musicality of the 

individual’s “music child.” In nurturing, challenging, and supporting the “music child” through 

musical experiences, the child develops beyond the conditioned self and into new ways of 

experiencing the self and the world. A “new self” is born, and the “condition child” becomes the 

“old self” (Robbins & Robbins, 1991, p.59). 

 The primary focus of interaction in NRMT, then, is the musical relationship between the 

child and therapists. Verbal interaction is not essential in NRMT, rather, it is the musical 

experience and level of musical relatedness of the child that is important. Because the primary 

focus is on music, “the musical process is the clinical process” (Aigen, 2005, p. 94), meaning 

that the therapist’s primary concern is to develop and incorporate musical interventions to 

deepen the child’s musical engagement and interaction. In NRMT, musical goals are clinical 

goals (Aigen, 2005). What a child accomplishes musically is regarded as a clinical or therapeutic 

accomplishment. For example: NR therapists may work on a child’s ability to increase the 

dynamic range (loud and soft) of his drum playing, or expand the range of tempi (fast and slow) 

while playing the xylophone. Although the focus is on musical goals and the widening of the 

child’s musical experiences, it is clear that these goal areas can also address cognitive, 

expressive, sensory, and social deficits. In considering all that is involved to achieve the above 

musical goals: motor planning, auditory cuing, fine and gross motor skills, visual spatial 

processing, and sensory modulation, it becomes clear that developmental goals are realized 

through musical goals and experiences.  
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 In NRMT, the child is an active creator of music, playing a vital role in the direction of the 

musical process. The child plays various instruments that require no formal training or 

experience, while the therapist improvises music built around the child’s music-making, 

emotional state, and/or movements. The purpose is to musically engage, match, support, and 

enhance whatever the child is offering, musically or non-musically, therein promoting 

relatedness, communication, socialization, and awareness within the music itself. In working 

within the Nordoff-Robbins approach, the therapist directly responds or calls out to the child,  

creating musical questions and answers to elicit a back and forth musical dialogue. The therapist 

may create a musical scenario that seeks a musical response; create music that reflects a child’s 

“being” or emotionality; or improvise music to address the child’s sensory needs for musical 

engagement. Furthermore, the therapist may create music that seeks to provoke a child into a 

certain musical response, or improvise music to a child’s idiosyncratic, perseverative behaviors 

to make the behaviors communicative and interactive. In all forms of NRMT, the therapist uses 

his or her musicianship, creativity, intuition, and clinical knowledge of the child to improvise 

music that will activate the child’s will, motivation, and passions, thereby bringing the child into 

musical mutuality and intentionality. Through the experience of co-actively improvising music, 

children can experience themselves in a new way, beyond their pathology, and perhaps free from 

their habitual behaviors (Sorel, 2005). 

 Over time, the therapists and child together develop various musical materials (e.g., 

themes, songs, and instrumental pieces), based on spontaneous events and experiences that arise 

in each session. Within these co-created musical materials, clinical goals and treatment plans are 

identified and pursued by the therapists. All sessions are videotaped and documented so that 
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significant responses may be noted, and musical ideas and new songs can be transcribed for 

future use. In reviewing each session, therapists may observe that a particular musical theme 

(e.g., an interval, motif, or rhythm pattern) or song evokes an instrumental or vocal response 

from the child; the therapist can then incorporate that music into the clinical repertoire to explore 

further in subsequent sessions.  

As will be discussed in the next chapters, NRMT has been used extensively in the 

treatment of children with autism (Nordoff & Robbins, 1964; 1968; 1971; 1977; 1983). The very 

essence of this approach lends itself to address the core deficits of individuals with autism. 

Because NRMT seeks to bring a child out of isolation and into a world of musical mutuality and 

relatedness (through instruments or voice), it can facilitate: nonverbal communication (Brown, 

1994; Nordoff & Robbins, 1977; 1992); self-expression (Brown, 1994; Howat,1995); 

socialization (Turry & Marcus, 2003); relatedness (Brown, 1994; Nordoff & Robbins,1964; 

1968); creativity (Howat, 1995); awareness, intentionality, and purposefulness (Brown, 1994; 

Turry & Marcus, 2003). Nordoff and Robbins (1977) specifically write about the value and 

importance of bringing a child with autism into musical interactiveness saying: 

Inherent musical responsiveness can impel an autistic child into tenuous 

instrumental activity. As you work to engage this, to extend it and make it 

purposeful, he is exposed to unaccustomed experiences of contact and 

interactivity—from which he tends usually to withdraw. (Nordoff & Robbins, 

1977, p. 120)  

In the next section, I will describe how my own experiences with NRMT and with 

individuals with autism have led to this study and have shaped its purpose and design. I will also 
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explain how my work in NRMT with individuals with autism has been influenced by 

Greenspan’s (2006a; 2006b) concepts of DIR®. 

Personal Experience with NRMT and Autism 

In 2000, following the completion of graduate school and the Nordoff-Robbins’ 

certification program, I began to focus solely on working with children with autism. I began a 

private practice that later became The Rebecca Center for Music Therapy, located in Rockville 

Centre, N.Y. There I had the opportunity to work with many children with PDD. It was during 

this time that I truly began to “find myself” as a music therapist. My clinical improvisational 

skills began to develop, as I felt myself beginning to internalize and integrate the knowledge 

acquired during my NRMT training.  

As my client base grew, so did my interactions with parents. My observation skills began 

to expand beyond the music room and into the reception area, as I paid close attention to how 

parents interacted with me and their children. I became more cognizant that my interactions with 

parents were influencing my sessions with their children. In addition, parent interactions also 

influenced how the children responded to me and my music and so on.  

NRMT had inculcated me with the notion that “not just any music will do,” and that the 

application and manipulation of the musical elements (tempo, rhythm, meter, melody, harmony, 

idioms, and styles) are carefully crafted clinical interventions. This way of thinking has become 

increasingly prevalent in my work today, as I recognize the importance of meeting and/or 

following the child (musically and emotionally) in the musical moment. The idea of musical 

experiences shifting in the moment to bring the child with autism into musical relatedness and 
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relationship, which in turn facilitates developmental growth, has taken on greater meaning for 

me when considering the core deficits of autism.  

The idea that autism is not a memory disorder, but a disorder that affects relating and 

communicating (G. Tippy, personal communication, July 8, 2007), has led me to believe that  

improvisation in NRMT directly deals with autism’s core deficits. In NRMT, the child is 

responding or reacting to the improvised music in the context of an immediate and interactive 

relationship. In more structured and activity-based approaches using familiar songs, the child 

may tend to sing along, and this may work against the idea of relating and communicating,  

because the child may be relying on his memory skills to avoid here-and-now interaction. 

To that end, I have come to the conclusion that the focal point of my work is grounded in 

the idea of learning and communicating through relationships. This concept has led me to the 

work of Drs. Stanley Greenspan and Serena Weider and the Developmental, Individual-

Differences, Relationship-based model (DIR®). 

In 2005, I was invited to develop a music therapy program at The Rebecca School in 

New York City. Rebecca, a private school, was slated to become the largest school for children 

with Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASD) in the country, with 50,000 square feet of space and 

rooms including: several sensory gyms, playrooms, art and pottery rooms, a roof-top playground, 

rock climbing, and a music room just to name a few. The Rebecca School would be the first 

DIR® School in New York City, and would be guided by Dr. Stanley Greenspan. This would be 

the missing link to my clinical work. 
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Developmental, Individual-Differences, Relationship-based  

Model (DIR®)/Floortime™ 

DIR® is a developmentally-based approach that is used as the foundation for a 

comprehensive intervention approach (Greenspan & Weider, 1998; 2006b). The focus of the 

model is to help children with special needs build healthy foundations for social, emotional, and 

intellectual capacities, rather than simply focusing on isolated behaviors. 

The term, “Developmental,” includes six levels of development that help the child build 

these capacities. The six levels of development are described below as affected by ASD in 

children of any age (Greenspan & Weider, 1998; 2006b): 

• Level one: Shared attention and regulation occurs from age 0–3 months. 

An infant at risk for ASD may show difficulty in sustaining his attention to sights or  

sounds, and may prefer to engage in self-stimulatory behaviors. 

• Level two: Engagement and relating occurs from 2–5 months. An infant at risk for ASD 

may show difficulty sustaining engagement and will usually withdraw from interaction 

and become self-absorbed. 

• Level three: Purposeful emotional interactions occur from 4–10 months. An infant at risk 

for ASD may display no interest in interacting, or engage in brief back-and-forth-

exchanges with very little initiative and may engage in random or impulsive behaviors. 

• Level four: Chains of back-and-forth (joint attention) emotional signaling and shared 

problem-solving occur from 10–18 months. A child at risk for ASD will show an 

inability to initiate and sustain several back-and-forth interactions of emotional signals 

(e.g., showing mom or dad a toy) and may engage in perseverative behavior patterns. 
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• Level five: Creating ideas occurs from 18–30 months. A child at risk for ASD will have 

difficulty using words or phrases meaningfully and engaging in pretend play; he/she will 

repeat words of what has been heard or seen (echolalia). 

• Level six: Building bridges between ideas: Logical thinking occurs at 30–42 months 

(e.g., I want to eat because I’m hungry). A child at risk for ASD will display either no 

words, use memorized scripts with random ideas or use words and ideas illogically. 

“Individual-Differences” refer to how the child processes: information and language; 

underlying motor and sensory capacities, such as touch, sound, and other sensations; auditory 

processing; visual-spatial processing; and motor-planning and sequencing abilities. For each of 

the six stages described above, the therapist needs to look at these particular “individual-

differences” of the child and determine how they interfere with the child’s moving up the  

developmental ladder. This gives the clinician an integrated picture of the child’s development.  

The term “Relationships” in the DIR® model refers to how the child interacts with others 

(e.g., family members, teachers, therapists, and caregivers) and what patterns of interaction 

should be included in the therapeutic program to support enhanced development of the child.  

As can be seen, each component of the DIR® model complements the other. First, it is 

important to understand at what level the child is functioning developmentally. Secondly, one 

must ascertain what stands in the way of a child’s development and how the child is processing 

the world around himself or herself. To understand this, one must know how the child processes 

information and navigates in the world. Lastly, it is critical to know how the child relates to 

others in the world. Once there is a developmental picture and a sensory profile of the child, the 
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therapist can guide him/her into ways of interacting and relating that will provide the proper 

sensory input necessary to move up the developmental ladder.  

One of the main components of the DIR® Model, which parallels NRMT, is Floortime™ 

(Greenspan & Weider, 2006a). Floortime™ is a systematic way of working with the child to help 

move him/her up the developmental ladder. Similarities between Floortime™ and NRMT are 

that they both involve improvisation, creativity, spontaneity, emotionality, and a playful spirit. 

The main difference is in the medium. NR therapy primarily involves the use of music, and 

Floortime™ primarily involves the use of objects, toys or sensory items.  

Described below are the five primary steps involved in Floortime™ (Greenspan & 

Weider, 1998; 2006b):  

1) Observation: Both listening to and watching a child is essential (facial expressions, tone 

of voice, gestures, body posture, and use of or lack of words). 

2) Approach—Open circles of communication: Once assessing the child’s mode of 

interacting or responding, the therapist can approach the child with the appropriate words, 

gestures, and affect. He or she can open the circle of communication with a child by 

acknowledging the child's emotionality, then elaborating and building on whatever 

interests the child at the moment. 

3) Follow the child's lead: After the initial approach, following a child's lead simply means 

being a supportive play partner who is an "assistant" to the child and who allows the child 

to set the stage by directing the action, and creating dramas.  

4) Extend and expand play: As one follows the child's lead, extending and expanding  play 

themes involves making supportive comments about the child's play without being 
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intrusive, helping him/her to express ideas and move to ideas into different directions. 

(Asking questions to stimulate creative thinking may keep playful exchanges moving 

along, while also helping the child understand emotional themes involved). 

5) Child closes the circle of communication: As the therapist opens the circle of 

communication when the child is approached, the child closes the circle when he/she 

builds on the therapist’s comments with comments of his own. One circle flows into 

another, and many circles may be opened and closed in quick succession as one interacts 

with the child. By building on each other's ideas and gestures, the child begins to 

appreciate and understand the value of two way communication. 

A Comparison of NRMT and DIR®/ Floortime™ 

The moment that I began developing and implementing a music therapy program at 

Rebecca School, I immediately recognized the similarities between DIR® and NRMT. The main 

difference in approaches involved the medium being used to engage and interact with the 

children. In traditional Floortime™, the practitioner observes and follows the child’s lead, using 

a variety of symbolic and sensory-based toys and objects (e.g., dolls, puppets, toys, swings, balls, 

etc.) to regulate and engage the child into a joint interactive experience. The goal is to help the 

child climb the developmental ladder. In NRMT, the primary therapist (music-maker), observes 

the child and follows his/her lead using music as the medium and object. The music being 

improvised attempts to create affect and emotionally-charged experiences intended to help the 

child regulate, musically engage, and interact in a joint musical relationship to facilitate 

development. Both are action-based approaches in which the child is an active and leading 

participant in the therapeutic process. Both approaches view relationships as a core component of 
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child development. Both focus on the creative process between the child and therapist. In 

addition, both require therapists to rely on their creativity, spontaneity, and playful spirit to help  

regulate and engage the child. Finally, both models respect the individual differences of each 

child and view whatever the child is doing as important (e.g., respecting idiosyncratic and self-

stimulatory behaviors without attempting to extinguish them, but to embrace them and help make 

them interactive and communicative). 

In the present study, NRMT and DIR® were used in tandem. NRMT was used as the 

primary treatment approach, and focused primarily on musical goals and the establishment of 

musical relationships between therapists and child. DIR® was used as the primary means of 

conceptualizing and assessing the child’s strengths and needs in nonmusical modes of interaction 

and relationship, and evaluating the child’s progress in these areas.  

A combination of quantitative and qualitative data was collected, analyzed, and  

compared. The outcomes of therapy with each child were measured and evaluated quantitatively; 

the process of achieving these will be described and analyzed qualitatively. (See Method 

section.) 

Purpose of the Research 

The purpose of this study was to examine the process and outcome of NRMT within a 

DIR® framework in meeting individualized goals of children with autism (DIR® was the 

method of evaluating the child, and NRMT was the intervention used throughout the study). Four 

research questions were posed.  

1) Will each child make significant progress in achieving the individualized musical goals 

formulated for the child in the NRMT sessions?  Progress toward meeting NRMT-
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specific goals will be measured using Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) (Kiresuk & Lund, 

1974; 1978), an interdisciplinary approach to formulating individualized treatment goals 

and evaluating their accomplishment. (See Method Section.) 

2) Will each child make significant progress in achieving the individualized nonmusical 

goals formulated for the child in the DIR® model? Progress in meeting these goals will 

be measured using the Functional Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) (Greenspan, 

DeGangi & Weider, 2003). (See Method section.) 

3) What is the process by which goals for each child will be addressed by the therapists and 

accomplished by the child? 

4) For each child, will progress in musical goals (NRMT) parallel progress in nonmusical 

(DIR®) goals?  

As designed, this was the first quantitative study of individualized outcomes in NRMT  

with children with autism. In addition, it was the first study in the utilization of NRMT  

within a DIR®/Floortime™ framework.  

The insights gained from this study may create interest in additional research, program 

development, funding opportunities and training programs using this collaborative approach.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

RELATED LITERATURE 
 

This review deals with five main topical areas found in the literature on individuals with 

autism. The main areas are: 1) research studies on the musical characteristics of individuals with 

autism; 2) clinical case studies on how music therapy is used with these individuals; 3) research 

studies on the efficacy of music therapy in treating individuals with autism; 4) clinical case 

studies on how DIR®/ Floortime™ is used with children with autism; and 5) a study on the 

effectiveness of DIR®/ Floortime™ in treating children with autism. 

The Musical Characteristics of Individuals with Autism 

A review of the literature on musical characteristics of individuals with autism reveals 

several empirical studies that have focused on tonal abilities and musical affinities. The research 

suggests that individuals with autism display strong abilities in pitch perception (Bonnel et al., 

2003; Heaton, 2005), melody discrimination (Applebaum, Egel, Koegel, & Imhoff, 1979; 

Mottron, Peretz, & Menard, 2000), pitch recall (Heaton, Hermlin & Pring 1998), disembedding 

notes within chords (Heaton, 2003), and in improvising melodies (Thaut, 1988). Studies have 

also indicated that individuals with autism have a strong affinity for musical stimuli when 

compared to other auditory and visual stimuli (Blackstock, 1978; Thaut, 1987), and that they 

understand affective connotations in music (Heaton, Hermlin, & Pring 1999). These studies will 

be reviewed below in further detail. 

Tonal Abilities 

Bonnel et al. (2003) compared twelve high-functioning individuals with autism with 

twelve age-matched normal developing individuals on their ability to discriminate “same-
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different” in the frequency of two pitches presented in pairs. The autistic group scored 

significantly higher in pitch frequency discrimination scores than the control group.  

In the same study, Bonnel et al. (2003) also compared twelve high-functioning 

individuals with autism with twelve age-matched typically developing individuals on their ability 

to judge whether a tone was higher or lower than the reference tone (1000-Hz tone) presented 

immediately beforehand. The results showed that the autistic group scored significantly higher in 

determining the direction of pitch than the age-matched control group.  

Heaton (2005) compared thirteen children with autism and two with Asperger’s  

Syndrome with two age-matched  typically developing  groups on their ability to judge the pitch 

direction of different intervals. Forty–eight intervals ranging from a minor second (one semitone) 

through an octave (twelve semitones) were used in the experiment. The two notes of each 

interval were played successively, and participants were asked to quickly determine whether the 

second note of each interval was higher or lower then its starting pitch. The children with autism 

scored significantly higher than the typical children in correctly identifying the pitch direction of 

small intervals (1–4 semitones). There was no significant difference between groups in 

identifying pitch direction of medium (5–8 semitones) and large (9–12 semitones) intervals.   

Mottron, Peretz, and Menard (2000) compared thirteen individuals with autism to thirteen 

typically developing age-matched individuals on their ability to judge “same-different” in pairs 

of diatonic melodies. Both groups performed similarly in identifying melody pairs that were the 

same; however, the individuals with autism performed better than their counterparts in 

identifying melody pairs that were different. 
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Applebaum et al. (1979) compared the pitch abilities of normal developing children  

who had prior musical training, with children with autism who had no prior musical training. The 

children were asked to sing back tones and musical phrases ranging from one to four tones 

atonally configured. Tones were presented by voice, piano, and synthesizer. The study revealed 

that children with autism were able to sing back correct pitches as accurately or better then the 

age-matched typical children.  

Heaton et al. (1998) compared children with autism with typically developing children on 

their ability to recall pitches and speech sounds that were both paired with pictures of animals. 

Each participant was presented with four pitches, each paired with a picture, and on a separate 

occasion, four speech sounds, each paired with a picture. After a seven day period, the 

participants were presented with the previously presented pitches and asked to identify the 

matching picture. The same procedure was used to identify and recall speech sounds to their 

matching pictures. Both groups displayed similar performance levels when pairing speech 

sounds with pictures, whereas performance levels of pairing pitches with pictures were 

significantly higher in the group with autism. 

Heaton (2003) compared children with autism with typically developing children on their 

ability to identify missing tones within a chord structure. Each tone in a four-note chord was 

paired with a picture.  The experimenter played three notes together, excluding one of the four 

tones forming a chord, and then asked each participant to point to the picture paired with the tone 

that was missing. The children with autism performed at a significantly higher level of accuracy 

than the typically developing children.  

Thaut (1988) compared children with autism with typically developing children  
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and adults with mental retardation on their ability to improvise a pentatonic melody on  

the xylophone. The improvisations were rated according to the following criteria:  

• Rhythm: The extent to which the improvisation contained different rhythmical elements 

and the presentation of rhythmic sequences; 

• Restriction: The extent to which available intervals and tones were used; 

• Complexity: The number of tones that were included in a recurring melodic motive;  

• Rule adherence: The total number of single tones in the entire tone sequences which 

belonged to a motive; and  

• Originality: The presentation of melodic patterns that occur only once but fullfill certain 

criteria for complex melodic and rhythmic shape.  

The results revealed that the autistic children’s improvisations scored significantly higher 

than adults with mental retardation and approximated the scores of the typically developing 

children. The highest individual score was achieved by a child with autism. 

Music Preferences 

Thaut (1987) compared five children with autism and ten typically developing children 

on their perceptual preferences between visual stimuli (fifty colored slides of animals) and 

musical stimuli (10 minutes of instrumental music). Preference was measured by the length of  

time spent with each stimulus with the children pressing a button to access either the musical or 

visual stimuli. The study revealed that children with autism spent significantly more time with 

the musical stimuli than the typical children. 

Blackstock (1978) compared children with autism and typically developing children on 

their listening preferences for spoken and sung versions of songs. Participants were tested 
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individually and were given a choice between music consisting of excerpts of ten songs, and 

spoken words comprised of the same lyrics as the musical excerpts. The results showed that the 

children with autism preferred sung versions of songs, while the typically developing children 

showed no preference when given a choice between spoken and sung versions. 

Affect in Music 

Heaton et al. (1999) compared twelve children with autism and two with Asperger’s  

Syndrome with two control groups of age-matched typically developing children on their ability 

to identify the affective connotations (sad or happy) of melodies in major and minor modes. Each 

participant was shown pictures of two faces (happy and sad) as they listened to twenty-four 

recorded melodies, four bars in length. Participants were then asked to indicate, either by 

pointing to one of the two pictures or by saying whether the music was happy (major mode) or 

sad (minor mode). The children with autism were not significantly different from typically 

developing counterparts in their ability to assign the musical examples to the two affective 

categories. 

Case Studies on Music Therapy and Autism 

A review of the case study literature on music therapy and autism reveals that therapists 

have used diverse methodological approaches. When working within a behavioral framework 

(Mahlberg, 1973; Starr & Zenker, 1998), therapists use music as a behavioral reinforcement to 

increase attention span and relatedness, develop communication and speech, and interrupt 

autistic behaviors. In the structured-activity approaches (Griggs-Drane & Wheeler, 1997; Wager, 

2000), therapists utilize music instruction, pre-composed songs, and re-creative musical activities 
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to facilitate self-expression, fine and gross motor functions and listening skills, and to decrease 

aggressive behaviors.  

In the psychodynamic approaches (Lecourt, 1991; Levinge, 1990; Warwick, 1995; 

Woodward, 2004), therapists use music to facilitate musical and interpersonal relationships 

(including transference) to help clients develop a sense of self, enhance their creativity and self-

expression, and form an identity.  

In the improvisational approaches (Alvin & Warwick, 1991; Berger 2003; Bryan, 1989; 

Saperston, 1973; Wimpory, Chadwick, & Nash, 1995), therapists employ a non-directive 

approach, using clinical improvisation on a variety of instruments, and movement with music to 

address issues involving: self-expression, body awareness, anxiety and aggression, sensory 

integration, socialization, communication, and the mother-child relationship.  

In the Nordoff-Robbins approach to improvisational therapy, therapists implement 

improvised music based on the client’s musical and non-musical responses, reactions, and 

emotionality to develop a musical relationship. Typically, the goals are to enhance spontaneous 

communication, musical flexibility, musical relatedness, musical and interpersonal relationships, 

socialization skills, language development, and self-confidence. 

Behavioral Approaches 

Mahlberg’s (1973) case study examined the use of music therapy with a six-year-old boy 

with autism who was prone to tantrums, did not pay attention to noises, had speech and language 

impairments, and displayed aggressive behaviors. Working within a behavioral orientation, 

Mahlberg had the child tap the rhythm of words on the tambourine to improve speech, clap to 

pre-composed songs to increase attention, and engaged the child in movement activities with 
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music to decrease maladaptive behaviors. Mahlberg found that music therapy was effective in 

accomplishing all targeted goals.  

Starr and Zenker (1998) presented case studies of three boys, aged four, five, and six. The 

therapists worked within a behavioral orientation using pre-composed music. The first case, Jeff, 

was four years old. The primary goal was to increase the use of first person pronouns. The 

therapist created a musical game involving the pre-composed song, “Beat that Drum,” which 

posed various questions for Jeff to answer. When answered correctly, Jeff was reinforced 

positively by giving him an opportunity to play the drum. The second case involved a five year 

old boy, Tom. The primary goal of music therapy was to increase his socialization skills.  The 

therapist played some of Tom’s favorite children’s songs (pre-composed) on the piano, using 

hand-over-hand technique with Tom to increase his ability to share. The final case described was 

Bob, a six year old boy. The main goal was to decrease his level of anxiety over transitions. The 

therapist used a composed song, “Line-Up,” to increase Bob’s understanding of waiting his turn 

before leaving the classroom. Starr and Zenker found that music therapy was effective in 

achieving all of their therapeutic goals.  

Structured Music Activity Approach 

Griggs-Drane and Wheeler (1997) reported on a case study with a blind female 

adolescent with autism. The therapist worked within a structured format using pre-composed and 

composed songs (live and recorded music) of various musical styles based on a functional 

assessment. A functional assessment is a method used to identify variables that influence 

challenging behaviors (e.g., over-stimulating environment, lighting, and sounds, as well as the 

function of these behaviors in children with autism). As such, it is concerned with: when the 
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behavior occurs, whether the behavior is linked to a specific activity, what triggers the behaviors, 

whether the behaviors stem from medical or physical issues, whether there are activities in which 

the behavior does not occur and whether the child has a daily routine. The music therapist uses 

the functional assessment to document the occurrence of challenging behaviors during musical 

selections.  

Musical selections, based on a functional assessment, were paired with prompts (e.g., 

objects, pictures, written words, verbal prompts) to enhance the client’s ability to accomplish her 

goals. For example: the therapist paired verbal prompts, such as “hands down,” with selected 

music to address the client’s aggressive behaviors. The writers found that functional assessment 

procedures combined with music therapy treatment were effective in decreasing aggressive 

behaviors toward self and others during the sessions. 

Wager’s (2000) case study examined how an adult male with autism and mental 

retardation responded to individual music therapy during a four year period. Wager worked 

within a structured activity-based approach, focusing on musical instruction to achieve clinical 

goals. Musical activities included teaching the client: how to play drums to pre-recorded music, 

how to play familiar melodies on the piano, and musical terminology. She found that music 

therapy was effective in: providing the client with a joyful leisure activity (staff commented that 

the client consistently wanted to attend sessions, and that he focused his attention in music longer 

then in any other activity); developing the ability to listen; responding to and recalling music 

while playing drums or piano; facilitating fine and gross motor skills; helping to facilitate self-

expression; and providing the client with a means for affective expression. 
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Psychodynamic Approaches 

Levinge’s (1990) clinical case study examined how music therapy was used with a two- 

and-a-half-year-old girl during eighteen months of treatment. The study focused on the client’s 

process in developing a personal identity through the musical relationship between client and 

therapist. Working within a psychodynamic model using improvisation, Levinge concluded that 

music therapy may be effective in guiding clients to the experience of a separate self wherein 

they can begin to define themselves and create an identity. 

Lecourt’s (1991) case study examined the use of psychoanalytically-based music therapy 

to treat a four-year old, nonverbal boy with autism. The author worked with him in individual 

music therapy one time per week for two years and three months. Initially, the focus of the work 

was to explore the client’s relationships with his caregivers. Lecourt speculated that there was a 

connection between the child’s autistic behaviors and difficulties in these relationships. She used 

improvised music, musical composition, pre-recorded sounds from previous sessions, and sound 

games. Emphasis was given to the organization of the client’s experience of sounds and 

relationships within the dynamic of a transference relationship, defined as “the processes of 

unconscious desires being realized in material or human objects within a specific relationship” 

(Lecourt, 1991, p. 97). She found that psychoanalytical music therapy was effective in 

facilitating self-expression, creativity, relationship, and a transference relationship within the 

music. 

Warwick’s (1995) case study describes the process of music therapy education and 

intervention in home-based, family treatment work with a six-year-old boy with autism and his 

mother. Warwick worked within a psychodynamic model and used clinical improvisation to 
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facilitate the musical and interpersonal relationship between child and mother. Emphasis was 

given to modes of relating, sharing and communicating. Warwick discovered that music therapy 

helped develop a musical relationship between mother and child, one in which the mother was 

able to take over the role of therapist and to continue treatment without the support of the 

therapist. 

Woodward (2004) conducted three clinical studies to examine how music therapy may be 

used to treat children with autism and their parents. The three studies included: a group of seven 

children (and a few parents), a four-year-old girl and her mother, and two brothers and their 

mother. Woodward worked within a psychodynamic developmental model using structured 

songs (e.g., familiar greeting and goodbye songs, various pre-composed songs chosen by the 

children and therapist) and musical games/activities (conducting game, movement songs chosen 

by the children, and start and stop musical games). Emphasis was given to the development of 

roles and relationships. Woodward found that music therapy was effective in: enhancing parent-

child relationships, altering parents’ perceptions of their child, and providing parents with 

emotional support. 

Improvisational Approaches 

Alvin (1978) reported several case studies of children with autism in individual therapy. 

The goals were to develop self-expression, establish relationship, increase tolerance to sounds, 

develop communication, enhance body awareness, and decrease aggressive urges and anxiety. 

The studies included: a six-year-old girl, an eight-year-old boy; and an eleven-year-old-boy. 

Alvin’s model employed free improvisation in which the therapist does not impose any structure 

on the child’s playing, but rather provides him/her with the opportunity and support to explore an 
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instrument on his/her own terms. The therapist plays a supporting role using receptive and active 

music therapy techniques adapted to the child’s reactions to the music and his behaviors.  

In the case of “Oliver,” Alvin used receptive techniques initially, playing pre-composed  

and improvised music for him on the cello to help increase his tolerance and relationship to 

sound, while gradually increasing the repertoire and the length of each piece.  

Case “Pamela” illustrated the use of free improvisation on various instruments in which 

the child began to establish a relationship to sounds outside of herself (e.g., imitating, matching, 

and harmonizing sounds within the musical relationship). The third case presented, “Kevin,” 

utilized free improvisation, musical games and movement to music to establish a relationship, 

develop a musical identity, and decrease his aggressive urges. Case “Martin,” demonstrated how 

the cello (played by the child while being supported by the therapist) and movement activities 

were used to liberate Martin from his anxiety.  Alvin found that free improvisational music 

therapy was effective in facilitating self-expression, a sense of self, relationship, tolerance to 

sounds, communication, body awareness, and a decrease in aggressive urges. 

Berger (2003) reported several brief case vignettes of children with autism to support her 

theoretical framework in which music therapy interventions are used to address sensory 

integration difficulties in children with autism. Goals are centered around the child’s sensory 

processing disorders (e.g., vestibular, propreoceptive, tactile, visual and auditory systems). 

Berger worked primarily using improvisation, but also utilized pre-composed music, musical 

games, and movement to music activities. She utilized a range of instruments with various 

timbres including un-pitched and pitched percussion, string and wind instruments. Case “Jason” 

illustrates how the therapist structured sessions around Jason’s auditory processing/tracking 
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difficulties to gain his attention. Although Jason was unable to tolerate loud sounds, he was 

fascinated with the sound of a gong after striking it with a mallet. The gong appeared to regulate 

Jason by balancing his auditory needs. The therapist carefully created music around the gong 

sounds, playing simple melodies on the recorder to draw Jason’s attention. Ethan, a ten-year-old 

boy with perfect pitch and limited expressive language, screamed when a song was played in a 

key other then when it was first presented, or when words were spoken with various timbres. 

Music therapy interventions involved repeating sound sequences and responding to musical cues, 

presented instrumentally and vocally. The goal was to expand his tolerance for change in regard 

to musical elements within familiar songs.  

Bryan’s (1989) group case study involved six children with autism (12–14 years old) who 

met weekly for a five month period. Bryan worked within a non-directive improvisational 

approach using a wide variety of pitched and unpitched percussive instruments including a piano. 

Bryan found that music therapy was effective in developing self-awareness and, in turn, in 

enabling group members to participate collectively, relate to each other, and be a part of 

something larger then themselves.  

Saperston (1973) reported on his work with an eight year old child with autism. The child 

participated in thirty-minute individual music therapy sessions three times per week. The 

therapist worked within an improvisational framework, creating music on the piano to match the 

child’s responses and individual movements. As the client became increasingly aware of his 

ability to influence the music played, he began to smile, establish eye contact with the therapist, 

and vocalize more frequently. In addition, the client developed the ability to interact with people 
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outside of therapy sessions. Saperston found that improvisational music therapy can be an 

effective treatment intervention in developing communication skills in children with autism.  

Wimpory, Chadwick, and Nash (1995) conducted a study to examine the effects of  

music therapy on a three-year old child with autism and her mother. Music therapy consisted  

of twenty minute sessions two times per week for seven months. The therapist worked within an 

improvisational framework, using “Musical Interaction Therapy”—the synchronization of live 

music to adult-child interactions, aimed at enabling the child to anticipate her parent’s actions on 

the basis of music synchronized to those actions. The child’s development of social skills outside 

of music therapy was monitored by videotaping semi-structured settings in the home. The 

authors found that music therapy was effective in facilitating changes in social interactions, 

including a decrease in the amount of time it took the child to acknowledge her mother, an 

increase in eye contact, and an increase in initiating involvement with her mother.  

Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy 

Nordoff and Robbins (1964) presented three case studies involving the use of their own 

model (Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy or NRMT). The three studies included: a six-year-old 

girl, a six-year-old boy, and a three-and-a-half-year old boy. In their model, one therapist 

improvises music on the piano based on what the child is doing or playing (using various 

percussive instruments), while the other encourages and supports the child in music making. 

Emphasis is given to the musical relationship between the client and therapist. Nordoff and 

Robbins found that improvisational music therapy was effective in establishing communication, 

developing relationship, speech development, and decreasing pathological behavior patterns. 
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Nordoff and Robbins (1977) provided an in-depth musical analysis, through text and 

audio session excerpts, to describe the progress of a five-and-a-half-year-old boy with autism, 

Edward. The therapists provided a musical emotional environment for Edward, matching and 

meeting his screaming and crying through musical improvisation. The music, being improvised 

by the therapist on the piano, began to bring Edward’s emotional tantrum into two-way 

communication, enhancing the child’s sense of self and others, which led to singing-crying 

responses that were musically related (e.g., in pitch, in rhythm and in melody patterns). The 

therapists found that clinical improvisation was effective in creating an appropriate emotional 

environment for the child in order to increase awareness, socialization, and communication. 

Brown (1994) reported five brief case studies of children with autism in individual 

NRMT. The goals were to enhance cognition, socialization, and emotionality. The five studies 

included: a twelve-year-old girl, an eight-year-old boy, a ten-year-old boy, and 2 thirteen-year-

old boys. She found that NRMT was effective in facilitating: spontaneous expression (verbal, 

musical, and vocal), musical flexibility, musical relatedness, and, musical and interpersonal 

relationships. 

Howat’s (1995) case study involved a ten-year-old girl with autism who participated in 

individual NRMT for thirty minutes, one time per week. Emphasis was given to the use of 

improvised songs to facilitate purposeful singing. Howat found that NRMT was effective in 

enhancing social development, tolerance for change, self-expression, and the ability to sing 

freely and purposefully. 

Turry and Marcus (2003) examined the use of Nordoff Robbins Music Therapy (NRMT) 

with a group of four adults diagnosed with autism, aged twenty to twenty-three. Each session 
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was co-led by two therapists. One therapist led the group musically by improvising on piano. 

The other therapist, sitting within the group itself, was responsible for facilitating musical 

interaction with the therapist (music-maker) and among the group members.  

Following treatment, parents were interviewed for the purpose of determining any  

significant gains as a result of music therapy. They reported music therapy to be effective  

in motivating their child to attend sessions, in increasing self confidence in and outside of music 

therapy, and in increasing their ability to function in social situations.  

Outcome Studies 

In addition to case studies, several research studies deal with the effectiveness of music 

therapy in treating individuals with autism and two meta-analyses have been performed on the 

quantitative literature. These are reviewed below. 

Hollander and Juhrs (1974) examined the effectiveness of the Orff-Schulwerk method to 

increase socialization and communication and decrease perseverative behavior of thirty children 

with autism (ages four to sixteen). The Orff-Schulwerk method involves the use of music set to 

the tempo of body movements and speech to facilitate client responses. Various specialized 

percussive instruments, tuned to pentatonic scales, were available to the children for musical 

expression. Hollander and Juhrs taught the children rhythmic motions to replace perseverative 

movements, encouraged children to play with instruments to improve fine-motor coordination, 

and had children interact and imitate one another in groups of four to six to enhance social skills. 

They found that Orff-Schulwerk is an effective method in enhancing socialization and 

communication, while also providing children with autism a meaningful group experience. 
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Edgerton (1994) examined the effects of improvisational music therapy on musical and 

non-musical communication in children with autism.  Eleven children with autism (6–9 years 

old) participated in individual music therapy for ten weeks. Edgerton devised the Checklist of 

Communicative Responses/Acts Score Sheet (CRASS) to evaluate communication responses of 

children with autism. The CRASS, composed of items from several rating scales and 

assessments dealing with communication and musical communicativeness, was used to evaluate 

communicative responses (verbal, vocal, gestural, and or musical events) and acts performed by 

the children. Edgerton worked within a Nordoff-Robbins model using improvisation. During 

sessions, the therapist improvised music on the piano while the child played snare drum, cymbal 

and other percussive instruments. The structure of the study consisted of the presentation of the 

music intervention followed by one session of withdrawal and then another music intervention. 

During the intervention, the therapist would improvise music with the child. During the 

withdrawal sessions, the therapist played precomposed music for the child. The CRASS scores 

of all eleven children consistently increased during intervention, decreased during withdrawal, 

and increased again during intervention.  All individual scores on the CRASS were higher after 

the last session of treatment than after the first session.  

Orr, Myles, and Carlson (1998) studied the use of rhythmic entrainment to decrease head-

jerking and screaming in an eleven-year-old girl with autism. Entrainment was defined as the use 

of music to facilitate relaxation by externally produced rhythms that are designed to bring the 

body to its natural rhythmic patterns. Music at 50–60 beats per minute was used to increase the 

alpha waves responsible for relaxation. Thirty sessions of data were collected utilizing an ABAB 

design, with alternating baseline and musical intervention periods. Researchers analyzed the 
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child’s head-jerks and screaming during the first twenty minutes of the session during both 

conditions. Results showed that the average number of screams and head-jerks on days with 

music was fewer than that of baseline days.  

Brownell (2004) examined the effect of musical presentations of social stories on target 

behaviors of four children with autism between the ages of six and nine.  

Target behaviors for each of the four cases included:  

Case 1: delayed echolalia of movie and television media (“scripting”);  

Case 2: difficulty following directions;  

Case 3: the use of the client’s loud voice, with the goal of reducing the frequency with 

which he used it; and 

Case 4: the client’s use of his loud voice at inappropriate times.  

Brownell utilized pre-composed songs within a behavior modification approach. He 

created individualized social stories and composed music for each story, using the text as lyrics 

based on each target behavior. Reading and singing versions of the stories were alternately 

presented to each participant (Treatment conditions: baseline, reading social stories, and singing 

the social stories). The singing condition was significantly more effective in reducing target 

behaviors than the reading condition, suggesting that musically adapted social stories can be an 

effective intervention for modifying behaviors of children with autism.  

Allgood (2005) examined parents’ perceptions of a seven week family-based group 

music therapy intervention with children with autism (4–6 years old) and their parents. Parents 

participated in the pre-session interview, seven weekly sessions, and the post-session focus group 

following treatment. Allgood worked primarily within a structured-activity based approach using 
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pre-composed song as well as improvisation to promote joint attention, interaction, self-

expression, and collaboration. Data were collected through interview sessions with parents to 

assess their experience of the intervention. Parents reported positive responses to the music 

therapy treatment, such as identifying group cohesion and co-interaction among the group 

members, appreciating the bonding with other families, and developing a realization about their 

child’s abilities and limitations. 

Kaplan and Steele (2005)  analyzed data related to goals and outcomes over two years for 

forty clients, nine through forty-nine-years old, diagnosed with an autistic spectrum disorder. 

Primary goal areas were language/communication (41%), behavioral/psychosocial (39%), 

cognitive (8%), musical (7%), and perceptual motor (5%). One-hundred percent of the 

participants reached their initial objectives in these goal areas within one year or less. In 

addition, one-hundred percent of parents and caregivers surveyed indicated that participants 

generalized skills acquired in music therapy.  

Kern (2006) examined the effectiveness of a collaborative approach (with classroom 

teachers) using a musically-adapted playground and individualized composed songs to improve 

peer interactions in four boys with autism (3–5 years old). Teachers were each trained in music 

therapy principles and were asked to learn originally-composed songs written by a music 

therapist to include the specific goals for each of the four participants (e.g., improve turn-taking, 

increase choice making, etc.). Following the training, each child participated in four conditions: 

1) baseline; 2) teacher walking the child through the musically adapted playground giving him 

drum sticks and asking him to play the instruments; 3) teacher entering the musical playground 

with the targeted child and a chosen peer and initiating interaction by singing the composed song 
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and playing the instruments; 4) teacher entering the playground with the target child and peer, 

without initiating interaction. Kern found that condition C (3) (teacher-mediated intervention) 

significantly increased positive peer interactions. 

Whipple (2004) conducted a meta-analysis of the use of music as an intervention for 

children and adolescents with autism. The review included ten experimental studies with 

individuals with autism ranging in ages two-and-a-half to twenty-one-years-old. The analysis 

examined the effects of music, including music therapy interventions and music versus no music 

on social interaction and behavior patterns. Results showed a significant effect size of d =77 and 

a mean correlation of r = .36 (p = .00). The significant effect size suggests that music 

interventions can be an effective treatment modality for children and adolescents with autism. 

Gold and Wigram (2005) also conducted a meta-analysis of the effects of music therapy 

for individuals with autism spectrum disorders. The review included three studies that examined 

the short-term effect of brief music therapy treatment interventions for children with autism. 

Results showed that music therapy intervention was superior to placebo therapy in regards to 

verbal and communicative skills (verbal: 2 Randomized control trials (RCT), n = 20, Standard 

mean deviation (SMD) .36 Confidence interval (CI) .15 to .57; gestural: 2 RCTs, n = 20, SMD 

0.50 CI .22 to 0.79). 

Clinical Case Studies on DIR®/Floortime™ and Autism 

The literature on DIR®/Floortime™ is sparse. An extensive literature review reveals that 

there are no published outcome studies on the effectiveness of the model. There are, however, 

anecdotal reports from case studies that reveal that the DIR ®/Floortime™ model may be an 

effective intervention for individuals with autism.  
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A review of the case study literature of DIR®/Floortime™ reveals how the model is used 

with children with autism. Greenspan and Weider (2006b) presented three case studies of 

children with autism: two boys aged two-and-a-half, three, and three-and-a-half; and a three-

year-old girl. The first case, David, a two-and-a-half-years-old, presented as self-absorbed, 

perseverative, and given to self-stimulation. The goal for David was to develop the ability to 

engage in two-way communication by strengthening the child’s auditory visual processing 

capacities. Floortime™, an intervention that involves spontaneous play of following the child’s 

lead using affectively toned interactions through gestures and words, was used. The floortimer 

transformed the child’s perseverative interest in cars into elaborate symbolic dramas in which the 

child became the “expert” on brands and models. Floortime™ was used to spontaneously explore 

and practice new emotional themes and abstract thinking.  

The second case involved a three-year-old boy, Joey. He was extremely avoidant, pulling 

away from relationships, and displaying perseverative and self-stimulatory behaviors. Joey relied 

on visual stimuli to process the environment and had an incredible memory for places and things. 

The goals for Joey were to expand pleasurable interactions and establish a continuous flow of 

interactions through affect cuing and problem-solving. The floortimer utilized characters from 

Joey’s favorite shows and books. Initially scripting, Joey began to slowly engage in spontaneous 

back-and-forth continuous flow of interaction through re-creating the stories into real life 

experiences.  

The third case described is Sarah, a three-and-a-half-year-old, whose pattern of behavior 

included flight and avoidance after getting what she wanted, followed by not knowing what to do 

next. The primary goal of Floortime™ was to increase Sarah’s capacity for continuous flow of 
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affective interactions. Although Sarah had weak receptive processing, she demonstrated the 

ability to understand through visual and affect cues, which transferred into the use of puppet 

play. Puppets opened the door to role-playing, in which Sarah took the part of a cook or  

doctor, increasing a continuous flow of interaction between her and the floortimer.  

Weider and Greenspan (2003) examined the use of DIR®/ Floortime™ with a two-and-a-

half-year-old boy, Joey, who was withdrawn and self-absorbed. Joey did not respond to his name 

or appear to understand words when spoken to him. The goals were to: deepen Joey’s 

relationship with his dad (Joey enjoyed rough-housing with dad; dad became his toy), and to help 

him develop the ability to mutually attend and engage. Joey’s intervention plan included: six 

daily Floortime™ sessions at home, four semi-structured and sensory-motor activities, intensive 

speech and occupational therapies, three to five weekly play dates, inclusion in a preschool, and 

various music, gym and sports activities. Through rough housing, dad (as the floortimer) helped 

Joey develop functional developmental capacities. For example, mutual attention and 

engagement were facilitated through affect cuing, getting Joey to initiate and communicate what 

he wanted dad to do. By waiting and being playfully obstructive, dad was getting Joey to 

elaborate on getting more out of the rough-house play in addition to wooing him into more  

complex gestures (e.g., Joey would initiate and grab dad’s hands, look at him, pull and figure  

what was going to happen next). Weider and Greenspan found that the DIR® intervention helped 

develop a comprehensive treatment plan that enhanced the relationship between Joey and his 

dad, and developed his capacities for mutual attention and engagement. 
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Effects of DIR®/Floortime™ with Children with Autism 

Greenspan and Weider (1997) reviewed the charts of two-hundred children with autism, 

ranging in ages from twenty-two months to four years, to examine the effectiveness of the 

DIR®/floortime intervention. Each child participated in DIR®/ Floortime™ for two to eight 

years. The Functional Emotional Assessment Scale was used to assess functional developmental 

levels of emotional, social, and cognitive at the initial evaluation and at each follow-up visit. The 

initial assessment indicated the following: 5% of the children showed no affective engagement, 

31% displayed intermittent engagement, 40% demonstrated intermittent engagement and some 

reciprocity, 24% showed intermittent engagement and reciprocity and islands of symbolic 

capacity, and all of the children displayed an inability to maintain extended chains of reciprocal 

interaction. In addition, all of the children demonstrated severe impairments in auditory 

processing and motor-planning. With regard to reactivity to sensation, 39% of the children 

showed to be underreactive, 19% displayed hyperactivity, and 36% demonstrated mixed 

reactions. Floortime™, a systematic relationship-based approach tailored to the child’s 

individual differences and developmental level, was used. Outcomes were put into three 

categories: 1) Good to outstanding (evidenced by joyful relating, preverbal gestures, ability to 

problem-solve and engage in purposeful engagement, and engage in pretend play); 2) Medium 

(evidenced by the ability to relate, communicate with gestures, engage in reciprocal affective 

cueing and interactions). Children in this category displayed significant challenges in developing 

symbolic capacities); and 3) Continuing significant difficulties (evidenced by impairments in 

their ability to attend, enter into simple gesturing, displaying self-absorption, self-stimulation, 

and perseveration). The chart review revealed the effectiveness of DIR®/ Floortime™ 
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intervention as follows: 58% of the children were in the “good to outstanding” group; 25% were 

in the “medium” group; and 17% were in the “continuing significant difficulties” group. 

Implications for the Present Study 

 The literature on the musical characteristics of individuals with autism demonstrates how 

responsive they are to music and especially to its tonal components. This, in turn, suggests that 

music therapy can be a particularly appropriate method of therapy. The clinical case study 

literature demonstrates that music therapy has, in fact, been used effectively in accomplishing 

myriad goals relevant to the developmental growth of individuals with autism. While various 

approaches to music therapy have been used in these clinical studies, the majority of cases 

involved improvisation, and NRMT in particular. The clinical case study literature and chart 

review demonstrates that the DIR®/Floortime™ has been used effectively in achieving 

developmental goals based on the FEAS of individuals with autism.  

  The present study sought to determine the effectiveness of NRMT in meeting musical 

goals specifically established for each individual child, and to conclude if progress in musical 

goals paralleled progress in non-musical (DIR®) goals. Thus, the present study was similar to 

the case study literature in its focus on meeting the unique therapeutic needs of each client.  

In comparing the quantitative outcome studies in the literature to the present study, only 

the Edgerton study used improvisation in the NRMT tradition; no other outcome studies have 

tested the effects of individual NRMT. In addition, none of the outcome studies individualized 

clinical goals for each participant, as was done in the present study; instead all of the studies 

employed the same measure to evaluate outcomes across all participants. The present study, then, 
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was the first to quantitatively assess the efficacy of NRMT in meeting individualized goals, as 

measured by Goal Attainment Scaling. 

No other study has utilized NRMT within a DIR® framework, and no other study has 

compared musical and nonmusical outcomes. The present study was also unique in combining 

quantitative and qualitative methods of data collection and analysis. It evaluated outcomes 

quantitatively, and analyzed the process in reaching these outcomes qualitatively. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

Participants 

Four participants enrolled in the Rebecca School in New York City were selected by the 

school psychologist for participation in the study, based on the following criteria: 1) a diagnosis 

of an Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD), as specified in the Diagnostic Statistical Manual IV 

(American Psychiatric Association [DSM-IV-TR] 2000); 2) newly enrolled at the therapeutic 

day-school (Rebecca School), where the researcher is employed as a music therapist; and 3) no 

prior experience in music therapy. All were expected to have a wide range of neuro-

developmental disorders in relating and communicating. A parent or guardian of each participant 

was asked to sign a consent form for their child’s participation in the study. The researcher 

would have informed the parents or guardians if their child demonstrated an intolerance for 

participation in the study. The parent or guardian would have been free to stop the child’s 

participation in the study at any time with no consequences for the child’s program.  

All personal information and data were kept strictly confidential; pseudonyms were used 

to identify the data, and real names would not be used in any publications that might result from 

the study. The study was reviewed by the Institutional Review Boards of the Rebecca School 

(place of study) and Temple University’s Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects. 

Design 

A single-case design was used to examine the processes and outcomes of four individual 

case-studies. The single-case design is an individually based method and treatment design that is 

used to study isolated cases. According to Hilliard (1993), single case research can be viewed as 
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a “subclass of intrasubject research in which aggregation across cases is avoided, and the 

generality of one’s findings is addressed through replication on a case-by-case basis (pp. 373–

374).” In short, each participant acts as his/her own control, whereby the researcher is focusing 

on the unique process of therapeutic change and the unique outcomes for each individual 

participant. In studying the process of change, the researcher takes into account beginning and 

ending points in therapy, “as well as the form of the function between these points” (Greenberg, 

1986a, p.4).    

Thus, a separate case study is presented on the researcher’s music therapy work with each 

of the four participants. Each case study consists of a qualitative description of the music therapy 

process (what the therapist did, how the participant responded, how therapy unfolded, how 

therapist and child approached goals), and a quantitative evaluation of its therapeutic outcomes. 

The process is described through narrative and DVD. The quantitative measures of outcomes 

include: the Functional Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS), and Goal Attainment Scaling 

(GAS). 

Measures 

The Functional Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) was used as a pre- and post-test 

measure of each child’s progress in achieving goals pertinent to DIR®. The FEAS is a 

standardized, age-normed assessment tool developed by Greenspan and DeGangi (Greenspan, 

DeGangi, & Weider, 2001) that can be applied to videotaped interactions between children with 

autism and their caregivers (Solomon, Necheles, Ferch, & Bruckman, 2007). The FEAS provides 

a framework for observing and assessing a child’s emotional-social functioning in the context of 

the relationship with his/her caregiver, assessing the child in six areas of social-emotional 
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development: (1) regulation and interest in the world, (2) forming relationships (attachment), (3) 

intentional two-way communications, (4) development of a complex sense of self, (5) 

representational capacity and elaboration of symbolic thinking, and (6) emotional thinking or 

development and expression of thematic play(Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2001). (See 

Appendix A.) The FEAS has been validated on four samples of infants and children ranging in 

ages from seven to forty-eight months: (1) 197 typical developing children; (2) 190 children with 

a regulatory disorder; (3) 41 children with pervasive developmental disorders; and (4) 40 

children from multi-problem families and with drug exposure in utero (Greenspan, DeGangi & 

Weider, 2001). Construct validity was shown by comparing scores obtained by normative and 

clinical samples of young children using discrimination index, t-tests, and analysis of variance 

(Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001).  

In addition, an interobserver reliability study was conducted on the FEAS on forty-six 

children among five observers. The alpha coefficients between pairs of observers viewing 

between 15–46 videotaped caregiver-child interactions ranged from .8961 to .9196 for the 

caregiver scale and .9119 to .9786 for the child scale. The alphas between a pair of observers 

viewing 15 interactions, one coding the interactions live and the other a videotape of the 

interactions, were .83 for the caregiver scale and .89 for the child scale, and .88 for the total child 

scores(Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001).   

In the present study, the caregiver was the researcher who acted as the therapist in 

working with each child. The researcher has had extensive training in the DIR® model, and is an 

experienced and certified NR therapist. The rater was the school psychologist at the Rebecca 

School, who is experienced in scoring the FEAS. 
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The FEAS is divided into two sections (caregiver and child) with six subtests in each 

section corresponding to six levels of social and emotional development:  (1) regulation and 

interest in the world, (2) forming relationships, (3) intentional two-way communications, (4) 

development of sense of self, (5) capacity of symbolic thinking, and (6) emotional development 

and expression of thematic play (Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001). According to 

Greenspan and DeGangi (2007), typically developing children achieve early two-way 

communication by seven to nine months, correlating to Functional Developmental Levels (FDL) 

one to two. FDL three is achieved between ten and twelve months, FDL four between thirteen to 

eighteen months, FDL five from twenty-five to thirty-five months and FDL six between three to 

four years of life (Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2001).  

Scoring is based on a 2-point scale for most items, except where indicated. The scorer 

identifies three possible outcome levels (0, 1, and 2) for all areas within each of the six levels of 

core capacities (Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2001). The FEAS scored the child on their 

mastery of the skill as follows:  

0 = behavior is not seen or is briefly observed (skill not mastered). 

1 = behavior is present some of the time or observed several times (skill partially 

mastered).  

2 = behavior is consistently observed or observed many times (skill mastered).  

 The ratings can be summed to obtain subtest scores for the caregiver and for the child, as 

well as total test scores (Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001). In order to determine if a child 

or a caregiver is at risk (below cut-off scores), the total scores are compared to cutoff scores of a 

given category (cutoff score categories include: normal, at-risk, and deficient). In the present 
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study, total scores of the child on the pre-and post-tests of the FEAS, administered at session 1 

and 26, were compared to assess the amount of the child’s progress in each capacity.  

 Musical outcomes were evaluated through Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) (Kiresuk, 

Smith, & Cardillo, 1994). The GAS consists of a set of musical goals established for each child 

by the researcher and an independent observer (e.g., an experienced, board-certified, Nordoff-

Robbins therapist), following the music therapy assessment, along with five possible outcome 

levels for each goal. The outcome levels consisted of a 5-point continuum, ranging from the most 

unfavorable possible outcome to the most favorable possible outcome. Thus, each child had a set 

of individualized musical goals, which had been operationally defined in terms of five levels of 

outcomes, and had been weighted for relative significance for the child’s therapeutic program.  

At the end of session 25, an independent observer (an experienced, board-certified, 

Nordoff-Robbins therapist) evaluated the child’s progress by selecting the outcome level on each 

child’s GAS that best described his or her musical responses in the session, as compared to the 

original evaluation. When the child made significant progress during treatment, goals and 

outcome scales were adjusted accordingly for the next period.  

See Data Analysis for statistical procedures used to determine the significance of clinical 

progress. 

Procedures 

Each child received a total of 26 sessions. Two sessions involved pre- and post-testing on 

the FEAS, and the other 24 sessions consisted of NRMT. Each NRMT session lasted 5-30 

minutes and was dependent upon on the child’s tolerance. The sessions were given twice per 

week, on Mondays and Wednesdays.  
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In the first session, each child participated in a pre-test FEAS, facilitated by the 

researcher, who has had extensive training in DIR®/Floortime™ Model. The researcher used the 

following five steps of Floortime™: 1) observation, 2) opening circles of communication, 3) 

following the child's lead, 4) extending and expanding play, and 5) facilitating the child in 

closing circles of communication. The pre-test FEAS was videotaped and then scored by a rater 

(school psychologist experienced in rating FEAS).  

Following the FEAS scoring, the researcher reviewed records at the school to gather 

information about each participant pertinent to formulating initial goals and treatment plans for 

music therapy treatment. In addition, the researcher interviewed each participant’s parents 

(mother, father, or legal guardian), teachers, and therapists. Based on this information, the 

researcher established preliminary therapeutic goals pertinent to FEAS and NRMT.  

In sessions 2 and 3, each child received NRMT sessions conducted by the researcher and 

co-therapist. The co-therapist was a music therapy intern who had been working at the school 

under the supervision of the researcher, and was therefore knowledgeable of both NRMT and 

DIR®. Following the first two treatment sessions, 4–6 individualized goals were created for each 

child based on his/her performance on the FEAS and clinical observations. An independent 

observer (an experienced, board-certified, Nordoff-Robbins music therapist) assisted the 

researcher in creating 4–6 goals for each child. The researcher then incorporated these goals into 

the format of Goal Attainment Scaling by specifying levels of outcomes and weighting their 

therapeutic significance. 

Therapy continued bi-weekly for sessions 4 through 13, according to the established 

goals.  At the end of the 25th session, the child’s progress in meeting NRMT goals (GAS) was 
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evaluated by the independent observer. At the 26th session the FEAS was administered again by 

the researcher, as a post-test measure of child progress. Again, the rater of the post-test was the 

school psychologist. 

Table 1 shows the sequence of pre- and post-test measures and their timing in relation to 

treatment. Sessions were scheduled twice a week on Mondays and Wednesdays. 

Table 1 

Sequence of Measures and Treatment 

Session/s Treatment 
1 Researcher administered the FEAS (pre-test) to the child while 

implementing Floortime™ techniques. School psychologist (rater) viewed 
video-recording of the FEAS and scores the results. 

2-3 Music therapy treatment began with the primary therapist (researcher), co-
therapist and child (clinical assessment and formulation of goals) 

4 After two music therapy treatment sessions, and before the third treatment 
session, 4–6 goals were formulated for each child by the researcher and 
independent observer (e.g., experienced board-certified NR therapist). 

25 Each child’s progress was evaluated following music therapy treatment 
session twenty-five by the independent observer (an experienced, board-
certified, NR music therapist). . 

26 Researcher administered the FEAS (post-test) to the child while 
implementing Floortime™ techniques. School psychologist (rater) viewed 
video-recording of the FEAS and scored the results. 

 

All sessions were video-recorded. The researcher viewed the video for each session given 

prior to the participant’s subsequent session. This was done so that significant responses of the 

child could be noted and musical ideas that elicited responses could be transcribed for use in 

subsequent sessions. Session videos were transferred to the researcher’s portable hard drive and 

stored on the researcher’s personal home computer. All data stored on the computer were 

protected and secured by a password that was known only to the researcher. The researcher also 

kept a clinical journal on each participant. The clinical journal included brief descriptions of each 
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session, including: what the therapists did, how the child responded, and what happened from a 

therapeutic standpoint. The computer files for these journals were stored in the researcher’s 

personal home computer; printed copies were stored in a locked file cabinet at the researcher’s 

home. Only the researcher had access to the cabinet. 

All written materials on each subject generated through the FEAS and GAS were stored 

in a locked file cabinet at the researcher’s home. Only the researcher had access to this cabinet. 

All electronic data generated for each subject were stored in the researcher’s home computer, 

which was password protected to provide access only to the researcher. 

The researcher conducted one-hour, weekly supervision for the co-therapist specifically 

to support the clinical work with each child, such as to review treatment planning, and 

therapeutic process.  

Relationships 

 Throughout this study the researcher played multiple roles, such as researcher, clinician, 

and clinical supervisor. In order to adhere to the highest standards of intellectual honesty and 

integrity within this research study while also ensuring the integrity of the clinical work with 

each child, the researcher participated in peer supervision with the independent observer (e.g., an 

experienced, board-certified, Nordoff-Robbins music therapist) during weeks three, six, nine, 

and twelve). 

Materials and Equipment 

The outcomes particular to NRMT (e.g., musical outcomes) were formulated through the 

actual NRMT sessions, following the music therapy assessment (first 2 sessions). The music 
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therapy assessment, guided by Greenspan and Weider’s Functional Emotional Developmental 

Levels (FEDL) (2006a), focused on seven areas of musical responsiveness:  

1. Musical Awareness: the child responds or reacts in a reflexive or intentional manner 

related to any of the musical elements being offered. 

2. Musical Relatedness: the child exhibits the ability to engage musically in an intentionally 

and related manner to the therapist’s music. 

3. Relationship within Musical Play: the child exhibits an emotional interest in connecting 

with the music and therapist, based on the child’s own initiative. 

4. Music Interresponsiveness: the child exhibits the ability to imitate or copy a musical idea, 

and then incorporate it into the musical play with therapist 

5. Musical Communicativeness: the child exhibits the ability to open (initiate a musical 

idea) and close circles of musical communication (end or complete a musical phrase) 

during musical play; including the ability to engage in call-and-response inter-play. 

6. Musical Interrelatedness: the child exhibits the ability to connect his/her musical idea 

with the therapist’s idea, and then elaborate on it during musical play. 

7. Musical Expressiveness: the child exhibits the ability to play using a range of musical 

expressiveness (e.g. dynamics, tempo, etc.) during musical play. 

 All of the sessions were conducted in the school’s music therapy treatment room, 

approximately 500-square feet in size. The room was equipped with a video network system 

which was used to record all sessions. 

The musical instruments used were from the current music therapy instrument inventory 

at the school; they included various pitched and unpitched percussion instruments (e.g., drums, 
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tambourines, cymbals, maracas, xylophones, marimbas, and a variety of sizes of drum sticks and 

mallets), an acoustic piano, an electric keyboard, and an acoustic and electric guitar.  

Data Analysis 

The FEAS pre-test ratings for each child were added together for subtest scores, as well 

as a total test score.  Pre- and post subtest and total scores were compared for each child to 

determine if progress has been made in each subgroup as well as in the total test score 

(Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001). 

The GAS system includes a statistical procedure for analyzing the extent to which the 

participant is meeting all of the individually weighted goals. GAS emphasizes both the 

idiographic approach to measuring the uniqueness of the individual, while also arriving at 

nomothetic conclusions about these individuals (Kiresuk, Smith, & Cardillio, 1994). Although 

GAS was originally developed to evaluate mental health treatment outcomes, it has been used in 

many disciplines including education, rehabilitation, medicine, corrections, nursing, chaplain 

training, social-work, and chemical dependency (1994).  

At the end of the study, the researcher and independent observer used the raw score 

conversion key for GAS, developed by Cardillo (1994), to convert the outcome scores that best 

described each child’s progress on his or her goals.  Raw scores were converted to T-scores with 

a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 (Kiresuk & Lund, 1976; 1978). A standardized score 

of 50 represented an acceptable outcome; a score of 60 and above indicated that the child’s 

progress has exceeded expectations, while a score of 40 or below indicated that the child had not 

achieved an acceptable outcome.  
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Qualitative data on process and outcomes were used to confirm, illuminate and expand 

upon pre- and post-data comparisons from the FEAS and GAS. Two questions were posed in 

analyzing the qualitative data and its relationship to the quantitative data: 1) are the qualitative 

data and quantitative data consistent with one another? 2) to what extent do the qualitative data 

illuminate or explain the quantitative data? 

The researcher then used his findings to write a case study on each participant. The 

researcher also created a video documenting each case study.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS: MATTHEW 

History 

Reportedly, Matthew was the product of an uncomplicated, full-term pregnancy and C-

section delivery. He weighed 6 lbs., 8 oz. at birth and no complications were indicated. 

Developmental milestones were met within normal limits by age two; however speech was 

delayed.  

Matthew was three years-old when he was diagnosed with Pervasive Developmental 

Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) and speech apraxia. In addition, testing revealed 

a Mental Development Index of <50 on the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, suggesting a 

rating of Significantly Delayed Performance. On the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, 

Matthew obtained an Adaptive Composite score of 57, at the Low Level. All other domains were 

also in the low range except motor skills, which was within the Moderately Low range. 

Currently, Matthew resides with his mother, his maternal grandparents, aunt, and cousin. 

He sees his father occasionally. 

Prior to entering Rebecca School, Matthew received occupational and speech therapies 

three times per week, and Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA) 20 hours per week at home and at 

school.  

Matthew has been attending the Rebecca School since September 2007. He has been a 

participant in individual music therapy since December 2007, two times per week for 30 

minutes. During this time Matthew had also been receiving occupational, speech, and physical 

therapies 5 times per week, individually for 30 minutes. 
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DIR® Profile 

The following DIR® profile is based on 1) pre-test scores of the FEAS  

(See table 1); 2) interviews of staff; 3) and observations of  Matthew in various settings 

throughout the school day, including the classroom, occupational therapy, and speech therapy: 

Matthew presents as an active, sensory seeking child. He has difficulty maintaining self-

regulation (ability to be calm and available to interact) and shared attention with the caregiver 

(level I), and displays intermittent capacities of engagement and relating (level II) for brief 

moments. He seeks movement, and is in constant motion, which appears to be a strategy to self-

regulate when exposed to an over stimulating environment, demonstrating his need for vestibular 

input.  

Matthew displays with islands of capacities in his ability to engage in two-way 

purposeful communication (level III), however, he has difficulty sustaining this due to an 

inability to maintain self-regulation and engagement for extended periods. His intent to 

communicate is often demonstrated through nonverbal gestures as well as attempts at word 

approximations. In addition, Matthew appears to have difficulty processing and filtering auditory 

stimulation, and will “melt down” in an aggressive manner (e.g., biting, pinching, hitting, etc.) 

when the environment is over-stimulating.  

Matthew seeks out tactile sensory input, such as “play-doh” and will often bring it to his 

mouth, demonstrating his need for oral stimulation. Matthew enjoys heavy massage on his hands 

and feet and deep pressure through his knees and feet. These techniques have been used in order 

to regulate him during high states of arousal. When over-aroused, Matthew will exhibit  
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aggressive behaviors such as pinching and head butting staff and therapists. These behaviors are 

also exhibited when Matthew becomes frustrated in his inability to communicate.  

Music Therapy Assessment 

The music therapy assessment, guided by Greenspan and Weider’s Functional Emotional 

Developmental Levels (FEDL) (2006a), focused on seven areas of musical responsiveness (see 

Materials in Method Chapter). 

The music therapy room was set up with a variety of percussive and melodic instruments, 

an assortment of different size mallets with various handle textures, pitched horns, and a variety 

of sensory based items (e.g., scarves, play-doh, mini-trampoline, etc.). The assessment focused 

on Matthew’s ability to interact during musical play with the therapist. 

Matthew’s assessment took place during the course of two 30-minute sessions. Clinical 

improvisation was used during the assessment in that the therapist improvised music built around 

Matthew’s emotionality and his behavioral responses and reactions to the music.  

During the assessment, Matthew’s primary mode of interacting was through 

vocalizations. Due to his tactile sensitivities, he displayed difficulty holding mallets for extended 

periods, but occasionally played the tambourine and other hand-played drums when prompted 

for brief periods (1 to 2 measures).  

When Matthew was unable to be emotionally calm and available for engagement 

(dysregulated), he exhibited a low level of musical awareness. He occasionally presented 

reflexive tonal responses during bouts of intense crying and screaming, while covering his ears 

with his hands (this may have been a sign of auditory over-load to his sensory system).  
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His inability to maintain self-regulation inhibited Matthew from engaging in a musically 

related or communicative manner for extended periods. In addition, he exhibited no desire to 

initiate musical or interpersonal contact with the therapist, and would attempt to climb on 

window ledges, the piano and large drums, before attempting to leave the room in an aggressive 

and agitated state.  

When Matthew was able to self-regulate, his level of musical awareness and relatedness 

increased. During these moments, he demonstrated his ability to imitate and fill-in the ends of 

musical phrases (closing circles of communication) through both nonverbal and verbal (word 

approximations) singing, prompted by musical cues (displaying receptive language skills, and 

sequencing ability). In addition, during moments of musical relatedness, through vocalizing, 

Matthew displayed islands of capacities in the areas of musical interrelatedness and 

communicativeness; however he showed a limited ability to expand on the therapist’s musical 

ideas, or to initiate musical ideas (open circles of musical communication). 

The assessment indicated that Matthew’s main areas of difficulty were in his inability to 

maintain self-regulation (ability to be calm and available for engagement) and musical 

engagement due to: his difficulties with language processing (specifically expressive); a mixed 

reactive sensory system (hyper- and hypo- sensitive to sensory stimuli); and auditory processing 

difficulties.  

To that end, Matthew’s sensory integration and language processing difficulties   

appeared to limit his ability to display musical awareness and the ability to use music in a related 

and/or inter-responsive manner.  Although he displayed islands of capacities in his ability to 
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engage and relate in musical play, his self-regulatory challenges kept him from experiencing a 

continuous flow of musical communication for extended periods. 

Following the assessment sessions, the researcher and independent observer formulated  

a Goal Attainment Scale (GAS) for Matthew (see Appendix A).  

Treatment 

Matthew’s treatment consisted of twenty-five sessions over a five month period. During 

this time, Matthew passed through four separate stages. In the first stage, he exhibited self-

regulatory challenges which impeded his ability to: enter and remain in the music room, engage 

and relate during musical play. In the second stage, in providing Matthew with sensory input to 

facilitate self-regulation, he began to increase his ability to engage and relate during musical 

play. During stage three, the relationship (interpersonal and musical) began to develop as 

Matthew began to open (initiate) and close circles of musical communication during musical 

play. Finally, in stage four, Matthew’s ability to engage in intentional and reciprocal musical 

interactions, while displaying causal thinking during musical play, began to develop. 

Stage One: What’s Getting in the Way? 

Developing the Playing Field While Considering Individual-Differences 

Stage one comprised of sessions one through six. This stage was considered a period of 

“getting to know” each other. Generally, sessions were very similar to the assessment sessions. 

He entered each session distressed and dysregulated and usually either leaned on the wall (near 

the door), attempted to climb on something, or tried to hide behind something. His crying and 

screaming were extremely intense. Each session ended with Matthew desperately wanting to 

leave the room, which he eventually did in a dysregulated manner.  
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Musically, I initially attempted to improvise music on the piano, around his “melt-

downs,” trying to meet the intensity of the crying in order to facilitate musical contact and 

relatedness. There were moments when Matthew’s crying and screaming became increasingly 

related to my improvised music, tonally and sequentially. Although he was clearly displaying 

musical awareness, his responses were reflexive and did not demonstrate any intentionality in 

regards to relating to my music. Although the musical relationship, thus far, had been based on 

Matthew being resistive (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007) to the music-making process, our musics 

(sounds) were related. 

Looking at the interaction through the lens of the DIR® Model, Matthew had difficulty 

maintaining self-regulation, which prevented him from engagement. Although musically we 

were tonally connected, the music was fueling his “melt-downs” by overloading his auditory 

system. In addition, by solely focusing on music, I may have lost sight of his sensory needs.  

The plan for subsequent sessions was to begin developing clinical parameters and 

boundaries in regards to time (length of session), pacing (e.g., when and how to transition into 

other music; the use of silence, and gauging the “rhythm” of the interaction), and sensory input 

from the environment. In addition, it would be important for Matthew to leave each session in a 

regulated manner and avoid a power struggle over when to leave music. To that end, sessions 

were shortened, (5-10 minutes). Pacing, in terms of when to start and end improvisations was 

controlled by Matthew’s affect, emotionality, and the quality and “rhythm” of the musical 

interaction. Finally, the sensory environment was altered to cater to Matthew’s individual 

differences, including his auditory processing, tactile sensitivity and vestibular system (sensory 

system located in the inner ear that allows us to maintain balance and process movements). 
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Stage Two: Integrating Matthew’s Sensory & Musical Profiles 

Stage Two, sessions seven through twelve, consisted of balancing Matthew’s sensory 

profile with added musical stimuli to facilitate self-regulation and engagement. To do that, I 

incorporated a rolling chair, which spins around, to provide him with vestibular input. In 

addition, I shut off the rear-room lights to cater to his hypersensitivity to light, and brought play-

doh into the room, in case he required tactile input. Musically, due to his auditory processing 

difficulties, I paid close attention to the register, dynamics, chord voicings, and touch while I 

played the guitar and/or piano and voice.  

DVD Cut 1: Pirouetting into Musical Awareness & Relatedness 

Cut 1 is taken from Matthew’s seventh session. It illustrates the beginning of our musical 

relationship as Matthew enters the music room on his own initiative for the first time, displaying 

musical awareness, relatedness and engagement through movement. 

Before the session begins, Matthew is being escorted to the music room by two teachers 

assistants (TAs). He is very resistant to entering the music room as he pinches and attempts to 

bite one of the TAs while sitting on a rolling chair outside of the room. 

After 15 minutes of trying to coax Matthew into the room, Jean (intern) begins to slowly 

spin him in the chair. As Matthew is slowly being spun on the chair, outside of the music room, I 

begin to accompany the spinning chair on the piano. The music attempts to create a circular 

motion through sound as I harmonize a repeated melodic sequence of three notes (triplets). As 

the music continues to play, Matthew stands from the chair and begins to pirouette into the room. 

This is the first time that he enters the room on his own initiative, exhibiting self-regulation, 

musical awareness, and engagement.  
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Stage Three: Developing the Musical Relationship: 

Initiating Circles of Musical Communication 

Stage Three consisted of sessions thirteen through sixteen, and continued to follow the  

strategy of providing Matthew with the necessary sensory input to maintain self-regulation and 

engagement in intentional communication within the context of a musical relationship.  

During this stage, Matthew continued to develop his ability to be musically responsive 

(vocally) in a related and communicative fashion. The duration of each musical interaction also 

began to expand, and our relationship, both musically and interpersonally was developing.  In 

addition, sessions began to increase in length (between 20-30 minutes).  

The focal point within his ability to be musically communicative was that he was 

exhibiting his ability to initiate circles of musical communication (initiating and completing 

musical ideas in tandem with the therapist).  In addition, intentional and reciprocal musical 

interactions and the ability to understand cause-and-effect relationships within musical play, 

began to emerge at this stage.  

DVD Cut 2: Rockin’ for Musical Communicativeness 

Cut 2 from session fifteen illustrates how the music “transforms” Matthews’s isolated 

activity of rocking into a joint interactive musical experience facilitating musical engagement 

and two-way purposeful communication.  

Sessions fifteen and sixteen take place in Matthew’s classroom while the rest of the class 

had gone to gym. Prior to each session, his teacher tells Jean and me that he is having a difficult 

day and that it will be hard to get him out of the classroom. In addition, she asks if she could 

observe the session and provide support if needed; I reply positively. 
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The excerpt begins with Matthew being seated on a padded chair that he rocks forward 

and backward.  He begins to rock, providing himself with sensory input, while at the same time 

engaging in an isolating activity.  

I begin to improvise on the guitar, using the tempo of Matthew’s rocking motion and 

develop a non-verbal melody. Occasionally he acknowledges the connection between my music 

and his rocking through eye-contact. While I play I raise my right hand in front of him for him to 

hit, “transforming” it into a melodic/percussive instrument by accenting specific melodic notes 

for each time that he hit my hand.  

After several minutes into this musical interaction he appears to be getting distressed and 

say, “no, no, no.” I proceed to play the guitar with the same harmonic structure, basing the 

rhythm and tempo on his rocking, while gradually moving away from him.   

During this interaction, the rocking chair provides Matthew with a form of proprioceptive 

and vestibular input, while the hand slapping provids tactile support. This moving in tandem with 

musical stimuli facilitates an increase in his level of musical interaction, specifically in the area 

of musical communicativeness. In addition, Matthew is also experiencing a wide range of affects 

within the back-and-forth of two-way musical communication, engaging and imitating during the 

musical interaction. Furthermore, he is integrating and synchronizing multiple sensory stimuli 

(vestibular, tactile, proprioceptive, visual and auditory), while utilizing his expressive and 

receptive language within the context of musical play.  
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DVD Cut 3: Blowin’ to the Blues with Intentionality: Musical Relatedness & Communicativeness 

Cut 3, excerpted from session sixteen, illustrates Matthew playing a pitched reed horn in 

a communicative manner with the therapist’s music, relying solely on his auditory processing 

skills while being out of visual range of the therapist. 

Session sixteen is also held in Matthew’s classroom. The lights are turned off prior to the 

session to help him self-regulate and calm down, as he is coming off of a serious melt-down 

before I enter the room. While he is lying down, on a padded chair, I offer him a pitched horn. 

He takes it from my hand and begins exploring the texture and look of the instrument. He starts  

to blow into the horn as I improvise, on the guitar, in a blues style. Initially, his blowing appears 

to be disconnected from my music, and the horn seems to be an object to fulfill his need for oral 

stimulation; however, Matthew’s music begins to find its way into my musical form, as I 

intentionally incorporate pauses and variations in the rhythm and tempo to connect our musics. 

His horn playing begins to take on a rhythmic form that matches mine, followed by a self-

initiated vocalization.  

Stage Four: Moving up the Developmental Ladder: 

Assimilation and Integration 

Sessions seventeen through twenty-five focused on strengthening Matthew’s capacities in 

levels I, II, III, (self-regulation, engagement, and intentional communication) to help move him 

into higher levels of thinking (level IV) and music making (musical interresponsiveness).  
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DVD Cut 4:“Play-doh”to facilitate Musical Interresponsiveness 

Cut 4, taken from session twenty-five, illustrates Matthew’s ability to engage in musical 

play while copying and initiating musical ideas in a related and communicative fashion with the 

music and Jean (intern).  

Ten minutes into the 25th session, with play-doh in hand, Matthew’s attention and focus 

are completely on the play-doh, and he displays no interest in interacting. Jean begins to sing 

(improvise) a non-verbal melody in a gentle and legato manner as she proceeds to apply light 

pressure to his legs by squeezing. I begin to play the piano, accompanying both her melody and 

squeezing patterns.  

 After several measures, Matthew begins vocalizing on his own initiative in a related and 

communicative manner in relationship to the music being offered. The interaction moves into a 

call-and-response between Jean and him.  

The interaction patterns move beyond call-and-response interactions. In addition, 

Matthew explores his voice, utilizing new sounds and manipulating musical elements that 

enhance his musical expressiveness. In short, it appears that Matthew’s ability to initiate is 

leading to musical independence. His independence, which in the past had been self-directed and 

unrelated, is now being viewed as being related and communicative. 

 The above interaction, again, begins by providing Matthew with specific sensory input 

followed by musical accompaniment. The music is used as a way of taking an isolated behavior, 

such as squeezing play-doh and making into a joint interaction. This makes it possible for 

Matthew to engage in musical communication and interresponsiveness. 
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While Matthew continued to receive music therapy, the 25th session was the final clinical 

session of the present research protocol. The Functional Emotional Assessment Scale post-test 

was administered and Goal Attainment Scoring followed Matthew’s final session.  

Functional Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) 

In addition to the qualitative case study analysis of Matthew’s treatment process, two 

quantitative measures were used to evaluate outcomes of music therapy: the Functional 

Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) and Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS). The FEAS 

(Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2001) was used as a pre- and post-test measure for Mathew’s 

progress in achieving social-emotional goals. The GAS (Kiresuk, Smith, & Cardillo, 1994) was 

used to evaluate each child’s musical goals. 

Table 2 gives a comparison of Matthew’s pre- and post-test scores on the FEAS. The 

table shows raw scores for each developmental area, sub-scores, level of functioning, 

percentages, and the number of functioning levels changed out of three possible levels (e.g., 

deficient, at risk, and normal).  

Scoring is based on a 2-point scale: 0 = behavior is not seen or is briefly observed, 1 = 

behavior is present some of the time or observed several times, and 2 = behavior is consistently 

observed or observed many times.  

The ratings were summed to obtain subtest scores for each area, as well as total test 

scores (Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001). Total scores are compared to cutoff scores (see 

Appendix A) to determine if the child is: normal, at-risk, and deficient.  
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Table 2 

Comparison of Matthew’s Pre- and Post FEAS Scores 
 
        Pre-Test    Post-Test  Change 
    Raw Scores  Raw Scores  in Functioning 
   Areas   Sub-scores  Sub-scores  Level 
 
I. Self-regulation  9 (Deficient)  8 (Deficient)  0 
    57.41%  50% 
Attentive to play with toys  2   2  
Explores objects/toys freely 2   2 
Remains calm during play  2   0 
Touching textured toys & caregiver 2   2 
Shows content affect  1   1 
Focused without distraction 0   1 
Appears over aroused   0   0 
 

II. Forming relationships        6 (Deficient)  7 (Deficient)   0 
and engagement  37.5%   43.75% 
 
Emotional interest in caregiver 2   2 
Relaxed when near caregiver 0   1 
Anticipates with curiosity  0   1 
Uncomfortable with caregiver 2   2 
Initiates closeness to caregiver 0   0 
Avoids care-giver   2   0 
Socially references caregiver  0   1 
Communicates from across space 0   0    
 
III. Two-way purposeful 5 (Deficient)  6 (Deficient)  0 
communication  50%   60% 
 
Opens circles of communication 1   1 
Initiates intentional actions 1   1 
Closes circles of communication 1   2 
Uses words, or gestures, or sounds 2   2 
   
IV. Behavioral organization 0 (Deficient)  2 (Normal)  +2 
and problem solving  0%   100% 
 
Communicates in several modes 0   0 
Copies caregiver & incorporates  0   2 
 
V. Representational  1 (Deficient)  0 (Deficient)  0 
capacity    7.41%   0% 
 
Engages in symbolic play  0   0 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
        Pre-Test    Post-Test  Change 
    Raw Scores  Raw Scores  in Functioning 
   Areas   Sub-scores  Sub-scores  Level 
 
 
 
Engages in pretend play  0   0 
Communicates intentions  0   0 
Expresses dependency  1   0 
Expresses pleasure/excitement 0   0 
Expresses assertiveness  0   0 
Creates 2 or more unrelated ideas 0   0 
 
VI. Representational  0 (Deficient)  0 (Deficient)  0 
differentiation   0%   0% 
      
Bridges 2 unrealistic idea  0   0 
Bridges 2 realistic ideas  0   0 
Use pretend to express dependency 0   0 
Use pretend to express pleasure 0   0 
Expresses assertiveness in pretend 0   0 

 

Based on Table 2, Matthew’s ability to self-regulate and show interest in the world (area 

I) decreased by one point bringing his total score from 8 to 7.  His ability to be engaged (area II) 

increased by one point bringing his total score from 6 to 7. In addition, Matthew displayed 

improvement in his ability to communicate purposefully (area III), increasing his score by one 

point bringing his total score from 5 to 6. Furthermore, Matthew’s ability to problem solve (area 

IV) increased by one point bringing his total score from 0 to 2, while his ability to think 

symbolically (area V) decreased by one point bringing his total score in from 1 to 0.  Finally, 

Matthew’s ability to build bridges between ideas (area VI) showed no change between pre- and 

post-tests, leaving his score at 0.  
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In clinical terms, during the pretest Matthew was interested and attentive to the play toys, 

exploring them freely and remaining calm during play period; however, he showed no interest in 

playing or interacting with the therapist. He displayed content but neutral affect, and became 

frequently distracted, unable to focus on play for more then a few seconds at time. In addition, at 

times he was very active moving quickly from one toy to another and frequently wandering away 

from therapist. He exhibited limited ability to use communication purposefully, and although he 

initiated play, would engage in stereotypic actions of lining up and mouthing toys. In addition, he 

displayed difficulty in the ability to problem-solve, think symbolically and bridging ideas. 

During the post test Matthew continued to demonstrate the ability to be interested in and 

attentive to play toys, however, he displayed difficulty in remaining calm and regulated during 

play. 

He demonstrated the ability to focus and socially reference the therapist while engaged in 

play for brief moments, but continued to show difficulty initiating closeness. He continued to 

exhibit some ability to open circles of communication and initiate intentional actions, though at 

times continued to engage in stereotypical behaviors. He displayed ability to problem-solve, by 

imitating and copying something that the therapist had introduced, and then incorporated it into 

his own play; however, he continued to exhibit limited ability to think symbolically and bridge 

ideas. 

Figure 1 shows the amount of change in functioning levels made by Matthew in each 

developmental area: 1 represents deficient, 2 at risk, and 3 normal. As shown, Matthew improved 

by two functioning levels in one area, and stayed the same in five areas. 
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Figure 1 

Changes in Developmental Levels (FEAS) 

 
 

Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) 

 The quantitative data analyzed below used GAS to evaluate progress made toward 

Matthew’s musical goals. Musical goals for Matthew were created following session two, by the 

independent observer, and then were evaluated after session 25. 

Five music therapy (MT) goals were formulated for Mathew; all were weighted equally. 

The first goal for Matthew was “musical awareness,” that is, for him to be able to react or 

respond to, display any kind of awareness of, or show interest in the therapist’s improvised 

music; either vocally, instrumentally and/or through movement. Upon beginning music therapy, 

Matthew exhibited less than expected outcome in musical awareness (-1); he rarely displayed 

awareness of the therapist’s music. Upon completion of therapy, he displayed the expected level 

outcome (0); he sometimes exhibited musical awareness during the session.   

The second MT goal was “musical relatedness,” that is, for him to play in a related 

manner to the music that the therapist improvised. Upon beginning music therapy, Matthew 
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exhibited the most unfavorable outcome in relating his music to the therapist’s music (-2); he 

never played in a related way. However, at the conclusion of music therapy, he demonstrated the 

expected outcome level (0); his playing related to the therapist’s music sometimes throughout the 

session.  

The third MT goal was “relationship within musical play,” that involved his initiating a 

connection with the music and/or therapist, vocally, instrumentally and/or through 

movement/gesture. Upon beginning music therapy, Matthew displayed the most unfavorable 

outcome (-2) in initiating relationship within musical play; he never initiated a relationship 

within musical play. Upon completion of therapy, he displayed the expected outcome level (0); 

he initiated relationship within musical play sometimes throughout the session.  

Matthew’s fourth MT goal was “musical interresponsiveness,” that is for him to be able 

imitate or copy the therapist’s musical idea, and then incorporate it into musical play. At the start 

of music therapy, Matthew displayed the most unfavorable outcome (-2) in playing 

interresponsively to the therapist’s music; he never played in an interresponsive manner. Upon 

the completion of music therapy, Matthew displayed the expected outcome level (0); his playing 

was interresponsive to the therapist’s music sometimes throughout the session.  

The fifth MT goal for Matthew was “musical communicativeness,” that is, for him to be 

able to be spontaneously communicative in relation to the therapist’s music, opening and closing 

circles of communication during musical play (e.g., the ability to engage in call-and-response 

inter-play; and/or punctuate the end of a phrase; and/or initiate the opening of a phrase, and/or 

notice therapist’s music and respond contingently by elaborating on it). Upon beginning music 

therapy, Matthew exhibited the most unfavorable outcome (-2) in playing communicatively with 
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the therapist’s music; he never played in a communicative way; however, at the conclusion of 

therapy he exhibited the expected outcome level (0); he played communicatively sometimes 

throughout the session. 

Figure 1 shows all five goal areas and the amount of change Matthew demonstrated as a 

result of music therapy. The table shows raw scores for each goal area (-2 represents most 

unfavorable outcome, -1 less than expected outcome, 0 expected level, +1 more than expected 

success, and +2 most favorable outcome). Taking all of these goals collectively, Matthew 

advanced 1 level in one goal area, and 2 levels in the remaining four goal areas.  

 These changed scores on all goal areas were converted to a “T- score,” according to the 

formula of Kiresuk and Sherman (1968). Matthew’s T-score was 50, based on the assumption 

that together these scales have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 (see Kiresuk & 

Sherman).        

Figure 2 

Changes in Goal Attainment Levels (GAS) 
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Summary 

Client Process 

 Stage one, “What’s Getting in the Way?: Developing the Playing Field While 

Considering Individual-Differences,” consisted of the first six sessions, where Matthew exhibited 

difficulty adapting to the new environment and medium music due to his complex sensory 

system. To that end, it was difficult to engage him, musically or interpersonally, as he 

consistently melted-down before, during and at the end of music sessions. This stage ended when 

the therapist changed strategies, implementing clinical parameters that included shortening 

sessions, being sensitive to when and how to transition into other music, gauging the “rhythm” of 

the interaction, and altering the sensory environment to cater to Matthew’s individual-

differences. 

Stage two, “Integrating Matthew’s Sensory & Musical Profiles,” consisted of sessions 

seven through twelve.  During this time, in providing Matthew with the proper sensory input, his 

ability to maintain self-regulation for extended periods increased, which led to an increase in his 

ability to engage in musical play in a related manner for brief moments. In addition, during this 

stage, the development of the relationship (interpersonal and musical) was developing. This stage 

ended when the therapist began to increase the length of sessions, based on the emerging 

development of the relationship and Matthew’s increased ability to engage in musical play in a 

related fashion. 

 Stage three, “Developing the Musical Relationship: Initiating Circles of Musical 

Communication,” featured sessions thirteen through sixteen. During this stage, Matthew 

continued to increase his ability to engage in music in a related manner for longer periods; 
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however; the key element during this phase was that he began to initiate ideas, opening and 

closing circles of musical communication. This stage ended when the therapist changed 

strategies in providing more opportunities for Matthew to “lead” and guide the musical 

improvisations; trusting the process between the music and the players (child, intern, and 

therapist) to facilitate independence, and higher levels of thinking (e.g., initiating, reciprocating, 

and intentional and purposeful communication). 

 Finally, stage four, which consisted of sessions seventeen through twenty-five, “Moving 

up the Developmental Ladder: Assimilation and Integration,” featured Matthew integrating and 

assimilating his abilities to musically engage, relate and communicate. To that end, he began to 

develop an increased sense of self, exhibiting independence during musical play in a related and 

communicative manner. In addition, during this stage, he displayed his desire to be in a 

relationship for the sake of relating to another person, as opposed to relating for the purpose of 

fulfilling a sensory need. This new awareness also brought to light, for Matthew, that people are 

not objects to solely fulfill wants and needs (as seen by typical developing infants), but rather,  

as social beings that experience a relationship. 

Therapist’s Method 

Focusing on what gets in the way (individual-differences) of a child’s social-emotional 

development is at the crux of this treatment plan. For Matthew, creating the proper sensory 

environment helped to facilitate his ability to self-regulate and to be available for interactive 

musical experiences that provided an avenue for relationship, communication, and the exchange 

of ideas.  
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The non-verbal medium of music provided a non-threatening field of play for Matthew. 

Because of his difficulty with expressive language, in terms of using words, music provided him 

with an outlet in which he could communicate and experience relatedness non-verbally.  

Finally, during Matthew’s treatment process, music not only became the vehicle for 

communication, but also the medium that converted his isolated sensory-motor play into joint 

musical interactions. The music seemed to help Matthew make meaning out of something that 

had no meaning, in regards to relating to others, thus promoting continuous flows of musical 

interaction that built a musical relationship and the desire to be in a shared world. 

Relationship between FEAS and GAS 

 Results of Matthew’s FEAS pre-test and GAS indicated slight differences in several 

categories. Although in both settings (FEAS and GAS) he displayed difficulty self-regulating, 

during GAS, he engaged in melt-downs in response to the environment and musical stimuli, 

whereas during the FEAS he remained calm while exploring action figurines (although he 

rejected any attempt the therapist made for joint interaction). During both procedures he 

demonstrated an over-reactive sensory system, engaged in constant movement and attempted to 

climb on things including the therapist and intern. During both procedures he displayed difficulty 

in his ability to engage and relate to the therapist; however, during GAS he demonstrated some 

musical awareness and ability to relate vocally during musical play. During the FEAS he did not 

acknowledge the presence of the therapist, other then to climb on him.  

Although Matthew displayed difficulties in his ability to engage in two-way purposeful 

communication (level III) during the FEAS, he displayed some ability to close circles of musical 
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communication (ending musical phrases). During both procedures he displayed difficulty 

initiating ideas/circles of communication.  

Finally, during both procedures Matthew exhibited difficulty in problem-solving, creating 

and bridging ideas. 

The progress that Matthew displayed in the FEAS post-test and GAS also slightly 

differed from the Goal Attainment Scoring. The FEAS results indicated a decline in Matthew’s 

ability to self-regulate, however, Goal Attainment Scoring indicated an increase in his ability to 

self-regulate. In addition, although the FEAS illustrated slight (insignificant; maintaining 

deficiency in this area) increases in Matthew’s ability to relate, engage, and get into two-way 

purposeful communication (areas I, II, III), Goal Attainment Scoring reflected greater increases 

in areas I, II, and III, specifically in the area of initiating ideas.  Furthermore, Goal Attainment 

Scoring indicated an increase in Matthew’s ability to create and bridge musical ideas, however, 

in the FEAS, he showed no progress in creating and bridging ideas. 

Relationship Between Qualitative and Quantitative Data 

Matthew’s areas of strengths and weaknesses were inconsistent between qualitative and 

quantitative data. The FEAS indicated decreased scores in Matthew’s ability to self-regulate 

(area I), and create ideas (area V) by 1 point. In the areas of engagement, two-way purposeful 

communication and bridging ideas his level of functioning remained the same according to 

FEAS. Clinically, however, Matthew displayed significant change in the areas of self-regulation, 

engagement, two-way purposeful communication, and in his ability to bridge ideas in the context 

of musical play. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS CASE: JANET 

History 

Janet, age 8 years and 8 months at the time of this study, was the product of an 

uncomplicated, full-term pregnancy and C-section delivery. She weighed 7 lbs., 13 oz. at birth, 

and no complications were indicated. Her medical history revealed mild ear infections at age 2. 

She reached developmental milestones for sitting and crawling within normal limits, with 

independent walking appearing at 11 months. 

Janet was reported to have babbled during her first 6 months, was responsive to speech 

and was not an unusually quiet baby. She developed several words such as “peek-a-boo” and 

“David” (her brother’s name); however at 18 months of age, she stopped using words all 

together. She was diagnosed with autism at 22 months. 

Janet lives at home with her mother, father, and her 11 year-old brother. Prior to entering 

the Rebecca School Janet attended another school where she received occupational and speech 

therapies five times per week, and Applied Behavioral Analysis 20 hours per week. 

Janet has been attending the Rebecca School since September 2007, where she is 

receiving occupational and speech therapies three times per week and music therapy two times 

per week for 30 minutes. 

DIR® Profile 

The following DIR® profile is based on: 1) pre-test scores of the FEAS (See table 1); 2) 

interviews of staff; 3) and observations of Janet in various settings throughout the school day, 

including the classroom, occupational therapy, and speech therapy. 
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Janet is an energetic child who displays difficulty maintaining engagement (level II) and 

2-way purposeful communication (level III) with caregivers for extended periods. She constantly 

engages in perseverative body movements, displays difficulty with simple motor planning tasks, 

and presents with low muscle tone and poor balance. She likes vestibular input (swings, 

hammock, etc.), but seems to have difficulty sensing her center of gravity. In addition, she 

exhibits visual spatial processing difficulties, wandering aimlessly, moving from one thing to the 

next, and bumping into things frequently because of difficulty in scanning a room systematically. 

Janet displays the ability to problem-solve (level IV) and get her needs met. She has a 

plethora of memorized phrases, scripts, and words that she often repeats, but is unable to build 

ideas onto these scripts. In short, she does not appear to have an internal flow or cohesion of 

ideas. Rather, she appears to be observing or hearing a stream of random visual or audio 

snippets, like a ticker tape of ideas or words, which she verbalizes as they come to her. 

Music Therapy Assessment 

The music therapy assessment, guided by Greenspan and Weider’s Functional Emotional 

Developmental Levels (FEDL) (2006a), focused on seven areas of musical responsiveness (see 

Materials in Method Chapter). 

The music therapy room was set up with a variety of percussive and melodic instruments, 

an assortment of different size mallets with various handle textures, pitched horns, and a variety 

of sensory based items (e.g., scarves, play-doh, mini-trampoline, etc.). The assessment focused 

on Janet’s ability to interact during musical play with the therapist. 

 Janet’s assessment took place during the course of two 30 minute sessions.  

During the assessment, Janet’s primary modes of interacting were through movement,  
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instrumental play (primarily the drum and cymbal), gestures, and memorized scripts.  

She exhibited a moderate level of musical awareness. Her vocal responses, although tonal, 

appeared to be reflexive rather than intentional. Words that she sang/spoke were often repeated 

scripts that she tended to revert to during moments of stress or excitement.  

Janet displayed discomfort and anxiety to the new environment, as she engaged in 

constant motion, moving rapidly from playing one instrument to the next. Finally, when she 

would stop moving, she usually sat on the window ledge, near the heating pipe, and would 

attempt to hide behind the pipe. It appeared that she thought that Jean and I were unable to see 

her (the pipe is only two inches wide).  

Janet required visual prompting and direction in order to engage in musical play. During 

these moments, Jean held out a buffalo drum in one hand and a cymbal in the other directly in 

front of Janet. Janet usually responded by playing on the beat for one to four beats, and then 

either walked away, or began beating in an excited and unrelated manner, in which she became 

over-aroused and over-stimulated.  

Janet demonstrated some rhythmic perception through brief and fleeting moments of 

beating the drum and cymbal. She displayed an ability to join with the tempo of my music, 

however, she never initiated musical play and rarely referenced Jean or me at a distance. 

Physically, she played the drum using only her arms and upper body, as she swayed her body 

with arms outstretched. 

Her musical responses, either through vocalizations or instrumental play, displayed a 

limited expressive range, playing only very loudly on the drum and cymbal, and, when  
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vocalizing, exhibiting no range of affect. In addition, her beating was inconsistent, sporadic, and  

inflexible in relation to my music.  

Janet demonstrated difficulty in initiating a relationship within musical play, requiring 

prompts and hand-over-hand support. In addition, she kept herself at a distance from Jean and 

me and constantly withdrew from musical and physical contact.  

When Janet entered into a musical interaction, she displayed the ability to close circles of 

musical communication (completing or filling in the endings of musical phrases) when 

prompted, however, she showed difficulty initiating circles of musical communication.  

In summary, Janet’s inability to maintain musical engagement and relatedness for 

sustained periods prevented her from experiencing a continuous flow of musical interaction. In 

addition, contributing to her difficulty in relating for extended periods, were issues dealing with 

visual spatial processing and motor planning combined with her poor body awareness. Finally, 

because of her intense ABA program, prior to entering Rebecca School, she learned to engage 

only through prompt and repetition. She was accustomed to a memory-based approach to 

learning, whereas the DIR® model is a thinking-based approach. Thus, her previous learning 

through prompts and external rewards made it difficult for Janet to think spontaneously and to 

initiate ideas. 

Treatment 

Janet’s treatment consisted of twenty-five sessions over a five month period. During this 

time, Janet passed through five distinct stages. In the first stage, she displayed difficulty 

engaging in musical play due to her being in constant motion; this resulted in scattered, 

perseverative and inflexibly loud playing. During the second stage, Janet became increasingly 
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engaged and related as her perseverative movements became transformed into interactive 

dancing. During Stage three, Janet’s musical participation moved from movement to 

instrumental play. Stage four consisted of Janet increasingly becoming communicative and 

related in and out of musical play. Finally, during stage five, Janet began to display the ability to 

connect her ideas in the context of musical play.  

Stage One: Everywhere But Nowhere: Where’s Janet? 

 Janet entered each of our first five sessions in an ambivalent and cautious manner. 

Generally, after entering the room she spent a lot of time moving aimlessly, playing each 

instrument in her sight while in constant motion. Her playing was scattered, perseverative, and 

inflexibly loud. In addition, although she exhibited some sense of musical awareness and 

moments of relatedness, it seemed as though Janet’s playing was more about her meeting some 

kind of sensory need, than it was about connecting to the music being played.  

Her need for motion made it difficult for her to get into a continuous flow of musical 

contact, thereby impeding the development of any kind of musical relationship. At times Jean 

(intern) followed Janet, as she moved continuously around the room, and held a drum out in an 

attempt to capture Janet’s attention and bring her into musical play. 

 The plan for subsequent sessions was to help Janet develop greater body awareness while 

“slowing” her body down, thereby facilitating her self-regulation (ability to be calm and 

available for interaction), musical engagement, and musical relationship. To that end, more 

emphasis was placed on embracing Janet’s perseverative movements through music and dance; 

less emphasis was put on Janet’s ability to make music. The idea was to use music and Jean  
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(intern) as a way to create form, both physically and musically, which would help organize  

Janet’s movements into a meaningful interactive experience.  

Stage Two: Transforming Perseverative Movements into Joint Interaction 

 Sessions six through ten focused on transforming Janet’s perseverative movements into 

an interactive dance with Jean, thereby promoting engagement, relatedness, and relationship. To 

that end, I asked Jean to try and be more “hands-on” with Janet and engage her in a joint 

movement experience. In addition, I asked Jean not to “chase” or follow Janet around the room, 

but to always try to be in front of her (within her visual range). I also asked her to experiment 

with getting in Janet’s way, playfully obstructing her from wherever she was headed. This, in a 

sense, would force Janet to interact with Jean. 

Musically I experimented with several time signatures and song forms as I attempted to 

meet Janet’s movements in music. In addition, I incorporated legato type phrases, both vocally 

and in my piano playing, to create the experience of connection and “flow.” 

DVD Cut 5: From Scripted Words to Relatedness and Initiating Relationship 

 Cut 5 is taken from Janet’s tenth session. It illustrates Janet and Jean dancing to an 

improvised waltz. The music incorporates random words (scripted) that Janet initiates: “Puff-

pastries for ta, ta, ta” (These words would become important reoccurring themes in subsequent 

sessions). In addition, the excerpt displays Janet’s ability to initiate an interaction with Jean.  

At fifteen minutes and thirty seconds into the tenth session, Janet and Jean engage in an 

interactive dance. The improvised music captures a waltz “feel,” based on Janet’s movement, 

and the words that she initiates during the interaction. Jean incorporates Janet’s words into the 
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song form while dancing.  Janet recognizes the words while dancing with Jean and begins 

smiling. 

Janet accepts Jean holding her hands and appears to be excited during their dance,  

as they both are in synchrony with the music, swaying in ¾ time.  

On separate occasions, when Jean and I sing “Ta” and “puff pastries,” Janet becomes 

overly-excited and each time breaks away from Jean, skipping with excitement to the other end 

of the room. After several measures, Janet returns to Jean on her own initiative, each time 

holding her hands out to re-engage in dance with Jean.  

During the interaction, it appears that whenever Janet experiences sustained moments of 

engagement and relatedness with Jean and/or in the music, she becomes over-aroused and then 

engages in perseverative movements and loses the interaction.   

Stage Three: Moving into Instrumental Play 

Sessions eleven through fifteen concentrated on facilitating Janet’s ability to engage in 

instrumental play in a related manner. During this time, she exhibited difficulty with playing 

instruments due to her poor body awareness and difficulty with motor planning. To that end, I 

asked Jean to use a lot of prompts, such as holding the instruments in front of Janet (within 

visual range) in order to indicate when to play. In addition to visual prompts, I asked Jean to use 

a lot of affect (e.g., over exaggerated facial expressions and gestures) to help maintain Janet’s 

ability to be engaged and interested in playing.  

During this time, Janet began to display islands of capacities in the areas of two-way 

purposeful communication (musical communicativeness), connecting her musical ideas with  

Jean’s, and elaborating on musical ideas during musical play (musical interrelatedness).  
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DVD Cut 6: Cymbal Play to Increase Relatedness and Relationship  

Cut 6 is taken from Janet’s fifteenth session. It illustrates Janet sitting in a chair  

for an extended period of time while musically interacting with Jean on the cymbal. During this  

excerpt, Janet and Jean get into a long series of back-and-forth musical exchanges, taking turns 

on the cymbal. During this interaction Janet is calm and engaged in musical play while socially 

referencing both Jean and me with eye-contact and smiles.  

 At twelve minutes and twenty-six seconds into session fifteen, Janet is sitting on a rolling 

chair and is swaying back and forth. Jean holds the cymbal in front of her prompting Janet to 

play at specific moments within the music. Shortly after the interaction begins, Janet becomes 

increasingly interested and engages in the musical play, as they both take turns playing on the 

cymbal in a related manner to the improvised music.  

During the interaction, Jean utilizes affect and facial gestures to help guide and prompt 

Janet into interactive play on the cymbal. The quality in which Janet plays varies in touch and in 

dynamics, based on the music. In addition, she demonstrates moments of musical flexibility and 

a desire to be connected to Jean’s playing. She also exhibits an emotional connection to Jean, 

smiling, laughing, and intently watching for an extended period while playing. In addition, at 

times Janet imitates the way Jean plays the cymbal (touch and motion), while incorporating her 

own ideas into the music play.  

Stage Four: Relating and Communicating In and In-between Musical Play 

Sessions sixteen through nineteen continued to focus on Janet’s ability to engage in 

instrumental play in a related and communicative manner to the music. The plan was to provide 
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Janet with less prompt and more opportunities to initiate (open circles of communication) and 

connect musical ideas with Jean’s and/or mine (musical interrelatedness).  

Furthermore, at this point, I began to look and listen beyond Janet’s music-making  

responses in order to accurately evaluate her ability to relate and communicate. Because of  

Janet’s individual-differences (craving movement, getting over-aroused when over-stimulated, 

motor-planning issues, etc.), it was difficult for her to engage in deep, extended musical 

experiences. A lot of Janet’s relatedness and communication, musically and interpersonally, were 

evident when she was not making music (during moments of perseverate movements). Yet, she 

continued to display her emotional connection to Jean and me through: joyful facial expressions, 

eagerness to come to music; getting excited while engaged in music-making; and the ability and 

desire to work through sensory issues to engage in related music-making experiences. To that 

end, when Janet’s music making was interrupted by her perseverative movements, she continued 

to exhibit relatedness and communication to the music (and Jean and me) through movements, 

gestures, and affect. 

DVD Cut 7: Working through Perseverative Movements for Musical Communicativeness 

Cut 7 is taken from session 16. It illustrates Janet having difficulty maintaining a basic 

beat due to her perseverative body movements. She intermittently plays the drum, while 

constantly swaying back-and-forth in her chair. She engages in a related manner to the music, 

either though movements or through her playing. Finally, during the moments in which she 

interrupts the music with her perseverative movements, Janet appears to be trying hard to work 

through these movements so that she can beat in tempo with the music.  
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DVD Cut 8: Working through Perseverative Movements for Musical Communicativeness (Part 

II) 

  Cut 8 is taken from Janet’s nineteenth session. It illustrates Jean prompting Janet to beat 

 the drum, using gestures combined with high-affect singing. Janet’s playing is connected and  

related to the music, as she watches Jean and is listening to the music.  

At the start of session nineteen, Jean kneels down in front of Janet, and mirrors Janet’s 

swaying while she sings a melody on “la.” Janet, for the first time asks Jean to sing by simply 

saying: “Sing.” Jean begins singing 5ths, in an operatic style combined with over-exaggerated 

arm movements, prompting Janet to play. Janet plays the drum interchangeably with swaying 

back and forth, but all the while is watching Jean intently. Janet then initiates a dynamic change, 

playing more softly while playing a basic beat for three measures.  

Stage Five: Connecting Ideas While Maintaining Engagement and Relatedness 

 In the past stages, Janet withdrew from an interaction when Jean or I attempted to 

connect an idea to hers. In addition, she generally fixated on being self-directed in expressing her 

unorganized and random ideas; any attempt to build on her ideas to facilitate spontaneous 

thinking would result in her withdrawing from the interaction. To that end, sessions twenty 

through twenty-two focused on helping Janet to connect her ideas (musical play, words, gestures, 

etc.), either to mine or to her own, to facilitate internal organization. My intervention at times 

included imposing my ideas (music, words, etc.) onto Janet’s before she moved on to an 

unrelated topic, while still helping her to maintain engagement and relatedness.  

DVD Cut 9: Using the Spanish Idiom to Help Organize and Facilitate Initiation 
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Cut 9 is taken from session twenty-two. It illustrates Janet engaging in drum and cymbal 

play within a Spanish style improvisation (without the use of prompts from Jean). The music 

appears to help her organize her beating as she plays in a related fashion. Her beating is 

interrupted by her desire for movement, however, her movement is related to the tempo of  

the music. Eight minutes into session twenty-five, Janet is seated in front of the drum and cymbal 

and is preoccupied with the mallets. She looks down and withdraws, as I sing, “We’re waiting 

for Janet…,” while I wait for her to initiate play. She looks in my direction and sings, “ta, ta, ta.” 

I begin to improvise in a Spanish style and she begins to play on the drum in an unrelated 

manner, stops, and becomes withdrawn. This is followed by her becoming musically engaged, 

and related, beating in tempo to the music. She stops playing, as I sing again, “we’re waiting…,” 

as Janet comes back into beating at times using big arm movements and alternating hands while 

beating.  

The musical interaction is soon followed by Janet withdrawing from the interaction. I 

begin singing, while playing the piano, “we’re waiting for Janet… .” Janet begins playing the 

drum and seems to realize that the music was waiting for her to initiate play. I incorporate the 

familiar melody and sing “Ta.” Janet recognizes this musical pattern from previous sessions and 

begins playing in a consistent and related manner on the drum. She plays the drum with big arm 

movements, and initiates changes in tempo and dynamics while referencing me though eye-

contact and brief smiles.  

DVD Cut 10: Take a Walk to the Moon: Joining and Staying in the Interaction 

Cut 10 is taken from Janet’s twenty-fifth session. It illustrates Janet playing the piano 

with me for the first time. She initiates a random lyrical idea: “Take a walk to the moon.” My 
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music and singing become more expressive than usual, as I sang back only three words of her 

phrase: “Take a walk,” and then I change the phrase to, “take a walk to the wild side in music” 

(connecting an idea of mine to Janet’s). Janet attempts to “correct” what I’m singing, so she 

could hear “Take a walk to the moon.” I quickly organize my music in a pop-rock form using 

expressive singing in order to maintain her focus to the task at hand. She regains focus and 

begins playing the piano in a rhythmically related manner to my music. The momentum of the 

music builds, and Jean (intern) begins to dance and sing non-verbally, however, the moment Jean 

begins to sing with words, Janet becomes distracted and withdraws from the interaction. I again 

begin singing. Janet once again comes over to correct me, as she says, “Take a walk to the 

moon.” While she says this, she pretends to draw a moon in the air (demonstrating symbolic 

thinking), desperately trying to figure out a way (problem-solving) to get me to sing “Take a 

walk to the moon.” 

DVD Cut 11: Take a Walk to the Moon: Joining and Staying in the Interaction Part II 

During cut 11 from session twenty-five, Janet’s piano playing appears to show some 

flexibility, both rhythmically and dynamically in relation to my music. I begin singing the 

familiar theme. This time I sing back Janet’s words, however, when I get to the word “moon” I 

sing it expressively with a melodic leap to generate additional affect, while attempting to prompt 

Janet to sing with expressiveness and inflection. Janet responds positively during the last phrase, 

by singing the word “moon” with inflection and a melodic leap. 

While Janet continued to receive music therapy, the 25th session was the final clinical 

session of the present research protocol. The Functional Emotional Assessment Scale post-test 

was administered and Goal Attainment Scoring followed Janet’s final session.  
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Functional Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) 

 In addition to the qualitative case study analysis of Janet’s treatment process, two  

quantitative measures were used to evaluate outcomes of music therapy: the Functional 

Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) and Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS). The FEAS 

(Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2001) was used as a pre- and post-test measure for Janet’s 

progress in achieving social-emotional goals. The GAS (Kiresuk, Smith, & Cardillo, 1994)  

was used to evaluate Janet’s progress toward musical goals. 

 Table 3 gives a comparison of Janet’s pre- and post-test scores on the FEAS. The table 

shows raw scores for each developmental area, level of functioning, percentages, and the number 

of functioning levels changed out of three possible levels (e.g., deficient, at risk, and normal). 

Scoring is based on a 2-point scale: 0 = behavior is not seen or is briefly observed, 1 = 

behavior is present some of the time or observed several times, and 2 = behavior is consistently 

observed or observed many times.  

The ratings were summed to obtain subtest scores for each area, as well as total test 

scores (Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001). Total scores are compared to cutoff scores (See 

Appendix A) to determine if the child is:  normal, at-risk, and deficient.  
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Table 3 

Comparison of Julia’s Pre- and Post FEAS Scores 
 
        Pre-Test    Post-Test  Change 
    Raw Scores  Raw Scores  in Functioning 
   Areas   Sub-scores  Sub-scores  Level 
 
I. Self-regulation  11 (At risk)  12 (Normal)  +1 
    78.5%   85.7% 
 
Attentive to play with toys  2   2  
Explores objects/toys freely 2   2 
Remains calm during play  2   2 
Touching textured toys & caregiver 2   2 
Shows content affect  1   1 
Focused without distraction 1   2 
Appears over aroused   1   1 
 

II. Forming relationships        11 (Deficient)  16 (Normal)   +2 
and engagement  68.75%  100% 
 
Emotional interest in care-giver 2   2 
Relaxed when near care-giver 1   2 
Anticipates with curiosity  1   2 
Uncomfortable with care-giver 2   2 
Initiates closeness to care-giver 2   2 
Avoids care-giver   1   2 
Socially references care-giver  2   2 
Communicates from across space 1   2    
 
III. Two-way purposeful 5 (Deficient)  7 (At risk)  +1 
communication  50%   70% 
 
Opens circles of communication 0   2 
Initiates intentional actions 1   1 
Closes circles of communication 2   2 
Uses words, or sounds, or gestures 2   2 
 
IV. Behavioral organization 3 (Normal)  4 (Normal)   0 
and problem solving  75%   100% 
 
Communicates in several modes 1   2 
Copies caregiver & incorporates  2   2 
 
V. Representational  3 (Deficient)  7 (At risk)  +1 
capacity    21.5%   50% 
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Table 3.  (Continued) 
 
        Pre-Test    Post-Test  Change 
    Raw Scores  Raw Scores  in Functioning 
   Areas   Sub-scores  Sub-scores  Level 
 
Engages in symbolic play  0   1 
Engages in pretend play  2   2 
Communicates intentions  0   2 
Expresses dependency  0   1 
Expresses pleasure/excitement 0   1 
Expresses assertiveness  0   0 
Creates 2 or more unrelated ideas 1   0 
 
VI. Representational  1 (Deficient)  4 (Normal)  0 
differentiation   10%   40% 
      
Bridges 2 unrealistic idea  1   2 
Bridges 2 realistic ideas  0   2 
Use pretend to express dependency 0   0 
Use pretend to express pleasure 0   0 
Expresses assertiveness in pretend 0   0 

 

Janet’s ability to self-regulate and show interest in the world (area I) increased by one 

point bringing her total score from 11 to 12. Her ability to be engaged (area II) increased by five 

points bringing her total score from 11 to 16, and she also showed improvement in her ability to 

communicate purposefully (area III), increasing her score by two points bringing her total score 

from 5 to 7.  

In addition, Janet’s ability to problem solve (area IV) increased by one point bringing her 

total score from 3 to 4, and her ability to think symbolically (area V) increased by four points 

bringing her total score in from 3 to 7. Finally, Janet’s ability to build bridges between ideas 

(area VI) also increased by three points bringing her total score from 1 to 4.  

 To summarize, during the pre-test Janet was regulated, but was not particularly 

interested in the outside world. She showed difficulty in her ability to attach, and generally 
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reverted to isolated behaviors and scripts, fragmenting and/or discontinuing the flow of 

interaction. In addition, she showed limited ability to use communication purposefully (in 

context to a situation), reverting to scripts and echolalia. She displayed the ability to problem-

solve and get her needs met during the pre-test; however, she displayed difficulty in her ability to 

think symbolically and connect her ideas with the therapist’s ideas. During the post-test she 

continued to demonstrate the ability to be regulated, but was interested in interacting with the 

therapist, and displayed the ability to engage in a related manner. She also exhibited the ability to 

be more purposeful while communicating, using fewer scripts, and generating language 

appropriate to the situation at hand. In addition, she displayed the capacity to create and build 

bridges between ideas, engaged in symbolic play, and showed islands in the capacity to think 

emotionally. 

Figure 3 shows the amount of change in functioning levels made by Janet in each 

developmental area: 1 represents deficient, 2 at risk, and 3 normal. As shown, Janet improved by 

one functioning level in three areas, two levels in two areas, and stayed the same in one area. 
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Figure 3 

Changes in Developmental Levels (FEAS) 

 

Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) 

 The quantitative data analyzed below used GAS to evaluate progress made toward Janet’s 

musical goals. Musical goals for Janet were created following session two, by the independent 

observer, and then were evaluated after session 25. 

Four music therapy (MT) goals were formulated for Janet, all were weighted equally. The 

first goal was “musical relatedness,” that is, for Janet to play in a related way to the music that 

the therapist improvised. Upon beginning music therapy, Janet’s music related to the therapist’s 

improvised music less than expected (-1); she rarely played in a related manner. Upon 

completion of therapy, she exhibited more than expected success (+1); her playing often related 

to the therapist’s music.  

The second MT goal was “relationship within musical play,” which involves Janet being 

able to initiate some kind of relationship with music and the therapist, vocally and/or 
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instrumentally and/or through movement/gesture. Upon beginning music therapy, Janet exhibited 

a less then expected outcome (-1); she rarely initiated relationship within music. However, upon 

completion of therapy she displayed a more than expected outcome (+1), often initiating 

relationship within musical play throughout the session.  

The third MT goal for Janet was “musical communicativeness,” that is, for her to be able 

to be spontaneously communicative in relation to the therapist’s music, opening and closing 

circles of communication during musical play (e.g., the ability to engage in call-and-response 

interplay, punctuate the end of a phrase, initiate the opening of a phrase, and/or notice therapist’s 

music and respond contingently by elaborating on it). Upon beginning music therapy, Janet’s 

musical communicativeness was a less than expected outcome (-1); rarely using music 

communicatively. At the conclusion of therapy she exhibited a more than expected outcome 

(+1), often using music communicatively throughout the session.  

Finally, Janet’s fourth MT goal was “musical interrelatedness,” that is for her to be able 

to connect a musical idea of her own to the therapist’s idea, and elaborate on the idea during 

musical play. At the start of music therapy Janet’s music was interrelated to the therapist’s music 

less than expected (-1); she rarely played in an interrelated manner. However, upon completion 

of therapy, she demonstrated more than expected success outcome (+1), often using music in an 

interrelated fashion throughout the session. 

Figure 4 shows all four goal areas and the amount of change Janet displayed as a result of 

music therapy. The figure shows raw scores for each goal area (-2 represents most unfavorable 

outcome; -1 less than expected outcome; 0 expected level; +1 more than expected success; and 

+2 most favorable outcome).  
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Taking all of these goals collectively, Janet improved by two levels in each of her four  

goal areas. These changed scores on all goal areas were converted to a “T- score,” according to 

the formula of Kiresuk and Sherman (1968). Janet’s T-score was 64.51, based on the assumption 

that together these scales have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 (see Kiresuk & 

Sherman).  

Figure 4 

Changes in Goal Attainment Levels (GAS) 

 

Summary 

Client Process 

Stage one, “Everywhere But Nowhere: Where’s Janet?,” consisted of the first five  

sessions in which Janet engaged in moving aimlessly around the music room, playing each 

instrument while being in constant motion, impeding her ability to self-regulate and engage. 

Although she displayed some sense of musical awareness and relatedness, it appeared as though 

Janet’s playing was related more to her meeting some kind of sensory need, than it was about 
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connecting to the music being played. Any attempt to engage her in a continuous flow of musical 

play for an extended period, was interrupted by her need for constant motion. This stage ended 

when the therapist changed strategies, which included embracing Janet’s perseverative 

movements both physically and musically and transforming them into a meaningful interactive 

experience.  

Stage two, “Transforming Perseverative Movements into Joint Interaction,” featured 

sessions six through ten. It consisted of guiding Janet’s perseverative movements into interactive 

dance with Jean (intern), facilitating self-regulation, engagement, and relatedness, musically, 

physically and interpersonally. This stage ended when the therapist changed clinical strategies, 

based on Janet’s ability to self-regulate for extended periods, to engage her in musical play that 

involved music making. 

Stage three, “Moving into Instrumental Play,” consisted of sessions eleven through 

fifteen. During this time, Janet demonstrated a greater ability to self-regulate and to be seated in 

a chair (based on her own initiative) for extended periods, making her “available” for musical 

interaction. Although she exhibited difficulty in playing instruments during musical play due to 

poor body awareness and motor planning difficulties, through prompting, she displayed an 

ability to engage in musical relatedness and communicativeness; however, the quality of the 

musical interactions was fragmented and intermittent. This stage ended when the therapist 

changed strategies by reducing prompting, and taking greater notice to Janet’s non-musical 

behaviors. 

“Relating and Communicating In and In-between Musical Play,” Stage four, consisted  

of sessions sixteen through nineteen. During this stage it became more evident that, biologically,  
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it was difficult for Janet to engage in a continuous flow of musical interactions. Although she 

displayed this difficulty; Janet exhibited relatedness, communication and emotional connection 

to Jean and me through facial expressions (smiles and laughter), and social referencing (gestures 

and eye-contact) from across the room. This stage ended when the therapist changed strategies, 

and focused on connecting (bridging her ideas to mine) Janet’s ideas and/or music to help her 

develop internal organization.  

Finally, Stage five, “Connecting Ideas While Maintaining Engagement and Relatedness,” 

consisted of sessions twenty through twenty-five. During this stage, Janet’s usual behavior of 

fixating on expressing random and unrelated ideas (including musical play, words, gestures, 

etc.), while rejecting any attempt by the therapist to connect her ideas (musical play, words, 

gestures, etc.) began to diminish. She began to display some capacity in her ability to connect her 

ideas (musical play, words, gestures, etc.) with the therapist’s while maintaining engagement and 

relatedness.  

Therapist Method 

Embracing and respecting a child’s self-stimulatory or perseverative behaviors can be a 

gateway into interaction. These behaviors can be looked at and responded to in a creative manner 

to facilitate engagement and relatedness. For Janet, her perseverative movements turned into 

dancing, which led the way into developing relationship, communication, and socialization.  

Dr. Stanley Greenspan (2007) writes:  

Whenever there is a momentary pause in the interaction, see what the child 

is doing next. Remember, she’s always doing something, even if it’s wandering  
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around the room. Wandering may be the doorway to a new dance step, for example, 

or a new musical symphony where the music changes with each step (the caregiver 

makes the music coming from their wonderful vocal cords contingent on how the 

child moves). (Greenspan, 2007, pp. 2–3) 

Rather then “force-feeding” Janet with ideas, and trying to lead her into our world (“get” 

her to do what we thought was the “right” thing), based on our own needs and expectations; we 

took her lead and “allowed ourselves to join into her world.” We took her direction, followed her 

lead, and let her guide our intervention. 

In following Janet’s lead to help her guide our intervention, she taught us to truly listen 

and watch for things beyond musical responses; to see what’s “really happening, observably,” as 

opposed to what we assumed was happening based on our own prejudices and orientation.  

Because of Janet’s individual-differences on a biological level, there were certain things 

musically that she was unable to experience. The “outsider,” may interpret this as her not 

wanting to engage in musical play, or a cognitive deficit of her not understanding the concept of 

joint musical play, or her just not liking music. It became imperative then, to not only listen to 

her responses during her musical play, but also to watch and listen to her responses when she 

was not engaged in music making.  

Although at times Janet withdrew from music making, especially during the in-between  

times of musical engagement and withdrawing from musical play, she was emotionally 

and relationally connected to the music, the therapist and intern. 

Relationship between FEAS and GAS 

 Results of Janet’s FEAS pre-test and GAS indicated differences in several categories.  
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During the FEAS she showed an ability to be calm, attentive to play toys, and emotionally 

interested in the therapist. During GAS, however, she displayed difficulty remaining calm and 

attentive to instruments; displaying anxiety while constantly being in motion. While she 

displayed contrasting characteristics in her ability to self-regulate and be attentive to play 

toys/instruments during both procedures (FEAS and GAS), she showed similar difficulties in her 

ability to focus and use the toys/instruments in an interactive manner.   

Similarities in both settings (FEAS pre-test and GAS) were reflected in the area of two-

way purposeful communication, specifically in Janet’s difficulties initiating ideas and 

communication, musically and interpersonally. Similarities were also evident in both settings in 

Janet’s being uncomfortable and avoidant of the therapist. Furthermore, similarities during the 

FEAS and GAS also surfaced in Janet’s ability to problem-solve and understand the concept of 

cause-effect, musically and interpersonally. Finally, in both settings, she displayed difficulty in 

creating ideas, as she constantly reverted to memorized scripts and words and lacked the capacity 

to bridge ideas with the therapist’s. 

 Results of Janet’s FEAS post-test and Goal Attainment Scale indicated several 

similarities. During both procedures she demonstrated her ability to self-regulate and engage 

with the therapist, being relaxed and emotionally interested in the therapist. In addition, during 

both, FEAS (post-test) and Goal Attainment Scale, she exhibited her ability to: open (initiate) 

and circles of communication (musically and interpersonally), engage in symbolism, 

communicate her intentions during play, and bridge ideas with the therapist’s, musically and 

interpersonally.  
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Relationship between Qualitative and Quantitative Data 

 Janet’s areas of strengths and weaknesses were consistent in most areas between 

qualitative and quantitative data. Inconsistencies appeared in area I (self-regulation), specifically 

in “remaining clam during play,” in which the FEAS scored Janet as “constantly being calm,” 

however, clinically, she appeared to require support in order to maintain calm throughout each 

session. To that end, in general, the quantitative data had difficulty revealing the “quality” of 

certain outcomes relating to Janet’s abilities, with regard to how much prompt and support was 

or was not needed in order for her to reach a particular developmental milestone. 

A key similarity, in both quantitative and qualitative data, was in Janet’s difficulty in the 

area of two-way purposeful communication. Although she demonstrated an ability to engage in 

two-way purposeful interactions, her inability to maintain a constant flow of back-and-forth 

dialogue for extended periods was reflected in both qualitative and quantitative results.  
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS: TIMMY 

History 

Timmy was born on September 14, 1999. His mother had an uncomplicated, full-term 

pregnancy. Pre- and post-natal histories were unremarkable; and no medical complications were 

noted. Timmy’s mother reported that he did not respond to his name at approximately eight 

months of age; and at two years and ten months, he was diagnosed with Pervasive 

Developmental Disorder (PDD).  

Timmy is an only child living with both of his parents. According to parent reports, 

Timmy accomplished early milestones (e.g., breastfed well, gained weight on time, and had good 

head control); however, when he approached the toddler years, milestones were demonstrated 

later then expected (e.g., sat up without support at18 months, began walking without holding 

onto something at 21 months, and was toilet trained at 48 months).  

Prior to entering the Rebecca School, Timmy had been in an Applied Behavior Analysis 

(ABA) classroom. He received speech therapy five times per week for sixty minute sessions, 

occupational therapy fives times per week for forty minute sessions, and ten hours per week of 

ABA (home visits). 

Timmy has been attending the Rebecca School since September 2007. He has been a 

participant in individual music therapy since December 2007, two times per week for 30 

minutes. During this time Timmy was also receiving occupational, and speech therapies 5 times 

per week, individually, for 30 minutes. 
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DIR® Profile 

The following DIR® profile is based on: 1) pre-test scores of the FEAS  

(see table 1); 2) interviews of staff; 3) and observations of  Timmy in various settings throughout 

the school day, including the classroom, occupational therapy, and speech therapy. 

Timmy is a pleasant boy who consistently displays curiosity with the mechanical 

elements of his environment, such as the duct work in the sensory gyms, various steam pipes, 

and elevators. In addition, he is fascinated by trains of all sorts, including subways, air trains, etc.  

Although Timmy has a large vocabulary of words, he has difficulty conversing in 2-way 

purposeful communication with caregivers, and tends to be echolalic, frequently repeating what 

someone says to him.   

Timmy presents with postural control challenges; his trunk rotation is restricted when 

moving through the environment, and he displays difficulty isolating head and eye movements 

(looking with his entire head instead of simply shifting his eyes). In addition, Timmy displays 

visual-motor challenges, as demonstrated through his difficulty in finding large pieces of 

equipment in the gym. Furthermore, Timmy displays dyspraxia in the quality of his movements 

and play strategies. (The brain is unable to plan muscle movements and carry them out, such as 

drawing, writing, buttoning, and other tasks requiring fine motor skill, or in sequencing the 

necessary movements.) 

Music Therapy Assessment 

The music therapy assessment, guided by Greenspan and Weider’s Functional Emotional 

Developmental Levels (FEDL) (2006a), focused on seven areas of musical responsiveness (see  

Materials in Method Chapter). 
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Timmy’s assessment took place during the course of two 30 minute sessions.  

During the assessment, Timmy’s primary modes of interacting were through movement, 

instrumental play (primarily playing various drums and the cymbal), and gestures. Although 

Timmy has use of words, he rarely spoke during the sessions.  

Timmy can self-regulate and can be engaged during musical play, however, he displayed 

frequent moments of “losing” himself, and showed difficulty in filtering out auditory stimuli in 

the environment. In addition, Timmy appeared to have difficulty with grading his force of 

movement and depth-perception; he constantly played the drum and cymbal very loudly. 

There were moments when Timmy displayed a keen sense of musical awareness, 

specifically in the area of rhythm (e.g., joining into the rhythms played by the therapist); 

however, for the most, his playing during these moments appeared to be reflexive, showing no 

intent to play in a related and connected manner with the therapist. In addition, he tended to play 

very loudly and required a lot of visual and verbal prompts in order to play more softly (he plays 

the drum with so much force, that he has broken several drum sticks and mallets).  

In addition to playing loudly, Timmy interrupted musical play by stopping in the middle 

of a musical interaction to explore the mechanics of the snare drum and/or piano. In addition, 

Timmy, at time broke-off musical contact to continuously change the mallets while playing (he 

would collect all of the drum sticks and mallets in the room, and kept them by his side when 

playing).   

Timmy displayed the ability to initiate musical play; however, it was unclear if this was 

based on wanting to engage in a joint musical interaction, or, if it was a random act without any 

intent to be related or communicative with the therapist, intern, or music. 
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In summary, Timmy’s inability to maintain musical relatedness for sustained periods 

prevented him from experiencing a continuous flow of musical interaction. In addition, 

contributing to his difficulty in relating for extended periods were issues dealing with visual-

motor processing, focus and attention, an obsession with the mechanics of instruments, and a 

fixed manner of playing very loudly. Finally, because of his previous ABA school program, prior 

to entering Rebecca School, Timmy has learned to engage through prompt and repetition in order 

to shape his behaviors. During his past learning experiences (ABA), emphasis was placed solely 

on changing behaviors through external reinforcers, with little or no attention given to social-

emotional development, such as creative and big-picture thinking (e.g., “seeing the forest, not the 

trees”) (G.Tippy, Personal Communication, January, 12, 2008), spontaneous communication, 

and the concept of learning through relationships.  

Following the assessment sessions, the researcher and independent observer formulated a 

GAS for Timmy (See Appendix F).  

Treatment 

Timmy’s treatment consisted of twenty-five sessions over a five month period. During 

this time, Timmy passed through three distinct stages. In the first stage, he interrupted the flow 

of all activities, thereby making it difficult to develop a musical and interpersonal relationship. In 

the second stage, Timmy began to engage and relate through familiar musical structures and 

activities. Finally, in the third stage Timmy became increasingly spontaneous, communicative 

and expressive during musical play. 
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Stage One: Interrupting Musical Flow: Who is this Boy? 

 Stage One consisted of sessions one through seven, all of which appeared to be very  

much the same. As Timmy entered each session, it was unclear whether he wanted to be in music 

or not. When observing him walk into the room, it appeared that he wanted to be there, as 

evidenced by how quickly he walked from the hallway and would sit in front of the drum and 

cymbal and begin to play without hesitation.  At the same time, he displayed little or no affect in 

his playing, appearing a bit “lost,” and completely unaware that Jean and I were in the room.   

Timmy consistently played instruments very loudly; Jean responded by using verbal and 

gestural prompts to play more softly and to make him more aware of our music and presence. 

Although he was eventually able to follow directions through repeated prompts, he was unable to 

initiate dynamic changes or to rely on musical cues alone to play more softly and in a more 

related way. 

The plan was to continue to use prompts to provide him with the experience of playing 

more softly, while bringing a greater awareness of my musical presence. In addition to prompts, I 

began to introduce him to different types of drum sticks (brushes and bundle sticks) that could 

facilitate softer sounds when beating the drum.  

Because most of our interactions during musical play where based on directing and 

prompting Timmy, the sessions felt artificial and rarely allowed for any spontaneity to evolve. 

To that end, although we were engaged in extemporaneous music making, I did not feel 

connected to Timmy, musically or interpersonally. The sessions lacked any emotional qualities 

and spontaneity, thereby indicating a need to shift strategies.  
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 Nevertheless, during this stage, Timmy responded to prompts in a positive manner, 

playing in a softer dynamic and in a related manner. During this time we began to try and 

gradually phase out verbal prompts, however, this proved to be difficult, as Timmy constantly 

interrupted musical experiences by 1) playing loudly and erratically on the drum and cymbal, 2) 

stopping musical play every few measures to change drum sticks and/or mallets, or, 3) stopping 

his playing and moving to play another instrument. These fragmented musical experiences kept 

us at distance and stalled the development of our relationship.   

Stage Two: The Building Blocks for the Relationship: 

Balancing Between Predictability and Unpredictability 

Sessions eleven through seventeen focused on the development of a musical and 

interpersonal relationship with Timmy. To that end, Jean and I worked on facilitating more 

spontaneity during musical play and limiting our use of prompts. The plan was to implement the 

same musical structures and activities into subsequent sessions as a way to create familiarity and 

predictability.  

Although structure would be an important tool in Timmy’s therapy process, it was 

equally as important for me to be flexible and spontaneous within structure (e.g., to improvise 

music and adapt new ideas within a familiar song and activity) to gradually provide opportunities 

for spontaneous interacting, such as creating ideas, engaging in spontaneous communication, and 

experiencing a wide range of affect.  

The balance between being predictable and unpredictable during musical play was an 

important element to the intervention of using familiar music. Because of Timmy’s learning 

style, based in ABA, predictability would be, in a sense, “meeting” Timmy “where he was.” The 
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expectation of a particular outcome during a musical interaction empowered him as he knew 

what was happening next. In addition, predictability during musical play engaged him, provided 

comfort and security, and became a way to maintained relatedness during a musical interaction.  

On the other hand, using unpredictability within the structured musical play would provide 

Timmy with opportunities to remain alert, think spontaneously, and problem-solve. 

DVD Cut 12: The First Encounter through the Basic Beat: The Opening of Relationship & 

Musical Interresponsiveness 

Cut 12 is taken from Timmy’s eleventh session.  It illustrates our first “real” encounter in 

music with Timmy, in that his music finds its way into mine, displaying moments of musical 

mutuality (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007), and an emotional connection to the experience. During the 

interaction, I create a musical form by repeatedly playing a progression within a jazz style. Jean 

plays the cymbal at specific moments in order to enhance and define the musical form. This 

appears to help Timmy organize his beating and attention, as he plays the basic beat for the first 

time. 

The excerpt begins with my attempt to improvise music around Timmy’s playing on the 

floor-tom. I attempt to bring up the intensity and affect of the music by vamping on a dominant 

seventh chord, while trying to make a musical connection with Timmy.  

He does not appear to be aware of my efforts to connect. He then stops playing to change 

drum sticks. During his pause, I continue to play and cue Jean to punctuate on the cymbal, 

creating affect and adding to the intensity of the music, while attempting to lead Timmy into 

joint musical play. This appears to get Timmy’s attention momentarily. Jean plays the cymbal on 

each first beat of every measure, drawing Timmy’s attention, as he looks at me and Jean, and 
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then plays the cymbal on his own initiative. Jean continues to play the cymbal, helping to form 

the music while Timmy’s beating begins moving into the basic beat of my music. I begin to sing 

non-verbally in a staccato manner, emphasizing the downbeats to maintain Timmy’s basic 

beating. After several measures, I feel that Timmy is slowly moving out of the interaction, as I 

cue Jean again to play the cymbal to bring Timmy back into basic beating. Timmy then copies 

Jean’s cymbal play and incorporates it into his playing for one measure. I begin increasing the 

dynamics of my singing to gain Timmy’s attention and cue him to play softly. He responds 

positively, playing the temple blocks in a softer and related manner (demonstrating some range 

of expressiveness regarding dynamics).  

During this interaction, it appears that the combination of musical form and change of 

affect lead Timmy into: 1) an increase in musical and interpersonal awareness; 2) an increase in 

his level of relatedness, in that his playing became more organized and connected;  3) a 

synchronization and integration of multisensory experiences within a musical context as he 

watched and listened while playing; 4) a display of some capacity to problem-solve throughout 

the interaction within a musical context (e.g., adjusting his playing to match the music in regards 

to maintaining tempo and dynamic level; copying Jean’s cymbal play and later incorporating it 

into musical play on his own initiative); and 5) the ability to find and play the basic beat. 

Although several musical changes occurr during this interaction, the establishment of the 

basic beat and the experience of musical mutuality for the first time would be important in laying 

the groundwork for developing a musical relationship. According to Nordoff and Robbins 

(2007): 
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The basic beat is the pulse that carries the flow of music in time, the underlying 

time base of coherent musical activity and experience, and the foundation of 

rhythmic order. Two individuals responding to the pulse together are experiencing 

the most universally natural way of finding mutuality in being physically active to 

music (p. 298). 

DVD Cut 13: “Good Morning to Percy:” Initiating and Expressing an Idea 

Cut 13 is taken from session thirteen.  It illustrates the continuous development of our 

relationship and shows signs of Timmy’s ability to spontaneously create an idea and express it in 

the context of what is happening in the moment. In addition, he demonstrates longer periods of 

eye-contact and engagement with me, and for the first time, he is smiling during our interactions. 

Session thirteen begins with Timmy entering the music room with a doll, which he has 

named “Percy.” This is the first time that he brings Percy into music. After he tells Jean and me 

the doll’s name after my asking, I begin to play our familiar greeting song, as of session eleven, 

of: “We’re back in the music.” As I play the song, I try to evoke some kind of vocal response 

from him, specifically by filling in names of who is in the music room. Timmy does not respond 

vocally, however, he maintains eye-contact with me and gives me a little smile.  

As I continue to sing hello, including Percy’s name, Timmy begins to sing over me, 

initiating an entirely new idea within the context of “hello” by singing: “Good morning to Percy 

it’s nice to see you.” He is vocalizing in a mono-tone voice with limited affect. I pick up on his 

words and quickly change the music to accompany his singing/talking.  
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DVD Cut 14: “Good Morning to Percy” Part II  

Cut 14 from the same session (cut 14) illustrates an increase in Timmy’s ability to engage 

and relate during our greeting song, as I  extend the song to include everyone’s name, as Timmy 

was fixed on only saying/singing “good morning to Percy.” 

The video clip begins with Jean holding the doll (Percy), pretending to have it play the  

tambourine. After Timmy sings the phrase once, I asked him to “keep going,” in which he 

continues to sing good morning to Percy. I begin improvising a B section while focusing Timmy 

back into singing.   

DVD Cut 15: “Fun for Four Drums”: Engagement, Flexibility, Problem-solving, and a 

Continuous Flow of Communication 

Cut 15 is taken from session seventeen. It illustrates Timmy’s ability to focus, engage, 

and relate within a pre-composed song:  “Fun for Four Drums” by Nordoff and Robbins (1968). 

The premise of this activity is that each of the four drums is cued to a distinct piano 

accompaniment. In order for the child to play the correct drum and rhythm, he must be able to 

discriminate each of the four piano accompaniments. Although we have used this song with 

Timmy for three consecutive sessions prior, each time we present it, we alter and vary parts in 

order to keep him alert, anticipating and constantly thinking about which drum and rhythm to 

play.  

During this interaction Jean is playing the piano, as I felt that I needed to lead the activity 

from the “floor,” to change the musical ideas around based on Timmy’s responses. In addition, 

the school’s Floortime™ coach is observing the session. 
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The fourth excerpt begins with me kneeling on the floor and making sure Timmy and I 

are on the same eye level before beginning the activity. As the song moves into drumming (“one 

by one, by one, by one”), I change the order of the drums. Throughout the excerpt I try to be 

unpredictable in both the singing and drum playing sections; Timmy responds positively. The 

accompaniment for drum one occurs, I look at drum one, and Timmy plays the correct beat 

(watching me attentively). Drum one is complete as we go back to the chorus, as I use my body  

for cueing and jumping to the drum.  

DVD Cut 16: “Fun for Four Drums” Part II 

Cut 16, from the same session and activity, illustrates Timmy on drum two, as I am 

directing Jean on how loudly and quickly to play. Timmy displays his ability to alter the tempo 

and dynamics based on Jean’s playing. We begin to combine drums one and two, and Timmy is 

able to distinguish the differences in the piano accompaniment as he plays in the correct manner.  

DVD Cut 17: “Fun for Four Drums” Part III 

Cut 17, taken from the same session and activity, shows Timmy determining drum 

patterns for the three different drums based on the piano accompaniment. During the interaction, 

he is concentrating and listening, correcting himself to play the appropriate drum.  

Stage Three: Spontaneous Music Making for Higher Levels of Interaction 

 During sessions eighteen to twenty-five, the focus is primarily on spontaneous music 

making, in which the aim is to have Timmy engage in “give-and-take” musical experiences, 

relying on an enhanced musical sensitivity to play in a related and communicative manner. This 

would provide Timmy with opportunities to continue to develop and strengthen his ability to 

partake in higher levels of musical interaction, such as: initiating and closing circles of musical 
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dialogue, connecting his musical ideas with my ideas, copying a musical idea and then 

incorporating it into the musical play, and displaying flexibility in dynamics and/or tempo.  

DVD Cut 18: Exploring and Initiating Musical Changes on the Piano:  

Musical Communicativeness and Interrelatedness 

 Cut 18 of Timmy is taken from the twenty-fourth session. It illustrates Timmy exploring 

his “touch” and the dynamic range on the piano in a communicative, interrelated and 

interresposnsive manner. In addition, he displays his spontaneity, musical sensibility, and his 

ability to initiate a musical idea and connect it to mine. 

 The excerpt begins with Timmy initiating gentle clusters in a legato fashion within a non-

fixed tempo on the piano. I accompany his playing by moving between pentatonic and diatonic 

harmony. Timmy then initiates an accelerando followed by a decrescendo. He then begins to 

play the black keys in a staccato and detached manner. This is followed by Timmy playing 

clusters in an increasing tempo and dynamic range. I accompany his playing, adding 

syncopation, as Timmy looks to me with a big smile. While accompanying, I incorporate 

silences for Timmy to play through. He immediately realizes that his music is filling in mine, as 

he momentarily stops before each pause before filling in.  

DVD Cut 19: “That’s Beautiful Music”: Exploring the Elements  

 Cut 19 of Timmy is also taken from session twenty-four. It illustrates Timmy 

continuously exploring musical elements while playing the piano in a related and interactive 

manner. It also shows Timmy using musical interresponsively, taking an idea of mine and 

bridging it with an idea of his own.  
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 The excerpt begins with Timmy playing chord clusters in a very gentle and purposeful 

manner, as he brings his whole body into the movement while playing. At times he looks over to 

me and alters the dynamic level of his playing as I accompany and sing, “That’s beautiful 

music.” This is followed by Timmy playing the basic beat, and then initiating a ritardando at the 

end of the phrase before exploring single tones while watching my hands play the piano. 

DVD Cut 20: Consolidating: Piecing it all Together through Spontaneous Music Making 

Cut 20 of Timmy is taken from session twenty-five. It illustrates Timmy applying  

his musical and communicative skills in a spontaneous, related, and expressive manner in his 

playing (displaying freedom, musical sensibility, and mutuality). In addition, he appears to be 

more emotionally connected while playing, as he smiles, smirks, and displays a range of 

expressiveness (tempo and dynamics shifts). In addition, the excerpts display moments of 

musical give-and-take between Timmy and me, as he initiates as well as follows musical 

changes. 

Cut 20 begins with Timmy playing the drum and cymbal, playing the basic beat on the 

drum and cymbal, as Jean begins singing. He momentarily gets distracted, and begins playing 

again, and joins right into the basic beat, while turning his head in my direction. I begin to 

change the accents while incorporating syncopation in my playing. Timmy notices this. He 

initiates a slower tempo, and then appears to change the rhythm of his playing based on my 

playing. He then initiates a tempo change; the music follows his change. This is followed by 

Timmy initiating a ritardando; the music now becomes grander and more dramatic, and then 

slows down gradually until Timmy stops playing. The music continues, and I begin to play a 

trill, waiting for him to begin playing again. I play a loud bass note, in a dramatic fashion; 
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Timmy follows this and beats on the drum and cymbal as the interaction continues. At the end of 

the clip Timmy and I engage in rhythm imitation. 

DVD Cut 21: Consolidating Part II 

Cut 21, also from session twenty-five, begins with me improvising music that contains a 

lot of energy and affect, expressing urgency in order to engage Timmy in musical play. He 

appears to be having a difficult time gaining focus, however, as the music builds and then begins 

to slow down, he smiles and joins into playing the basic beat. This is followed by a pause, as I 

wait for him to initiate a vocalization. During the pause, there is a nice moment of Timmy and 

me staring and smiling at each other, before engaging in the music. 

While Timmy continued to receive music therapy, the 25th session was the final clinical 

session of the present research protocol. The Functional Emotional Assessment Scale post-test 

was administered, and Goal Attainment Scoring followed Timmy’s final session.  

Functional Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) 

In addition to the qualitative case study analysis of Timmy’s treatment process, two 

quantitative measures were used to evaluate outcomes of music therapy: the Functional 

Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) and Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS). The FEAS 

(Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2001) was used as a pre- and post-test measure for Timmy’s 

progress in achieving social-emotional goals. The GAS (Kiresuk, Smith, & Cardillo, 1994) was 

used to evaluate Timmy’s progress toward musical goals. 

Table 4 gives a comparison of Timmy’s pre- and post-test scores on the FEAS. The table 

shows raw scores for each developmental area, sub-scores, level of functioning, percentages, and 
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the number of functioning levels changed out of three possible levels (e.g., deficient, at risk, and 

normal).  

Scoring is based on a 2-point scale: 0 = behavior is not seen or is briefly observed, 1 = 

behavior is present some of the time or observed several times, and 2 = behavior is consistently 

observed or observed many times.  

The ratings were summed to obtain subtest scores for the child, as well as total test scores 

(Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001). Total scores are compared to cutoff scores (see 

Appendix A) to determine if the child is: normal, at-risk or deficient.  

Table 4 

Comparison of Timmy’s Pre- and Post FEAS Scores 
 
        Pre-Test    Post-Test  Change 
    Raw Scores  Raw Scores  in Functioning 
   Areas   Sub-scores  Sub-scores  Level 
 
I. Self-regulation  10 (Deficient)  13 (Normal)  +2 
    (71.4%)  (92.8%) 
 
Attentive to play with toys  2   2  
Explores objects/toys freely 2   2 
Remains calm during play  2   2 
Touching textured toys & caregiver 0   2 
Shows content affect  1   1 
Focused without distraction 2   2 
Appears withdrawn/sluggish 1   2 
 

II. Forming relationships  12 (Deficient)  16 (Normal)   +2  
and engagement  (75%)   (100%) 
 
Emotional interest in care-giver 2   2 
Relaxed when near care-giver 2   2 
Anticipates with curiosity  0   2 
Uncomfortable with care-giver 2   2 
Initiates closeness to care-giver 2   2 
Avoids care-giver   1   2 
Socially references care-giver  1   2 
Communicates from across space 2   2    
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Table 4. (Continued) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

        Pre-Test    Post-Test  Change 
    Raw Scores  Raw Scores  in Functioning 
   Areas   Sub-scores  Sub-scores  Level 
 
III. Two-way purposeful 5 (Deficient)  8 (Normal)  +2  
Communication  (50%)   (80%) 
 
Opens circles of communication 1   2 
Initiates intentional actions 1   2 
Closes circles of communication 1   2 
Uses sounds/words/gestures 2   2 
   
IV. Behavioral organization 3 (Normal)  4 (Normal)   0 
and problem-solving  (75%)   (100%) 
Communicates in several modes 1   1 
Copies caregiver & incorporates  1   1 
 
V. Representational  5 (Deficient)  14 (Normal)  +2 
capacity   35.71%  100% 
 
Engages in symbolic play  1   2 
Engages in pretend play  2   2 
Communicates intentions  0   2 
Expresses dependency  0   2 
Expresses pleasure/excitement 0   2 
Expresses assertiveness  2   2 
Creates 2 or more unrelated ideas 0   2 
 
   
VI. Representational  0 (Deficient)  7 (Normal)  +2 
differentiation   0%   70% 
 
Bridges 2 unrealistic ideas  0   2 
Bridges 2 realistic ideas  0   2 
Use pretend to express dependency 0   2 
Use pretend to express pleasure 0   0 
Expresses assertiveness in pretend 0   1     
    
   

Based on Table 4, Timmy’s ability to self-regulate and show interest in the world (area I) 

increased by three points bringing his total score from 10 to 13. His ability to be engaged (area 

II) also increased by four points bringing his total score from 12 to 16. In addition, Timmy 
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showed improvement in his ability to communicate purposefully (area III), increasing his score 

by three points bringing his total score from 5 to 8. He demonstrated improvement in his ability 

to problem solve (area IV), increasing his score by one point, bringing his total score from 3 to 4. 

Furthermore, Timmy’s ability to think symbolically (area V) increased by nine points bringing 

his total score from 5 to 14, and finally, Timmy exhibited improvement in his ability to build 

bridges between ideas (area VI) increasing his score by seven points bringing his total score from 

0 to 7.  

 In clinical terms, during the pretest, Timmy was regulated, but appeared to be 

withdrawn, ambivalent, and not focused on any particular thing. He showed difficulty in his 

ability to engage and relate to the therapist, and generally reverted to scripts, fragmenting the 

flow of interaction. In addition, he showed limited ability to use communication intentionally, 

and showed difficulty initiating ideas and circles of communication. He displayed the ability to 

problem-solve and organize behaviorally. However, he demonstrated difficulty in his ability to 

think symbolically and connect his ideas to the therapist’s ideas. During the post test, he 

continued to demonstrate the ability to be regulated, however, he was now more focused and 

attentive to the therapist, and displayed the ability to engage in a related manner. He also 

exhibited the ability to be more intentional and purposeful while communicating, using fewer 

scripts, and exhibiting verbal and gestural language appropriate to the situation at hand. In 

addition, he displayed the capacity to create and build bridges between ideas, engaged in 

symbolic play, and showed islands in the capacity to think abstractly, as evidenced by answering 

why and when questions, and getting more in-depth during play. 
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Figure 5 shows the amount of change in functioning levels made by Timmy in each 

developmental area: 1 represents deficient, 2 at risk, and 3 normal. As shown, Timmy improved 

by two functioning levels in five areas, and stayed the same in one area. 

Figure 5 

Changes in Developmental Levels (FEAS) 

 

Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) 

 The quantitative data analyzed below used GAS to evaluate progress made toward 

Timmy’s musical goals. Musical goals for Timmy were created following session two, by the 

independent observer, and then were evaluated after session 25. 

Five music therapy (MT) goals were formulated for Timmy, all were weighted equally. 

The first MT goal for Timmy was “musical interrelatedness,” that is for him to be able to connect 

a musical idea, of his own, to the therapist’s idea, and elaborate on the idea during musical play. 

At the start of music therapy, Timmy’s music was interrelated to the therapist’s music less than 

expected (-1); he rarely played in an interrelated manner. However, upon completion of therapy, 
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he exhibited the most favorable outcome (+2); he consistently played in an interrelated way 

throughout the session. 

The second MT goal was “musical interresponsiveness,” that is for him to be able imitate 

or copy the therapist’s musical idea, and then incorporate it into musical play. At the start of 

music therapy, Timmy exhibited the most unfavorable outcome (-2); he never played in an 

interresponsive manner. Upon the completion of music therapy, Timmy displayed a more than 

expected outcome level (+1); his playing was interresponsive to the therapist’s music often 

throughout the session.  

Timmy’s third goal was “relationship within musical play,” which involves him being 

able to initiate some kind of relationship with music and the therapist, vocally and/or 

instrumentally and/or through movement/gesture. Upon beginning music therapy, Timmy 

exhibited a less then expected outcome (-1); he rarely initiated relationship within music. 

However, upon completion of therapy he displayed the most favorable outcome (+2); he  

initiated relationship within musical play consistently throughout the session. 

The fourth MT goal for Timmy was “musical communicativeness,” that is, for  

for him to be able to be spontaneously communicative in relation to the therapist’s music, 

opening and closing circles of communication during musical play (e.g., call-and-response inter-

play, punctuate the end of a phrase, initiate the opening of a phrase; and/or notice the therapist’s 

music and respond contingently by elaborating on it). Upon beginning music therapy, Timmy’s 

musical communicativeness showed a less than expected outcome (-1); rarely using music 

communicatively. At the conclusion of therapy he exhibited a more than expected outcome (+1), 

often using music communicatively throughout the session.  
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Finally, Timmy’s fifth MT goal was “range of expressiveness,” that is for him to be able 

to play using some kind of range in tempo and/or dynamics during musical play. Upon beginning 

music therapy, he exhibited the most unfavorable outcome level (-2) in being able to play with a 

range of expressiveness, never playing using a range of expressiveness. After completing 

therapy, however, he displayed the expected outcome level (0), playing expressively sometimes 

throughout the session. 

Figure 6 shows all four goal areas and the amount of change Timmy displayed as a result 

of music therapy. The figure shows raw scores for each goal area (-2 represents most unfavorable 

outcome; -1 less than expected outcome; 0 expected level; +1 more than expected success; and 

+2 most favorable outcome).  

Taking all of these goals collectively, Timmy advanced 4 levels in one goal area, 3 levels 

in two and 2 levels in two. These changed scores on all goal areas were converted to a “T- 

score,” according to the formula of Kiresuk and Sherman (1968). Timmy’s T-score was 68.09, 

based on the assumption that together these scales have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 

10 (see Kiresuk & Sherman).  
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Figure 6 

Changes in Goal Attainment Levels (GAS) 

 

Summary 

Client Process 

Stage one, “Interrupting Musical Flow: Who is this Boy?” consisted of the first 10 

sessions, where Timmy displayed difficulty engaging and relating to the therapist’s music for 

extended periods during musical play. During this stage, it became difficult to develop a musical 

or interpersonal relationship with Timmy, as he continuously interrupted musical experiences, 

impeding his ability to engage in a continuous flow of musical dialogue with the therapist and 

intern. This stage ended when the therapist changed strategies and implemented improvisation 

within predictable musical structures and activities in order increase relatedness during musical 

play.   

Stage two, “Building Blocks for the Relationship: Balancing between Predictability and  

Unpredictability,” consisted of seven sessions. During this time, through familiar musical  
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structures and activities, Timmy became increasingly engaged, related and communicative with 

the therapist and intern during musical play. This stage ended when the therapist changed 

strategies, eliminating activity-based-structures in order to offer improvisational musical 

experiences that would facilitate musical spontaneity and higher levels of musical interaction.   

Finally, the last eight sessions, stage three, “Spontaneous Music Making for Higher 

Levels of Interaction,” consisted of Timmy engaging in more spontaneous musical interactions 

with the therapist and intern. To that end, he engaged in higher levels of musical interaction that 

included: spontaneity, flexibility, freedom, and displayed a wider range of affect and 

expressiveness during musical play with the therapist and intern.   

Therapist Method 

Because of Timmy’s learning style based on ABA, familiar songs and musical structures 

were used, specifically, “Fun for Four Drums” (Nordoff & Robbins, 1968) to create familiarity 

and predictability. This “educational” approach that required learning musical parts, helped 

Timmy develop: the ability to listen and respond to musical cues, auditory discrimination, and 

the ability to maintain engagement during musical play. It also created the foundation of our 

musical and interpersonal relationship.  

The skill set that Timmy acquired from this “educational” approach provided him with 

the tools needed to engage in more spontaneous music making in a related and expressive 

manner, that is a “therapeutic approach.” In short, at the onset, Timmy had a difficult time 

engaging in musical play though improvisation because it appeared that he did not have the 

social-emotional skills needed to engage in improvisational music making (without the use of 

prompts). In our bridging “education” with therapy, Timmy became more spontaneous, 
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expressive, communicative and creative during musical play, in that he learned and assimilated 

the skills necessary to increase his ability to relate and communicate. 

Relationship Between FEAS and GAS 

 Results of Timmy’s FEAS pre-test and GAS indicated similarities across domains. 

During both procedures (FEAS and GAS), he displayed the ability to be self-regulated (calm) 

while playing and exploring both toys and instruments; however, he exhibited difficulty in the 

ability to use them (toys and instruments) in a related and interactive manner. He presented with 

a neutral affect, a limited range of emotion and lacked spontaneity during play (musical and 

interpersonal). In both settings, he avoided the therapist, isolating himself during play.  

In addition, Timmy demonstrated difficulty in the ability to open (initiating) and close 

circles of communication both musically and interpersonally, and consistently interrupted 

musical and interpersonal interactions by engaging in stereotypic behavior patterns (e.g., playing 

loudly, collecting all of the mallets, lining up toys, and moving aimlessly around the room from 

toy to toy and instrument to instrument). Finally, during both procedures, Timmy exhibited 

difficulty in creating and bridging ideas with the therapist’s on musical and interpersonal levels.  

Inconsistencies if the FEAS and GAS existed in the area of problem-solving (level IV). 

FEAS scored Timmy in the “normal” range on level IV, problem-solving; however, during GAS, 

he displayed difficultly in his ability to problem-solve during music making (e.g., he didn’t 

appear to grasp the concepts of cause and effect play, call-and-response dialogue, and ways to 

alter the elements in order to meet the music of the therapist). 
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 The progress that Timmy displayed in the FEAS post-test was also reflected in the  

Goal Attainment Scoring. Results indicated progress in Timmy’s ability to engage and relate 

musically and interpersonally. He also exhibited progress in his ability to open (initiate) and 

close circles communication and engage in a continuous flow of interaction in a spontaneous and 

flexible manner, musically and interpersonally. In addition, Timmy showed improvements in his 

ability to: initiate and connect his ideas with the therapist’s, both musically and interpersonally, 

be symbolic, and engage in pretend play.   

Relationship between Qualitative and Quantitative Data 

Timmy’s areas of strengths and weakness were consistent in both the qualitative and 

quantitative data of the pre-test in each of the six levels of development, with exception to area 

IV (problem-solving). During the FEAS pre-test, Tommy got better scores because he was able 

to behaviorally organize and understand how to get his needs met; however, it was not a social or 

relational means of problem-solving, but rather a memorized sequence of figuring things out. In 

short, the quantitative test score showed that Timmy appeared to have a repertoire of memorized 

scenarios in which he understands the “effect” based on a certain “cause,” however, 

qualitatively, he has not generalized cause and effect thinking into other situations (this is 

characteristic of ABA learning). To that end, it appeared that the quantitative component may not 

be reflective of the “quality” (memorized or spontaneous interactions in the moment). Although 

the quantitative data indicated that he was responding appropriately (in context), according to 

what the therapist is “asking,” the data do not seem to be reflective of the in-the-moment 

interaction. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS: MELINDA 

 Melinda, five years of age at the time of this study, was the product of an induced labor 

and Cesarean section delivery; she weighed 9 lbs., 8 oz. at birth. The prenatal maternal history 

was significant for gestational diabetes and antiviral and antidepressant medication. In addition, 

Melinda’s medical history was also significant for frequent colds and coughs; early ear infections 

(three to four by age 2); scarlet fever at age two, with fever above 104 degrees; and a head 

injury, also at age two, when she fell out of bed.  

 Early development history revealed significant delays in her physical, communication 

and language development. At age three, Melinda was diagnosed with Pervasive Developmental 

Disorder (PDD). As a result she received Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) as well as 

occupational and speech therapies through Early Intervention.  

 Results from the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI-III) and 

Standford-Binet-IV, revealed that Melinda had significant difficulties in her receptive and 

expressive language skills as well as her ability to attend to and process information. In addition, 

the Vineland Behavior Scales-II (VABS-II), completed by Melinda’s mother, revealed low to 

moderately low global adaptive functioning, specifically in the areas of: expressive (age- 

equivalent six months) and receptive language (age-equivalent ten months), self-care skills (age-

equivalent twenty months), daily living skills (age-equivalent twelve months), interpersonal 

relationships (age-equivalent three months), and gross (age-equivalent thirty months) and fine 

motor skills (age-equivalent twenty-five months). 

 Melinda is an only child, currently living with her mother in New York City. Her father  
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resides in Nevada. Prior to entering Rebecca School, Melinda was enrolled at another school 

where she received occupational and physical therapies fours times per week, speech therapy 

seven times per week, and Applied Behavioral Analysis 10 hours per week. 

 Melinda has been attending the Rebecca School since September 2007, where she is 

receiving occupational therapy four times per week, physical therapy three times per week, 

speech therapy three times per week, and music therapy two times per week all for 30 minutes. 

DIR® Profile 

The following DIR® profile is based on: 1) pre-test scores of the FEAS  

(see table 1); 2) interviews of staff; 3) and observations of  Melinda in various settings 

throughout the school day, including the classroom, occupational therapy, and speech therapy: 

 Melinda presents with both an under-reactive and over-reactive sensory system (mixed-

reactivity). To that end, she may withdraw from interactions by becoming self-absorbed (under-

reactive) or by being in constant motion, seeking sensory stimulation, and screaming (over-

reactive). (Both under-reactivity and over-reactivity are forms of dysregulation). 

Melinda displays difficulty in her ability to process sensory stimuli. She can become 

easily distracted by external stimuli, both visual and auditory, and becomes over stimulated in 

noisy environments. She exhibits difficulty maintaining self-regulation (area I) and engagement 

during peer interactions within the classroom, constantly seeking vestibular, tactile and 

proprioceptive stimulation, or by becoming self-absorbed.  

When she becomes dysregulated, in an under-reactive manner, she requires high-affect 

sensory motor-play in order to become regulated and available for interaction. High-affect and 

sensory-motor play appears to “up-regulate” Melinda’s sensory system, making her available for 
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engagement; however, at times, because of her difficulty with sensory and emotional 

modulation, this strategy can also dysregulate her in an over-reactive manner. 

 At times when Melinda is provided with tactile and vestibular sensory stimulation, she 

may display the ability to engage in two-way purposeful communication for very brief moments 

(two to three circles of communication). In addition, because of her regulatory difficulties, her 

ability to maintain engagement (areas II); and two-way purposeful communication (area III) is 

limited, and impedes her ability to engage in higher levels of thinking.   

 In addition, at times Melinda requires a great deal of proprioceptive sensory stimulation 

throughout the day such as: deep body pressure, vibration on her arms and legs, and joint 

compression to facilitate self-organization and self-regulation. She also enjoys and will seek out 

activities that provide vestibular sensory stimulation, such as riding on various swings, and 

swinging in various body socks. 

 Furthermore, Melinda exhibits difficulty in processing auditory stimuli (expressive and 

receptive language), and as a result will either get agitated and melt-down, or, become self 

absorbed (under-reactive) during activities. During play she is self-directed; however, she 

exhibits difficulty interacting with her peers and will get frustrated and withdraw when others 

attempt to play with her.  

Finally, Melinda exhibits difficulty with motor-planning skills and requires verbal and 

visual prompt in order to carry out a two-step activity. In addition, she demonstrates limited 

flexibility in her play repertoire and will often become frustrated when she is unable to execute 

her desired motor plan. She displays low muscle tone and poor body awareness, and as a result 

has difficulty completing physical and gross motor activities.  
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Music Therapy Assessment 

The music therapy assessment, guided by Greenspan and Weider’s Functional Emotional 

Developmental Levels (FEDL) (2006a), focused on seven areas of musical responsiveness (see 

Materials in Method Chapter). 

The music therapy room was set up with a variety of percussive and melodic instruments, 

an assortment of different size mallets with various handle textures, pitched horns, and a variety 

of sensory based items. The assessment focused on Melinda’s ability to interact during musical 

play with the therapist. 

 Melinda’s assessment took place during the course of two 30 minute sessions.  

During the assessment, Melinda’s primary modes of interacting were through reflexive 

vocalizations and brief, fleeting (2–4 beats at a time) moments of playing the snare drum and 

cymbal during musical play. 

 Initially, Melinda displayed difficulty leaving her classroom to come to music, as her 

teacher escorted her to the music room. Typically, she entered the room with ambivalence, and 

showed fleeting moments of interest in the instruments, specifically the drum and cymbal (with 

visual and hand-over-hand support). Although Melinda displayed some sense of musical 

awareness—vocalizing tonally, playing in tempo on the drum and cymbal, and on occasion 

changing her facial expressions when the music became dramatic and emotionally charged—her 

responses (musical and nonmusical) were generally reflexive and lacked intentionality. 

 In addition, Melinda avoided any interpersonal contact with Jean (intern) and me. She 

rarely referenced or engaged us in eye-contact, and never responded in any manner to greetings 

or good-bye (musically and interpersonally).  
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  With a lot of support, through hand-over prompting and the use of high musical and 

interpersonal affect (using a wide range of dynamics, dissonance, unfixed tempos), Melinda 

displayed the ability to engage in shared attention (area I) and musical engagement and 

relatedness (area II) on the drum and cymbal for brief moments consisting of 2–4 beats. 

Following these fleeting moments of musical contact, Melinda withdrew from engagement by 

either physically leaving the instrument, resisting hand-over-hand support, becoming self-

absorbed or by melting down. 

 During the second assessment session, Melinda spent a great deal of time attempting to 

hoard and collect the instruments and mallets. When Jean (intern) tried to take something away, 

or place instruments out of her reach, Melinda would get frustrated, begin screaming, and drop to 

the floor while kicking the instrument cabinet.  

After she attempted to collect all of the instruments in sight, she surrounded herself with 

them or placed them in her mouth. She rarely attempted to use the instruments in a functional, 

musical manner. It appeared that Melinda did not understand the purpose of the instruments. The 

concept that these “objects” (instruments) made sounds, appeared to be too abstract for her. To 

that end, it appeared that her difficulty with cause and effect thinking (inability to understand that 

her actions have an impact on the world), and poor self-awareness (emotionally and physically) 

impeded her ability to grasp the concept of musical play between herself and someone else.  

In summary, Melinda’s difficulties in her ability to self-regulate, process sensory 

information and motor planning impeded her capacity to engage in musical play in a related and 

communicative manner. In addition, these biological factors also obstructed her ability to grasp 

the concept of back-and-forth dialogue (musically or interpersonally). To that end, it appeared 
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that Melinda was experiencing a neurological disconnect between sensation (sensory), affect, 

and motor movement. Greenspan and Shanker (2004) write:  

When biological factors interfere with the formation of the critical sensory-affect 

motor connection, the infant and child has difficulty successfully negotiating the 

developmental pathways leading to emotional intellectual capacities. Our 

observations suggest that this is what happens in many children with autistic 

spectrum disorders, there may not be a total lack of connection between the 

sensory-affect and motor system but rather a relative one. This relative lack of 

sensory-affect-motor connections make it difficult for affect to guide motor 

actions and, therefore, we observe a compromised ability for complex, purposeful, 

meaningful behavior (p. 304). 

 In addition, Melinda’s difficulty in her sensory-affect motor connection impinged on her 

ability to understand cause and effect relationships, which in turn affected her capacity in 

developing a sense of self and problem-solving skills.  

Following the assessment sessions, the researcher and independent observer formulated a 

GAS for Melinda (see Appendix G).  

Treatment 

Melinda’s treatment consisted of twenty-five sessions over a five month period. During 

this time, Melinda passed through three distinct stages. In the first stage, her difficulties in her 

ability to maintain self-regulation and to understand the functional use of the musical instruments 

impeded her ability to engage in musical play. In the second stage, Melinda became increasingly 

calm, musically engaged and related, and self-aware in regards to her role in the musical 
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relationship. Finally, in the third stage Melinda became increasingly aware of her surroundings 

and her impact “on the world,” which led to her being more spontaneous, playful, 

communicative and expressive during musical play. 

Stage One: Self-Regulation and Interest in the World: 

Adjusting to Individual-Differences 

 Stage one consisted of sessions one through nine. This stage involved Jean and I making 

adjustments in our patterns of interacting with Melinda to facilitate her ability to self-regulate 

and engage, interpersonally and musically. Because of Melinda’s complex sensory system, it was 

difficult to engage her in musical play. At times she became over-reactive to the sensory stimuli 

in the environment by dysregulating and running around room; at times she became under-

reactive to the situation by dysregulating and becoming self-absorbed.   

Generally, Melinda required a teacher escort to accompany her to music. Usually, once 

the teacher left the room, Melinda had difficulty remaining calm and “available” (self-regulated) 

for engagement. To that end, she would either meltdown by throwing herself to the ground and 

jerking her head in a rapid and back-and-forth manner, or, become self-absorbed, by isolating 

herself from interacting, musically or interpersonally.  

In addition, she rarely socially referenced Jean or me, appearing as though she was 

completely unaware of our presence. Musically, she displayed difficulty engaging with the 

instruments in a functional manner and showed little awareness of the music being played. At 

times I played very dynamic and loud music on a variety of instruments (piano, drums or 

cymbals) and tried to utilize the element of surprise both musically and interpersonally to engage 

her; however, she appeared as though she was not processing the sound (sitting in her chair self-
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absorbed and staring into space). In short, while she was apparently hearing the sounds, she was 

unable: to connect what she was hearing to an appropriate sensorimotor response, to understand 

that the sounds were inviting a response, and/or to make a distinction between the musical 

sounds and outside auditory stimuli.    

At times when Melinda engaged in musical play with support (high-affect, hand-over-

hand techniques, and prompting though gestures), she displayed some sense of musical 

awareness, rhythmically and tonally; however, her responses appeared to be reflexive and lacked 

the intent to be related or communicative.   

The plan was to utilize highly supported (visual and gestural prompt, hand-over-hand 

prompt and high-affect) musical interactions to help Melinda work through motor-planning and 

processing difficulties to facilitate greater musical awareness, engagement, and relatedness. At 

the same time, I began to limit the number of instruments in the room. I also reminded Jean 

(intern) not to allow Melinda to “hoard” the instruments, and if need be, to take them away from 

her in a playful and interactive manner. Furthermore, another strategy employed to facilitate 

engagement and affective interactions was to have Jean use the instruments to tease Melinda in a 

playful manner. Although that strategy resulted in several meltdowns, it also provided for 

spontaneous engagement and a back-and-forth dialogue between Jean and Melinda.  

DVD Cut 22: Engagement: Working in and through a Meltdown  

Cut 22 is taken from session 5. It demonstrates Jean musically teasing Melinda with the 

snare drum, creating an interactive game of chase as Melinda becomes upset and agitated.  

The cut begins with Melinda attempting to get the snare drum from Jean. Jean holds onto 

the drum in a playful manner and begins running around the room as Melinda chases Jean, 
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becoming increasingly upset, screaming and finally falling to the floor. Jean brings the drum in 

front of Melinda, lowering it in time with the dissonant sounding music, in order to facilitate 

some sort of musical interaction. Jean follows the music using her singing voice to create high-

affect in order to engage Melinda.  

While Melinda is on the floor she appears to be self-regulated momentarily and attuned to 

what Jean is doing, as she watches the drum being lowered. In addition, at times it seems as 

though Melinda is not lunging at the drum to take it, but rather to poke it as Jean lows it. Finally, 

Melinda lifts herself up from the floor and once again becomes agitated and begins to chase Jean.  

 During this interaction, although Melinda is upset and at times dysregulated, she is also 

engaged in brief moments of two-way communication, musically and interpersonally, as Jean has 

something that she wants.  

DVD Cut 23: Self-absorption into Interaction: An Opening to Musical Awareness and 

Relationship 

Cut 23, from session eight illustrates Melinda moving from being dysregulated in an 

under-reactive manner (self-absorbed and withdrawn) to becoming regulated (available for 

interaction), engaged and related (interpersonally and musically). In addition, for the first time, 

Melinda displays an emotional connection with me, as she smiles and intently watches me 

throughout the interaction.  

The cut begins with me moving from the piano to the drum, positioning myself directly in 

front of her, as I sing and play the drum and cymbal, attempting to evoke any kind of emotional, 

social, or musical response.  

Initially, Melinda is self-absorbed, and appears to be staring into “space.” The moment  
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I begin to use my high pitched voice playfully and slowly lift the cymbal, she begins to smile at 

me. I place a mallet in her hand and provide hand-over-hand support.  She plays the cymbal 

while smiling. She then plays the cymbal with her own initiative, following a short musical 

phrase that I sing. All along, Melinda is watching me and smiling. When I move back to the 

piano, she continues to watch and smile in my direction, and begins to play the cymbal on her 

own initiative while Jean holds it. 

DVD Cut 24: Connecting Verbal Jargon: Snap-shots of Engagement leading to Musical 

Awareness 

Cut 24, from session nine, illustrates Melinda engaging in moments of musical 

relatedness after being engaged in several isolated behaviors, such as pacing, running, twirling 

and making random sounds (jargon).  

The cut begins with Jean and I attempting to transform Melinda’s verbal jargon into an 

intentional and related musical interaction. At times Melinda becomes connected musically and 

interpersonally (walking toward Jean to explore the cymbal momentarily), as she repeats some 

sounds that Jean is making. The interactions are intermittent, and Melinda displays difficulty 

maintaining focus, drifting between being regulated and dysregulated. At the end of this cut, 

Melinda stops moving, turns to look at me, and at the very moment that I pause the music, she 

comes over to me and expressively vocalizes in an intentional and communicative manner. 

Stage Two: Cause and Effect Thinking, and the Emergence of the Self: 

Making Meaning of Related Music Making 

Sessions ten through eighteen, Stage two, displayed Melinda’s social-emotional  

development in several areas, including, developing an understanding of: 1) the purpose and  
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functional use of the musical instruments; 2) the social dynamics within musical play, such as 

musical communicativeness (e.g., in that two or more people are interacting together, and that 

each individual has a place in the musical whole): 3) cause and effect thinking;  and 4) the 

impact that she has on something outside of herself within the context of musical play (sense of 

self). To that end, other islands of social-emotional capacities were beginning to manifest during 

musical play, such as her ability to: engage musically in a related manner while initiating 

interactions within the musical relationship.  

In addition, because the instruments now had newly found meaning for Melinda, she 

stopped attempting to collect and “hoard” them, using them functionally and socially within the 

context of musical play. Furthermore, although we continued to use various forms of prompting 

(visual, gestural and musical), Jean and I held back from using hand-over-hand prompt as a way 

to facilitate an increase in Melinda’s ability to initiate play based on her own ideas and motor 

movements (motor planning).  

DVD Cut 25: Connecting Sensory (music), Affect (emotion), and Motor though Cymbal Play:  

Musical Relatedness and Two-way Purposeful Interaction 

 Cut 25 is taken from Melinda’s tenth session. It illustrates Melinda’s ability to engage 

and make meaning of the musical play as she begins to make the connection, neurologically, 

between music, emotion (experiencing joy in the interaction), and motor planning (playing the 

cymbal with emotional connection to the interaction with Jean, me and the music). In addition, 

she displays some ability to anticipate and motor plan within the tempo of the interaction, and at 

times exhibited the ability to understand that she was controlling the music. 
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 The cut begins with Jean singing in an ascending manner and accompanying that 

movement with the raising of the cymbal, creating affect and anticipation so as to prepare 

Melinda to play. Melinda, smiling throughout the interaction, is enjoying the manner in which 

Jean is presenting the cymbal, as the music is used to organize and support the interaction. 

Musically, I am playing the piano to accent Melinda’s playing, enhancing her produced sounds 

and reinforcing what she plays, while developing the musical phrase for the next “musical 

question.”  

Melinda responds by punctuating on the cymbal, completing each phrase, as Jean brings 

the cymbal to her and then gradually moves it away while singing. Melinda enjoys this and is 

smiling while anticipating the cymbal coming back. Finally, at the end of the cut, Melinda, gets 

up off of her chair to initiate play on the cymbal, hitting it once before returning to her chair and 

repeating the interaction. 

DVD Cut 26: Exploring the Drum and Cymbal: Shared Attention and Musical Relatedness 

 Session thirteen, cut 26, displays Melinda exploring the drum through various types of 

beating (e.g., using two arms together and alternating between right and left arms) during 

musical play. In addition, she demonstrates the ability to organize her beating within the musical 

structure and incorporates the cymbal and floor-tom based on her own initiative. She appears to 

be more aware of her environment, and although at times she is split off from the interaction, she 

regains focus and re-enters into the musical relationship on her own initiative. 

 The cut begins at the beginning of the session, as Melinda is carried in by her teacher, 

Rebecca. The moment Rebecca places Melinda down; she immediately comes to the snare drum 

while smiling and begins to play. I was completely surprised by Melinda’s self-initiated drum 
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play, as I begin to fumble musically, attempting to meet her in the music. I shift my playing from 

legato to a more detached musical form in order to meet her drumming. Melinda and I finally 

meet in the basic beat. I follow this by incorporating stops into the music; Melinda plays through 

the stops, beating with both arms simultaneously. She then changes her beating and begins to 

beat by alternating her arms in sequential manner, maintaining the basic beat. She briefly stops 

playing as the music continues. She sees the cymbal, plays it, and then incorporates it within the 

snare drum play, exercising her ability to plan motorically. Melinda then stops playing again, as 

the music continues. She then begins to beat in an unorganized manner, visually spotting the 

floor tom from a distance, running over to it, playing it quickly, and then returning to the snare 

drum (creating an idea and carrying it out within the musical interaction). This is followed by her 

playing the cymbal, while socially referencing both Jean and me, before coming back to the 

snare drum, and organizing her beating as the music repeats the original theme. She then stops 

playing, runs over to Jean, and then on her own initiative, comes back to engage in drum and 

cymbal play. 

DVD Cut 27: Cause and Effect Relating though Horn Blowing 

 Cut 27 is from session eighteen; it illustrates Melinda exploring the horn for the first 

time. In past sessions, she used the horn as an object to self-stimulate, focusing on its shiny and 

reflective qualities. During this interaction, she figures out two ways of making sounds with the 

horn. One way requires her to blow inward, the other outward. In addition, while engaged in 

musical play on the horn, she constantly references Jean, watching her throughout the 

interaction. 
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 The cut begins with Melinda attempting to take Jean’s horn away. When she is unable to 

take Jean’s horn, she walks away, and then returns to her seat on her own initiative, while 

offering Jean a mischievous smile as she avoids interacting with her. Once seated, however, 

Melinda and Jean begin interacting with their horns within the music. Melinda displays 

excitement about her accomplishment of blowing the horn by making a celebratory vocalization. 

This is followed by Melinda withdrawing from the interaction and then returning back on her 

own initiative while vocalizing a word approximating “horn,” after I sing “you can blow…” 

Stage Three: Exploring her Impact on the World: 

Musical Interresponsiveness and Communicativeness 

 Stage three was comprised of sessions nineteen through twenty-five. During this stage, 

although Melinda continued to display difficulty in maintaining long continuous flows of 

musical dialogue, the quality of her relatedness improved into higher levels of musical 

interactions through a range of affects.  To that end, Melinda displayed the ability to imitate or 

copy an idea and incorporate it into the context of music play (musical interresponsiveness). In 

addition, she displayed the ability to initiate ideas and open and close circles of communication 

(musical communicativeness) while expanding her emotional range in the context of musical 

play. (It is important to point out, that although Melinda displayed the ability to engage on a 

higher level of thinking, both socially and emotionally, she continued to exhibit difficulty in 

consistently engaging in this manner) 

DVD Cut 28:  Initiating Dynamic and Tempo Changes 

 Cut 28, taken from session nineteen, illustrates Melinda copying Jean and joining my 

music on a drum within the established tempo and dynamic, followed by her initiating a change 
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in tempo and dynamics during musical play (interresponsiveness). In addition, this interaction is 

the first time in which she appeared to bring humor into the musical play. 

 The cut begins with Melinda joining into the music while playing the floor-tom, as Jean 

prompts her by modeling on the drum. Melinda engages in the drum playing with big arm 

movements, matching the affect of the music. Her playing is a bit sporadic; however, she appears 

to be engaged (musically and interpersonally) before stopping the playing. The music continues 

to play, attempting to guide her back into playing. Finally, Melinda joins back into playing, 

initiating a drastic tempo and dynamic change, playing very controlled and softly while smirking 

at Jean and me. I begin to play music based on Melinda’s dynamic change while singing in a 

playful high pitched voice, as she plays while smiling at me. She stops playing momentarily, 

looks and smiles at me, as I begin to play, and she follows my lead by re-joining into the musical 

interaction. This is followed by Melinda again playing very softly and slowly while being 

focused and controlled in terms of her beating. This is followed by her playing an intentional 

loud beat, which I reflect on the piano, as she looks to Jean and smirks. 

DVD Cut 29:  Connected by the Gleam in her Eye 

 Cut 29 is taken from session twenty-five. It displays Melinda again, exploring a range of 

dynamics of the drum while engaged musically and interpersonally with Jean and me. In 

addition, she displays her ability to create an idea and bridge it to the musical interaction at hand, 

as she implements dancing into the musical play. 

 The cut begins with Melinda teasingly playing the drum softly, appearing as though she 

was creating anticipation intentionally for Jean and me before hitting the drum loudly. She then 

hands the mallets to Jean, moves away from the drum, and to our surprise, she begins to dance in 
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a march-like manner while Jean mirrors her march while playing the drum. This is followed by 

Melinda rejoining the musical play, coming back to the drum, accepting the mallets from Jean, 

and beginning to play in a musically related manner.  

While Melinda continued to receive music therapy, the 25th session was the final clinical 

session of the present research protocol. The Functional Emotional Assessment Scale post-test 

was administered and Goal Attainment Scoring followed Melinda’s final session.  

Functional Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) 

In addition to the qualitative case study analysis of Melinda’s treatment process, two 

quantitative measures were used to evaluate outcomes of music therapy: the Functional 

Emotional Assessment Scale (FEAS) and Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS). The FEAS 

(Greenspan, DeGangi, & Weider, 2001) was used as a pre- and post-test measure for Melinda’s 

progress in achieving social-emotional goals. The GAS (Kiresuk, Smith, & Cardillo, 1994) was 

used to evaluate each child’s musical goals. 

Table 5 gives a comparison of Melinda’s pre- and post-test scores on the FEAS. The table 

shows raw scores for each developmental area, sub-scores, level of functioning, percentages, and 

the number of functioning levels changed out of three possible levels (e.g., deficient, at risk, and 

normal).  

Scoring is based on a 2-point scale: 0 = behavior is not seen or is briefly observed, 1 = 

behavior is present some of the time or observed several times, and 2 = behavior is consistently 

observed or observed many times. The ratings were summed to obtain subtest scores for the 

child, as well as total test scores (Greenspan, DeGangi & Weider, 2001). Total scores were  
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compared to cut-off scores (see Appendix A) to determine if the child is: normal, at-risk, or 

deficient.  

Table 5 

Comparison of Melinda’s Pre- and Post FEAS Scores 
 
        Pre-Test    Post-Test  Change 
    Raw Scores  Raw Scores  in Functioning 
   Areas   Sub-scores  Sub-scores  Level 
 
I. Self-regulation  11 (At risk)  13 (Normal)  +1 
    78.5%   92.8% 
 
Attentive to play with toys  2   2  
Explores objects/toys freely 2   2 
Remains calm during play  2   2 
Touching textured toys & caregiver 2   2 
Shows content affect  1   2 
Focused without distraction 1   2 
Appears over aroused   1   1 
 

II. Forming relationships        6 (Deficient)  16 (Normal)   +2 
and engagement  37.5%   100% 
 
Table 5.  (Continued) 
 
 
        Pre-Test    Post-Test  Change 
    Raw Scores  Raw Scores  in Functioning 
   Areas   Sub-scores  Sub-scores  Level 
 
Emotional interest in care-giver 0   2 
Relaxed when near care-giver 2   2 
Anticipates with curiosity  0   2 
Uncomfortable with care-giver 2   2 
Initiates closeness to care-giver 2   2 
Avoids care-giver   0   2 
Socially references care-giver  0   2 
Communicates from across space 0   2    
 
III. 2-way-purposeful  4 (Deficient)  7 (At risk)  +1 
communication  40%   70% 
 
Opens circles of communication 0   2 
Initiates intentional actions 1   1 
Closes circles of communication 1   2 
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Uses sounds/words/gestures 2   2 
 
IV. Behavioral organization 0 (Normal)  4 (Normal)   +2 
and problem solving  0%   100% 
 
Communicates in several modes 0   2 
Copies caregiver & incorporates  0   2 
V. Representational  0 (Deficient)  2 (Deficient)    0 
capacity    0%   14.28% 
 
Engages in symbolic play  0   0 
Engages in pretend play  0   2 
Communicates intentions  0   0 
Expresses dependency  0   0 
Expresses pleasure/excitement 0   0 
Expresses assertiveness  0   0 
Creates 2 or more unrelated ideas 0   0 
 
VI. Representational  0 (Deficient)  0 (Deficient)  0 
differentiation   0%   0% 
      
Bridges 2 unrealistic idea  0   0 
Bridges 2 realistic ideas  0   0 
Use pretend to express dependency 0   0 
Use pretend to express pleasure 0   0 
Expresses assertiveness in pretend 0   0 

 

Melinda’s ability to self-regulate and show interest in the world (area I) increased by two 

points, bringing her total score from 11 to 13. Her ability to be engaged (area II) increased by 10 

points bringing her total score from 6 to 16. In addition, Melinda demonstrated improvement in 

her ability to communicate purposefully (area III), increasing her score by three points and 

bringing her total score from 4 to 7. She also showed improvement in her ability to problem 

solve (area IV), increasing her score by four points and bringing her total score from 0 to 4. 

Furthermore, Melinda’s ability to think symbolically (area V) increased by two points bringing 

her total score from 0 to 2, while showing no change in her ability to build bridges between ideas 

(area VI).  
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To summarize, during the pretest Melinda was regulated, but not particularly interested in 

engaging with therapist. She showed difficulty in her ability to relate, and generally reverted to 

lining up and hoarding toys. She displayed limited ability in using communication purposefully, 

other than an occasional outburst when therapist would attempt to enter into her world; this 

limited her ability to engage in long and flowing circles of communication. She exhibited limited 

ability to problem-solve, engage in symbolic play, and build bridges between ideas. During her 

posttest she continued to demonstrate the ability to be regulated, but was affectively connected to 

the therapist, displaying more engagement and relatedness. She also demonstrated the ability to 

be more purposeful while communicating, vocalizing and paying attention to therapist, while 

incorporating the therapist’s ideas into her play. In addition, she exhibited the ability to initiate 

and open circles of communication. However, she showed no change in her ability in thinking 

symbolically and bridging ideas. 

Figure 7 shows the amount of change in functioning levels made by Melinda in each 

developmental area: 1 represents deficient, 2 at risk, and 3 normal. As shown, Melinda improved 

by one functioning level in two areas, two levels in two areas, and stayed the same in two areas. 
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Figure 7 

Changes in Developmental Levels (FEAS) 

 
Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) 

Five music therapy (MT) goals were formulated for Melinda; all were weighted equally.  

The first goal for Melinda was “musical awareness,” that is, for her to be able to react or respond 
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though movement. Upon beginning music therapy, Melinda exhibited a less than expected 

outcome in musical awareness (-1); she rarely displayed awareness of the therapist’s music. 

Upon completion of therapy, she displayed the expected level outcome (0); she sometimes 
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the expected outcome level (0), e.g., her playing related to the therapist’s music sometimes 

throughout the session.  

The third MT goal was “relationship within musical play,” that involves Melinda 

initiating a connection with the music and/or therapist, vocally, instrumentally and/or through 

movement/gesture. Upon beginning music therapy, Melinda displayed the most unfavorable 

outcome (-2) in initiating relationship within musical play; she never initiated a relationship 

within musical play. Upon completion of therapy, she demonstrated the expected outcome level 

(0); she initiated relationship within musical play sometimes throughout the session.  

Melinda’s fourth MT goal was “musical interresponsiveness,” that is for her to be able 

imitate or copy a musical idea and then incorporate it into musical play with the therapist. At the 

start of music therapy, Melinda displayed the most unfavorable outcome (-2) in playing 

interresponsively to the therapist’s music; she never played in an interresponsive manner. Upon 

the completion of music therapy, Melinda displayed the less than expected outcome level (0); her 

playing was interresponsive to the therapist’s music rarely throughout the session.  

Finally, Melinda’s fifth MT goal was “musical communicativeness,” that is, for her to be 

able to be spontaneously communicative in relation to the therapist’s music, opening and closing 

circles of communication during musical play (e.g., the ability to engage in call-and-response 

inter-play, punctuate the end of a phrase, initiate the opening of a phrase, and/or notice 

therapist’s music and respond contingently by elaborating on it). Upon beginning music therapy, 

Melinda’s musical communicativeness was a less than expected outcome (-1); rarely using music 

communicatively.  At the conclusion of therapy she exhibited the expected outcome (0), 

sometimes using music communicatively throughout the session.  
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Figure 8 shows all five goal areas and the amount of change Melinda displayed as a result 

of music therapy. The figure shows raw scores for each goal area (-2 represents most unfavorable 

outcome; -1 less than expected outcome; 0 expected level; +1 more than expected success; and 

+2 most favorable outcome).  

Taking all of these goals collectively, Melinda advanced 1 level in two goal areas, and 2 

levels in the remaining three goal areas. These changed scores on all goal areas were converted 

to a “T- score,” according to the formula of Kiresuk and Sherman (1968). Melinda’s T-score was 

46.98, based on the assumption that together these scales have a mean of 50 and a standard 

deviation of 10 (see Kiresuk & Sherman).  

Figure 8 

Changes in Goal Attainment Levels (GAS) 
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Summary 

Client Process 

Stage one, “Self-Regulation and Interest in the World: Adjusting to Individual-

Differences,” consisted of sessions one through nine in which Melinda exhibited difficulty 

engaging in musical play as a result of her difficulty in her ability to: maintain self-regulation, 

motor-plan, and process sensory information. In addition, during this time she appeared 

completely unaware of her surroundings. Also, during this stage, it appeared as though she did 

not understand the functional purpose of the musical instruments, while lacking an understanding 

of cause and effect relationships. This affected her ability to comprehend the basic social 

dynamics of musical play. This stage ended when the therapist limited the amount of instruments 

in the room, while implementing visual, gestural, and hand-over-hand prompting during musical 

play.  

Stage two, “Cause and Effect Thinking, and the Emergence of the Self: Making Meaning  

of Related Music Making,” consisted of sessions ten through eighteen. During this stage, 

Melinda’s social-emotional development began to emerge in sessions, as she began using the 

instruments in a musically related manner, while developing the ability to understand cause and 

effect and relationships. In addition, a greater sense of self began to emerge in sessions. This 

stage ended when the therapist changed strategies, limiting the use of hand-over-hand prompt in 

order to facilitate her ability to initiate ideas and circles of communication in the context of 

musical play. 

 “Exploring her Impact on the World: Musical Interresponsiveness and 

Communicativeness,” Stage three, consisted of sessions nineteen through twenty-five. 
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During this stage, Melinda continued to display difficulty in maintaining musical dialogue for 

extended periods; however, the quality of her relatedness improved into higher levels of musical 

interactions through a range of affects.  She displayed the ability to imitate an idea and 

incorporate it into the musical interaction (musical interresponsiveness), and initiate ideas and 

communication (musical communicativeness) while expanding her emotional range in the 

context of musical play. To that end, she became more engaged and aware of the environment, 

with her newly found communication, mobility and intentions during musical play. 

Therapist’s Method 

Although it was important to view Melinda’s areas of difficulties in a developmental 

manner, they also needed to be looked at collectively. To that end, it was important that the 

therapist and intern did not isolate developmental areas in therapy, but to work with them as a 

whole as well as simultaneously. For example, in the first excerpt when Melinda was upset and 

began screaming, the intern did not stop and try to calm (regulate) Melinda. Instead, she worked 

on engaging her into some kind of purposeful interaction. By doing this, Melinda acquired an 

experience of relating and interacting with someone outside of herself. To that end, the process 

worked simultaneously on self-regulation (area I), engagement (area II), and two-way purposeful 

communication (area II). These three levels were embodied within the relationship of the 

interaction. 

In addition, the therapist and intern implemented the use of several types of prompting, 

interchangeably or at the same time, in order to facilitate areas I, II, and III. These included: 
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1) gestural; 2) high-affect, musically and interpersonally; 3) hand-over-hand; and 4) visual. Each 

prompt worked collectively and focused on increasing Melinda’s ability to regulate, engage and 

communicate in the context of musical play.  

In addition, it was imperative that the interventions were used to develop fundamental 

abilities necessary for Melinda to engage in musical play, such as understanding the functional 

use of instruments, motor-planning, and a sense of self. In short, in order for Melinda to engage 

in intentional and purposeful musical play, biological issues (individual-differences) needed to 

be addressed within the context of musical play. 

 As the treatment process moved forward into stage two, less prompting was utilized, and 

hand-over-hand guiding was no longer implemented. The focus was to facilitate Melinda’s 

ability to initiate ideas, while connecting her ideas to motor movements (motor planning) in a 

musically related fashion. This intervention would also help facilitate her ability to understand 

cause and effect relationships and begin to develop a greater sense of self. To that end, the 

quality of her musical engagement and relatedness improved as she became increasingly aware  

of her environment and her impact within it, musically and interpersonally.  

 During the final stage, prompting was limited to just musical cues (e.g., dynamics, tempo, 

and affect) and modeling play on the drum at times, to foster extended periods of sustained 

musical play. For the most part, the focus during stage three was on facilitating longer, 

continuously flowing dialogues of musical interactions, which at this point continued to be 

fragmented. 
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Relationship Between FEAS and GAS 

Results of Melinda’s FEAS pre-test and GAS indicted some differences. During the 

FEAS, in the area of self-regulation, she showed an ability to be calm (self-regulated) for the 

play period and showed no signs of distress. In addition, she displayed the ability to be interested 

and attentive to toys, while exploring objects freely. During the GAS, however, she exhibited 

difficulty maintaining calmness (self-regulated), and although she showed interest in the 

instruments, it was solely based on wanting to “hoard” them as opposed to exploring them in a 

functional (musical) manner. Furthermore, during the FEAS, Melinda displayed the ability to 

initiate physical closeness, while maintaining a visual connection with the therapist, however, 

during GAS, she appeared unaware of the therapist and intern musically and interpersonally. 

 Similarities between the FEAS (pre-test) and GAS were observed in the areas of 

engagement and two-way purposeful communication. In both settings Melinda was avoidant and 

withdrew from back-and-forth play with the therapist. In addition, during both procedures (FEAS 

and GAS), she displayed difficulty in her ability to exhibit an emotional connection with the 

therapist. Also, during both procedures Melinda exhibited difficulties in her abilities to: 1) open 

(initiate) and close circles of communication, 2) initiate intentional actions with toys or  

instruments while engaging with the therapist, 3) engage in problem-solving, 4) and create and  

bridge ideas with the therapist. 

Results of Melinda’s FEAS post-test and Goal Attainment Scaling indicated several 

similarities. During both procedures she demonstrated her abilities to self-regulate and engage 

with the therapist, being relaxed and emotionally interested in the therapist musically and 

interpersonally. In addition, during both, FEAS (post-test) and Goal Attainment Scaling, she 
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exhibited her ability to open (initiate) and close circles of communication (musically and 

interpersonally), and communicate her intentions during play. Differences between the 

procedures (in FEAS, post-test and Goal Attainment Scaling) occurred in Melinda’s abilities to 

create and bridge ideas. She showed some ability in these developmental capacities during 

musical play, but displayed difficulty in these areas in FEAS.  

Relationship Quantitative and Qualitative data 

Melinda’s areas of strengths and weakness were consistent across the qualitative and 

quantitative data. Although progress was consistently noted in both sets of data, it appears that 

the quality of improvement in specific areas, in terms of self-regulation (area I), engagement 

(area II), two-way purposeful communication (area III), and problem-solving (area IV), were 

inconsistent. Quantitative data indicated that Melinda is functioning in the “normal” range in 

areas one through four. However, qualitatively, although she displayed capacities in each of the 

four developmental areas, consistency continued to be lacking in each area.  
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 In the previous four chapters, the quantitative and qualitative findings for each case were 

presented separately. The purpose of the present chapter is to compare the findings across the 

four cases and identify any trends that might exist.  

Comparing NRMT and the DIR®/Floortime™ Models 

Similarities Between NRMT and the DIR®/Floortime™ Models 

NRMT and DIR®/Floortime™ Model together make an extremely useful package in 

working with children with Pervasive Developmental Disorders (PDD). The similarities between 

the models with regard to clinical practice and the humanistic concerns for the child are quite 

evident. Both models focus on the importance of relationships, intrinsic learning based on 

relational experiences, and the acceptance of each child, while embracing his or her idiosyncratic 

behaviors. In addition, both models, in practice, involve the therapist meeting the child where 

he/she is at emotionally, and following the child’s lead in order to enter into his/her world. Both 

models are action based—the child becomes an active participant in guiding the therapy process. 

Furthermore, both models require the therapist to be creative, spontaneous, flexible, playful, and 

self-aware.   

Differences Between NRMT and the DIR®/Floortime™ Models 

Although there are several similarities in some of the core components of the two models, 

there are also several differences, specifically in theory and application. During the FEAS (DIR® 

assessment), the therapist uses his/her physical-self along with symbolic and sensory-based toys 

as the primary medium to engage the child. In NRMT, the primary means of connecting with the 
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child is through the music. In addition, where NRMT views the musical relationship as the 

primary agent of change DIR® views the interpersonal relationship between therapist and child 

as the basis for learning. To that end, during assessment (FEAS), the therapist is seeking to 

understand how the child relates to others, interpersonally and through play. In addition, through 

play, the clinician begins to gain a profile of the child that includes 1) social-emotional 

developmental levels, 2) biological differences that interfere with the child’s development, and 

3) the manner in which the child relates to people. NRMT, however, is primarily looking at 

musical responses of the child and how they relate to the musical relationship between the child 

and therapist.  

Another component that separates the DIR® Model from NRMT is that DIR® is an 

interdisciplinary approach, wherein assessment and treatment occur across several disciplines. 

NRMT assesses the child based solely on his/her ability to engage in musical interactions. 

Furthermore, the models also differ regarding goal planning: in DIR, goals are based on social-

emotional development, but in NRMT, goals are primarily musical, and developmental goals are 

viewed as secondary (Aigen, 2005). 

Further differences between the models are in the manner in which the child is 

conceptualized. The DIR® model considers the child’s biology in its attempt to understand how 

the child processes information and navigates through the world. NRMT is primarily concerned 

with the child’s musical responses as a means to understanding and conceptualizing his or her 

musical world. To that end, if a child is unable to engage in musical play, NRMT may view this 

child as being resistive to the musical and clinical processes; however, the DIR® clinician would 

seek to understand what biological differences are impeding the child’s ability to engage in an 
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interaction. Where NRMT is viewing musical behaviors of the child as primary, the DIR® 

clinician looks at the whole child. 

Comparing Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches 

In comparing both quantitative and qualitative approaches, FEAS pre- and post-test 

scores reflected what was clinically observed in NRMT. Therefore, the two approaches were 

very similar in what they each indicated. Generally, differences occurred between approaches 

(quantitative and qualitative) during the pre-test, as the children generally scored lower in NRMT 

in areas I, II, and III. Progress, however, for children with expressive language difficulty, such as 

Matthew was better during NRMT areas I, II, and III. 

Commonalities Among the Four Children 

Although each child in this study exhibited distinct characteristics, there were also 

similarities noted. The children with intense Applied Behavioral Analysis backgrounds (Timmy 

and Janet), were similar in that they knew how to problem-solve and get their needs met; 

however, both had difficulty in initiating ideas or a conversation musically and interpersonally. 

In addition, they both presented with a vast vocabulary; however, they were unable to organize 

their thoughts and engage in long and flowing circles of communication, musically and 

interpersonally. In addition, there were also similarities between both children, who were non-

verbal, in that they both became expressive in music. They both utilized non-verbal singing and 

instrumental play to communicate musically, while also increasing their capacities in areas I, II, 

III, and IV.  
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Contributions of NRMT to DIR®: Common Areas of Improvement 

Common Areas of Improvement: FEAS 

Contributions of NRMT to DIR® were reflected in the common areas of improvement on 

the FEAS in each of the four children. Post-test FEAS scores indicated that three (Janet, Timmy, 

and Melinda) of the four children scored in the “normal” range in areas I (self-regulation) and II 

(engagement). Two children (Timmy and Janet) both scored in the “normal” range in area VI 

(representational differentiation), and improved at least 1 level in area V (representational 

capacity). In addition, two children (Melinda and Mathew) scored in the “normal” range in area 

IV (problem-solving), whereas three children (Janet, Melinda, and Timmy) improved at least 1 

level in area III (two-way purposeful communication). Furthermore, two children (Matthew and 

Melinda) showed no improvement in areas V and VI. 

 In conclusion, it appeared that NRMT contributed to Functional Emotional 

Developmental Levels (FEDL), and the areas in which it appeared to be most beneficial were 

areas I, II, III. Specifically, the flexibility employed in NRMT to meet and connect with the 

unique musicality of each child, combined with the non-verbal, social and emotional components 

of the music itself, appeared to facilitate self-regulation (area I), engagement (area II), and two-

way purposeful communication (area III). Although other social-emotional areas improved 

among the children, as indicated by the FEAS; it appeared that NRMT showed consistent and 

clinically significant improvements in areas I, II, and III. 

Common Areas of Improvement: GAS 

 In looking at common areas of improvement on the GAS across the four children, each 

child showed significant progress in two goal areas: 1) initiating interaction and forming 
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relationship within musical play, and 2) two-way purposeful communication through music. In 

addition, each child (Melinda, Timmy, and Melinda) whose GAS included the goals of problem-

solving through musical interresponsiveness showed improvement. Those children (Melinda, 

Matthew, and Janet) who had the goal of engagement and shared attention through musical 

relatedness also improved in this area. Furthermore, improvements were evident in two children 

(Melinda and Matthew) who were given the goal of self-regulation and interest in the world 

through musical awareness, and two children (Timmy and Janet) showed improvement in the 

goal of bridging musical ideas and musical interrelatedness. In short, each of the four children in 

the study showed improvements in every individualized GAS goal area. 

Limitations of the Study 

The main limitations of this study were the small number of subjects studied, due to the 

time needed to provide sufficient treatment using the NRMT model. The small number of 

subjects in turn precluded statistical analysis, and therefore generalizations of the findings to 

other children with autism cannot be made. Nevertheless, the present findings provide 

confirmatory clinical evidence of two basic premises: 1) that NRMT can help autistic children 

gain more awareness of self and other, while also increasing their musical and interpersonal 

relatedness; and 2) that NRMT can enhance effective treatment within the DIR® model. It is also 

important to note that the present study did not produce any findings that disconfirmed these 

premises. Further studies with a larger sample size are still needed to demonstrate statistically the 

effects of this treatment protocol on developmental growth in autistic children. 
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Implications of the Study 

Implications for NRMT Clinical Theory and Practice 

Implications of this study for Nordoff-Robbins theory are closely related to practical 

considerations. Although it is imperative to understand a child’s musical behaviors and create 

musical goals based on his/her musical behaviors, it is equally important to understand biological 

factors that may impinge upon a child’s ability to engage in musical play. To that end as 

indicated in this study, a child who has difficulty engaging in musical interactions may be 

experiencing factors completely unrelated to music (e.g., difficulties with motor-planning, 

auditory and/or visual processing, and/or self-regulation). In addition, because treatment focuses 

primarily on facilitating relatedness and communication in children with autism, it is important 

to look for these qualities both within and outside of music, such as in a smile, a gaze, or in a 

hug. Of course these responses can be accepted and processed within the context of musical play, 

or, may be a result of a musical interaction. However, in all of their forms these responses should 

be regarded as communicative and related responses.   

Implications for General Clinical Theory and Practice in General 

The primary implications for general theory and practice of this study pertain to how the 

clinician views and conceptualizes the child with regard to the core deficits of autism. This view 

of the child requires the music therapist to look outside of his/her discipline and begin 

collaborating with other disciplines to get a more comprehensive understanding of how the child 

processes the world around him. This lens can inform the music therapy treatment plan as it 

pertains to each child individually.  
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To that end, it is imperative that music therapy clinicians devise assessment and  

treatment protocols that are population-based and that address the core deficits of autism: 

relating and communicating. In doing so, as indicated by this study, autism is not a disorder of 

memory. Although memory-based interventions by music therapists are popular, the only 

purpose they serve is to isolate a child from spontaneous thinking and communicating, while 

reinforcing scripted ritualistic thinking. As suggested by this study, NRMT speaks directly to the 

core deficits of autism, facilitating musical engagement, relatedness, and spontaneous 

communication. NRMT has the potential to facilitate a child’s ability to engage in music on a 

much higher level, cognitively; emotionally; and socially then memory-based music therapy 

interventions.  

Finally, results of this study also suggest that GAS is a practical, clinical measuring tool 

that can be used either qualitatively alone or both qualitatively and quantitatively. It is practical 

in that it does not require a lot of time to implement, and it is easy to use and develop.   

Implications for Research 

 The results of this study support the use of quantitative data in measuring the 

effectiveness of improvisational protocols when working in individual music therapy sessions. In 

addition, this study also supports a method of understanding the connection between musical and 

non-musical goals (social-emotional) in its use of the FEAS and GAS with children on the 

autistic spectrum.  

Implications for Education and Training 

Several professional skill sets were essential in the implementation of the treatment 

protocol in this study. These include: clinical musicianship, a deeper understanding of Pervasive 
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Developmental Disorders (PDD) and child development, a knowledge base of other disciplines 

(speech therapy, occupational therapy, etc.) and how they relate to PDDs. It is considered 

important that information and training regarding these topics be incorporated into educational 

programs for music therapists. It is further recommended that specialized advanced training 

programs be created to equip music therapy professionals with the knowledge and skills required 

to work effectively with children with ASD.  
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Appendix C 

The Functional Emotional Assessment Scale 

Administration and Scoring Form 
 
Behaviors:  Caregiver 

Name of Child:                                  Date of Testing:   

Age of Child:     

Person Playing 
With Child:   Mother:          Father:    
  Caregiver:           Examiner:  

General Scoring 
 

Scoring is on a two-point scale for most items, except where indicated, and is: 

0 = not at all or very brief 
1 = present some of time, observed several times 
2 = consistently present, observed many times 

Indicate N/O for behaviors that are not observed 
 
Where indicated to convert a score, transform the scoring as follows: 

0 becomes a 2 
1 = 1 
2 becomes a 0 
 

Scores for symbolic play should be entered in the SYM column and scores for sensory play 
entered in the SENS column. When the examiner facilitates play with the child, enter scores in 
the EXAM column. The last column may be used for entering scores for additional caregivers 
(e.g., mother, father, foster parent, babysitter) observed playing with the child.  

 

Scores are interpreted for the primary caregiver playing with the child for the symbolic and 
sensory play situations. If scores do not differ for symbolic and sensory play, then only one 
score is interpreted. However, if behaviors differ for the different play situations, then two 
scores are calculated, one for symbolic play, one for sensory play. These are interpreted using 
the cutoff scores presented in the profile form. 

 
 
 
Key:  SYM = Symbolic; SENS = Sensory; EXAM = Examiner Observations 
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 SYM SENS EXAM 
Self-regulation and interest in the world    
1.   Shows interest in toys through facial or verbal expressions of interest 
or by handling and touching toys, but not so absorbed by toys that the 
caregiver plays with toys alone, ignoring the child. 

   

2.   Shows sustained interest in child, focuses on child's signals (gestures, 
vocalizations), keeping child involved in play.  

   

3.  Interacts calmly with child, able to wait for child's responses.    
4.  Shows pleasant or animated, happy affect throughout play 
         Scoring:  
         0 = flat, somber, or depressed affect 
         1 = content, but neutral 
         2 = happy and animated with warm and engaging smiles 

   

5.   Is sensitive and responsive to child's need for touch by stroking or 
touching baby in pleasurable ways and/or encourages child to explore 
textured toys. 

   

6.   Provides pleasurable movement experiences to the child or 
encourages movement exploration 

   

Total for self-regulation and interest in the world    
FORMING RELATIONSHIPS, ATTACHMENT,  
AND ENGAGEMENT 

   

7.   Is relaxed during interchange with child, not overly attentive to 
child's every action. 

   

8.   Looks at child with affection, showing a warm connection.    
9.   Enjoys being with and playing with the child through smiles or a 
joyful look and emits a sense of warmth by providing inviting gestures. 
Keep in mind cultural differences in how this may be expressed. 

   

10. Is overly anxious in attachment to child, overwhelming child with 
affectionate touching OR is not comfortable showing feelings and 
relating warmly and intimately with child, appearing overly vigilant 
towards child. (Circle which one.) 
 Scoring: 

0 = many times  
1 = sometimes 
2 = briefly or not at all 

   

11.  Maintains a verbal or visual connection with child, showing clear 
availability and interest in the child. Child may move away from 
caregiver to explore room, yet the caregiver maintains connected to the 
child across space through gestures, vocalizations, and facial expressions. 

   

Total for Forming Relationships, Attachment, and Engagement    
TWO-WAY, PURPOSEFUL COMMUNICATION    
12. Opening circle of communication: Initiates interactions with child 
through vocalizations or gestures, creating interactive opportunities with child 
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 SYM SENS EXAM 
13. Responds to child's wishes, intentions, and actions in a contingent 
way, building on how the child wishes to play. For example, child may 
hand toy to parent, and parent responds by taking it and saying something 
about the toy, then gives the child an opportunity to respond to what they 
just did.  

Scoring:  
0 = consistently does opposite to what baby seeks, misreads child's 
cues, changing activity from what child wants to do.  
1 = misreads child's signals about 25 to 50% of time changing 
activity or toy while at other times reads child's signals accurately.  
2 = responds to child's signals in appropriate way most of time (up to 
75% time responsive to child), staying on the activity that the child 
has chosen. 

   

14. Predominately handles toys, engaging in parallel play and removing 
attention from playing with child.  

      Converted Score* Score of 0 converts to 2 
   

15. Plays with child at developmentally appropriate level.  Caregiver may 
play slightly above child's level of skill, modeling new ways to do things 
or labeling what child does or describing the functions of objects. 

   

16. Stimulates child at pace that allows child to respond, waiting for 
child's responses. Avoids overstimulating child with language or actions. 

   

17. Allows child to decide on the play topic, to initiate play and explore 
toys in ways that the child seeks or needs. 

   

Total for Two-Way, Purposeful Communication    
STOP HERE FOR PARENTS OF 7 TO 9 MONTH OLDS    
BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION, PROBLEM-SOLVING, AND 
INTERNALIZATION (A Complex Sense of Self) 

   

18. Responds and initiates reciprocal back and forth chains of 
interactions with child, stringing together connected circles of 
communication or units of interaction. For example, caregiver introduces 
baby doll, baby touches doll's face, mother touches doll's hair, baby pats 
the doll, mother says "baby", and baby glances between mother and doll).  
The caregiver may imitate child (e.g., pushing car alongside child), then 
interject her turn by an action or verbalization related to the child's 
actions (e.g., "Oh, a bump!", then bumps her car into child's car). 

 Scoring:  
      0 = 0 to 2 circles 
 1 = 3 to 5 circles 
 2 = 6 or more circles 
 

   

19. Uses gestures and facial expressions as a modality to promote circles 
of communication. 
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 SYM SENS EXAM 
20. Uses touch or rough house play as a modality to promote circles of communication.    
21. Shows pleasure and excitement in playing with child in  whatever 
way the child wishes to play.  
      Scoring:  
      0 = little pleasure and excitement shown by caregiver. 

1 = pleasure and excitement sustained by parent over the course of 
several (3 to 5) circles of communication. 

2 = pleasure and excitement sustained for many (6 or more) circles of 
communication.  

Note here if child is unable to sustain circles of communication if it 
affects caregiver's score:  

Child can sustain circles: _____ Child cannot: _____ 

    

22. Expresses appropriate limits on baby.  The caregiver may redirect 
child not to leave room, not to hit her, or not throw toy. If no need for 
limits arises during play, mark N/O and give 2 points. 

   

23. Elaborates on and builds complexity into the child's play behaviors 
while engaged in interactive sequences between parent and child. The 
parent expands on what the child does while remaining on the child's 
play topic (e.g., the parent does not introduce a completely new play 
idea). The parent provides a small challenge or interesting twist to the 
play that requires the child to respond slightly differently than before, 
thus creating a problem solving opportunity for the child.  For example, 
the parent and child are pushing a car back and forth towards each other.  
The parent expands on this by creating a wall with her leg to prevent the 
car from rolling, then waits to see how the child will solve this situation. 

   

24. Allows child to assert self in play, exploring with confidence in what 
that he or she wishes (e.g., child expresses strong wish to play in a certain 
way such as banging toys, being silly, holding a doll, or running around 
room.) Parent supports the child's needs for dependency and closeness, 
assertiveness and curiosity, aggression, autonomy, or pleasure and 
excitement by admiring, showing interest, and/or by joining in to the 
child's play in whatever way the child seeks. Problems that may interfere 
with caregiver's capacity to support this area might be intrusiveness, 
withdrawal, overprotectiveness, or playing at level far above child's level 
of competence. 

   

Total for Behavioral Organization, Problem-Solving, and Internalization    
STOP HERE FOR PARENTS OF 10 TO 24 MONTH OLDS    
REPRESENTATIONAL CAPACITY (Elaboration)    
25. Encourages child to engage in symbolic play by modeling or 
combining materials in ways that encourage representational actions 
(e.g., mother holds spoon near baby doll's mouth and says, "Feed 
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 SYM SENS EXAM 
baby?"). Parent appears comfortable in playing make believe. 
26. Elaborates on child's pretend play idea by building on child's ideas 
and adding some complexity to them. (e.g., Child puts doll in car and 
pushes it and caregiver says "Oh, is Daddy going to the store?). 

   

27. Allows child to express pretend play themes involving closeness or 
dependency (e.g., nurturing doll) without competing for child's attention 
to be the one nurtured. 

   

28. Sustains pretend play, showing interest, pleasure, and excitement 
about the child's pretend play idea by asking questions, laughing or 
smiling, and joining into the child's play with enthusiasm (e.g., Caregiver 
says "Oh, that's a good idea.  What happens now? That's so funny!). 

   

29. Allows child to express themes of assertiveness in pretend play (e.g., 
child pretends he's a policeman and puts caregiver in jail; child pretends 
to go to work and tells caregiver to stay home). 

   

Total for Representational Capacity (Elaboration)    
STOP HERE FOR PARENTS OF 25 TO 35 MONTH OLDS    
REPRESENTATIONAL DIFFERENTIATION (Building Bridges 
Between Ideas and Emotional Thinking) 

   

30. Elaborates on child's pretend play, creating opportunities to logically 
connect ideas in play.  The caregiver accomplishes this by asking 
questions to give depth to the drama such as "how", "why", or "when".  If 
the child strays off the topic, the caregiver asks questions to bridge the 
circle of communication back to the pretend play theme (e.g., "But what 
happened to the crocodile?  He was ready to go for a swim and now 
you're playing with the truck.) 

   

31. Incorporates causality into pretend play by helping child to logically 
connect three or more ideas into a reality-based story sequence. For 
example, if the child is playing out how two animals fight,  the caregiver 
might ask "How come they're fighting?", "Do they know each other?". 

   

32. Helps child to elaborate on a wide range of emotional themes, 
whatever they might be—assertiveness, pleasure and excitement, 
fearfulness, anger, or separation and loss. The caregiver is accepting of 
the child's expressions of different feelings and themes through play and 
shows no discomfort at the expression of different ideas from the child. 

   

Total for Representational Differentiation (Emotional Thinking)    
TOTAL CAREGIVER SCORE FOR SCALE    
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The Functional Emotional Assessment Scale 

Administration and Scoring Form 

 
Behaviors:  Child 
 

Name of Child:                                  Date of Testing:   

Age of Child:     

Person Playing    _____________________ 
With Child:   Mother:          Father:    

  Caregiver:           Examiner:   

General Scoring 
 

Scoring is on a two-point scale for most items, except where indicated, and is: 

0 = not at all or very brief 
1 = present some of time, observed several times 
2 = consistently present, observed many times 

Indicate N/O for behaviors that are not observed 
 
Where indicated to convert a score, transform the scoring as follows: 

0 becomes a 2 
1 = 1 
2 becomes a 0 
 

Scores for symbolic play should be entered in the SYM column and scores for sensory play 
entered in the SENS column. When the examiner facilitates play with the child, enter scores in 
the EXAM column. The last column may be used for entering scores for additional caregivers 
(e.g., mother, father, foster parent, babysitter) observed playing with the child.  

 

Scores are interpreted for the primary caregiver playing with the child for the symbolic and 
sensory play situations. If scores do not differ for symbolic and sensory play, then only one 
score is interpreted. However, if behaviors differ for the different play situations, then two 
scores are calculated, one for symbolic play, one for sensory play. These are interpreted using 
the cutoff scores presented in the profile form. 

Key:  SYM = Symbolic; SENS = Sensory; EXAM = Examiner Observations 
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SELF-REGULATION AND INTEREST IN THE WORLD    
1.   Is interested and attentive to play with toys.    
2.   Explores objects freely without caution.    
3.   Remains calm for play period with no signs of distress (crying or 
whining), showing appropriate frustration. 

   

4.   Is comfortable touching textured toys and in being touched by 
caregiver. 

   

Shows happy, content affect. 
Scoring: 
0 = flat, 1 = content but neutral, 2 = happy and content, robust, smiles, 
warm and engaging affect. 

   

6. Remains focused on objects or caregiver without being distracted by 
sights or sounds. 
Scoring:   
0 = distracted frequently; no focused play for more then a few seconds at 
a time, 1 = distracted some of the time with brief periods of focused play, 
2 = remains focused in play most of the with only brief distractability. 

   

NOTE: SCORE ONLY ITEM 8 OR 9, WHICHEVER APPLIES. 
7.   Underreactivity: Appears sluggish or withdrawn 
Scoring: 
0 = withdrawn, difficult to engage; 1 = sluggish or slow-paced in actions 
but can eventually be aroused or engaged; 2 = shows a bright, alert state 
with focused play throughout 

   

    
8.   Overreactivity: Appears overaroused by toys and environment. 
Scoring:  
0 = Very active, moves quickly from one toy to the next or wanders away 
from caregiver and toys constantly; 1=  Moderately active, occasional 
bursts of changing activity quickly or wandering away, then settles into 
play with one toy for short period; 2 = Well-modulated in pace and 
activity level, focusing on a toy or caregiver for long periods before 
changing activity. 

   

Total For Self-Regulation and Interest in the World    
FORMING RLEATIONSHIPS, ATTACHMENT,  
AND ENGAGEMENT  

   

9.  Shows emotional interest and connection with caregiver by vocalizing 
and smiling at her. 

   

10. Evidences a relaxed sense of security and/or comfort when near 
caregiver. If child is active and moves away from caregiver, he 
references her from across space and shows relaxed security in distill 
space. 

   

 
11.  Anticipates with curiosity or excitement when caregiver presents an 
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interesting object or game. 
12.  Displays signs of discomfort, displeasure, or sadness during 
interactive play if caregiver should become unresponsive or engage in 
anticontingent behaviors. 
(If caregiver is responsive or contingent, note that this was not observed 
with "N/O", then assign 2 points.) 

   

13.  Initiates physical closeness to caregiver but is not clingy; If child is 
active and moves away from caregiver, child maintains a visual or verbal 
connection with caregiver. 

   

14.  Turns head away, averts gaze, moves away, or sits facing away from 
caregiver without social referencing caregiver. Appears indifferent, aloof, 
withdrawn, or avoidant of caregiver.  

Converted Score*  Score of 0 converts to 2 

   

15.  Social references caregiver while playing with toys.    
16.  After moving away, communicates to caregiver from across space by 
looking, gestures, or vocalizations. 

   

Total for Forming Relationships, Attachment, and Engagement    
TWO-WAY, PURPOSEFUL COMMUNICATION    
17.  Opens circles of communication: Initiates intentional actions with 
objects while also engaged in interactions with caregiver (e.g., 
manipulates object then looks at mother and smiles or vocalizes). 

   

18.  Gives signals: Initiates purposeful and intentional actions in play 
with objects.  

Scoring:  
0 = Needs considerable help to get started in play or to engage 
in purposeful actions; no clear gestures or organized intent 
1 = Initiates play but engages in stereotypic actions; e.g., 
lining toys up, mouthing toys for long periods of time, 
banging toys without engaging in any other actions with the 
same toy OR initiates play but actions appear aimless or 
disorganized. 
2 = Play shows intentionality and variety, engaging in two or 
more different behaviors with a given toy or activity. Gestures 
are specific and activity is functionally tied to objects. 

   

19.  Closes circles: Responds to caregiver's cues in contingent manner (e.g., 
mother offers toy, baby takes it and puts it in a container). 
Scoring:  0 = Does not notice caregiver's response; 1 = Notices caregiver's 
response and looks, but does not respond contingently through actions; instead 
does something that has nothing to do with what caregiver did (e.g., mother 
holds toy out for child; child looks at mother and toy, then returns to what he 
was doing before); 2 = Notices caregiver's response, then responds contingently 
by elaborating on what caregiver did, by taking toy held by caregiver and 
examining it, by imitating her, or some other response that is clearly linked to 
what caregiver did. 

   

20.   Uses language (e.g., sounds, words, and/or gestures) during    
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interactions. Circle which ones were used. 
Total for Two-Way, Purposeful Communication    
BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION, PROBLEM-SOLVING, AND 
INTERNALIZATION (A Complex Sense of Self) 

   

21.  Engages in complex patterns of communication stringing together 
several circles of communication with caregiver (initiated and elaborated 
on by child) using gestures, vocalizations, and/or words. 

Scoring:  
0 = 0 to 2 circles 
1 = 3 to 5 circles 
2 = 6 or more circles  

   

22.  Imitates or copies something new that the caregiver introduces, then 
incorporates idea into play (e.g., caregiver feeds doll; child copies this). 

   

Total for Behavioral Organization, Problem-Solving, and 
Internalization 

   

REPRESENTATIONAL CAPACITY (Elaboration)    
23.  Engages in symbolic play with the various toys or equipment (e.g., 
plays out cars racing), going beyond simple concrete actions (e.g., 
feeding self with cup). 

   

24.  Engages in pretend play patterns of at least one idea in collaboration 
with caregiver (e.g., one part of a script or scenario played out). 

   

25.  Uses language or pretend play (e.g., playing out with doll figures) to 
communicate needs, wishes, intentions, or feelings. 

   

26.  Uses pretend play to express themes around closeness or dependency 
(e.g., putting dolls to sleep next to one another; feeding caregiver and 
dolls). 

   

27.  Uses pretend play to express themes around pleasure and excitement 
around humorous theme (e.g., imitating humorous behaviors). 

   

28.  Uses pretend play to express themes around assertiveness (e.g., cars 
racing). 

   

29.  Creates pretend drama with two or more ideas that are not related or 
logically connected. 

   

Total for Representational Capacity (Elaboration)    
REPRESENTATIONAL DIFFERENTIATION (Building Bridges 
Between Ideas and Emotional Thinking) 

   

30.  Pretend play, however unrealistic, involves 2 or more ideas, which 
are logically tied to one another. Child may build on adult's pretend play 
idea. 

   

31.  Elaborates on pretend play sequence of two or more ideas, which are 
logically connected and grounded in reality.  There is a planned quality 
and child can elaborate to "how", "why", or "when" questions, giving 
depth to drama. 

   

32.  Uses pretend play or language to communicate themes containing 2    
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or more ideas dealing with closeness or dependency (e.g., doll gets hurt, 
then gets kiss from daddy, then plays ball together). 
33.  Uses pretend play or language to communicate themes containing 2 
or more ideas dealing with pleasure and excitement in humorous game 
(e.g., imitates funny word heard, watches how caregiver reacts, then 
laughs). 

   

34.  Uses pretend play or language to communicate themes containing 2 
or more ideas dealing with assertiveness (e.g., soldiers search for missing 
person, find her, then battle to save her again) 

   

Total for Representational Differentiation (Emotional Thinking)    
TOTAL CHILD SCORE FOR SCALE    
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Child’s name:______________________ 
 
Functional Emotional Assessment Scale 
 
Profile Form (Cut-off Scores) 
 
 
 
 
Subtest 

Score 
 
 
SYM      SENS     EXAM 

 
 
 
Normal 

 
 
 
At Risk 

 
 
 
Deficient 

Caregiver *** *** *** ********** ********** ********** 
Self-regulation & interest in 
the world 

   4-6    0-3 

Forming relationships and 
engagement 

   7-8 6 0-5 

2-way purposeful 
communication 

   9-10 8 0-7 

Behavioral organization and 
problem solving 

   12-14 11 0-10 

Representational capacity    6-10 5 0-4 
Representational 
differentiation 

   2-6  0-1 

Total Caregiver  Score    42-54 40-41 0-39 
Child       
Self-regulation & interest in 
the world 

   12-14 11 0-10 

Forming relationships and 
engagement 

   14-16 13 0-12 

2-way purposeful 
communication 

   8-10 7 0-6 

Behavioral organization and 
problem solving 

   2-4  0-1 

Representational capacity    8-14 8-14 7 
Representational 
differentiation 

   2-10  0-1 

Total Score    48-96 46-47 0-45 
Total FEAS Score    93-120 86-92 0-85 
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Appendix D 

Digital Versatile Disc Tracks 

DVD Cut 1: Matthew: Pirouetting into Musical Awareness & Relatedness 

DVD Cut 2: Matthew: Rockin’ for Musical Communicativeness 

DVD Cut 3: Matthew: Blowin’ to the Blues for with Intentionality: Musical 

Relatedness & Communicativeness                                                                 

DVD Cut 4: Matthew: “Play-doh”to facilitate Musical Interresponsivess 

DVD Cut 5: Janet:  From Scripted Words to Relatedness and Initiating Relationship 

DVD Cut 6: Janet: Cymbal Play to Increase Relatedness and Relationship  

DVD Cut 7: Janet: Working through Perseverative Movements for Musical Communicativeness 

DVD Cut 8: Janet: Working through Perseverative Movements for Musical  

 Communicativeness (Part II) 

DVD Cut 9: Janet: Using the Spanish Idiom to Help Organize and Facilitate Initiation 

DVD Cut 10: Janet: Take a Walk to the Moon: Joining and Staying in the Interaction 

DVD Cut 11: Janet: Take a Walk to the Moon: Joining and Staying in the Interaction Part II 

DVD Cut 12: Timmy: The First Encounter through the Basic Beat:  

The Opening of Relationship & Musical Interresponsiveness 

DVD Cut 13: Timmy: “Good Morning to Percy:” Initiating and Expressing an Idea 

DVD Cut 14: Timmy: “Good Morning to Percy” Part II  

DVD Cut 15: Timmy: “Fun for Four Drums”: Engagement, Flexibility, Problem-solving, and a 

Continuous Flow of Communication 

DVD Cut 16: Timmy: “Fun for Four Drums” Part II 
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DVD Cut 17: Timmy: “Fun for Four Drums” Part III 

DVD Cut 18: Timmy: Exploring and Initiating Musical Changes on the Piano:  

                                    Musical Communicativeness and Interrelatedness 

DVD Cut 19: Timmy: “That’s Beautiful Music”: Exploring the Elements  

DVD Cut 20: Timmy: Consolidating: Piecing it all Together through Spontaneous  

Music Making 

DVD Cut 21: Timmy: Consolidating Part II 

DVD Cut 22: Melinda: Engagement: Working in and through a Meltdown  

DVD Cut 23: Melinda: Self-absorption into Interaction: An Opening to Musical  

  Awareness and Relationship 

DVD Cut 24: Melinda: Connecting Verbal Jargon: Snap-shots of Engagement leading to 

Musical Awareness 

DVD Cut 25: Melinda: Connecting Sensory (music), Affect (emotion), and Motor though Cymbal 

Play: Musical Relatedness and Two-way Purposeful Interaction 

DVD Cut 26: Melinda: Exploring the Drum and Cymbal: Shared Attention and Musical 

Relatedness 

DVD Cut 27: Melinda: Cause and Effect Relating though Horn Blowing 

DVD Cut 28: Melinda:  Initiating Dynamic and Tempo Changes 

DVD Cut 29:  Melinda: Connected by the Gleam in her Eye 
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Appendix E 
 
Goal Attainment Scale for Matthew 
Pre-test Date: 12/5/2007      Post-Test Date: 4/14/2008 
*Pre-test Level of Functioning    ***Post-Test Level of Functioning 
 
Rating Levels Goal 1: Self-regulation 

and interest in the world: 
Musical awareness 

Goal 2: Engagement & shared 
attention: Musical relatedness 

Goal 3: Initiates 
interaction: 
Relationship within 
musical play 

Goal 4: Problem-solving: 
Musical 
interresponsiveness 

Goal 5: 2-way purposeful 
communication: musical 
communicativeness 

(-2) Most 
unfavorable 
outcome  
Never 
% of time 

Child never  
demonstrates musical 
awareness during 
musical play 

*When involved in musical play 
child never plays in a related 
manner to improvised music 
(vocally and/or instrumentally, 
and or movement). 

*Child never enters 
into relationship 
within musical play on 
own initiative 

*Never uses music 
interresponsively by  
imitating or copying a  
musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical 
play  

*Never able to use music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

(-1) Less then 
expected success 
Rarely 
1%-25% of time  

*Child rarely  
demonstrates musical 
awareness during 
musical play 

When involved in musical play 
child rarely plays in a related 
manner to improvised music 
(vocally and/or instrumentally, 
and/or movement).  

Child rarely enters into 
relationship within 
musical  play on own 
initiative 

Rarely  uses music 
interresponsively by  
imitating or copying a  
musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical 
play 

Rarely uses  music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

(0) Expected level  
Sometimes 
26%-50% of time 

***Child sometimes  
demonstrates musical 
awareness during 
musical play 

***When involved in musical 
play child sometimes plays in a 
related manner to improvised 
music (vocally and/or 
instrumentally and/or 
movement). 

***Child sometimes 
enters into relationship 
within musical  play 
on own initiative 

***Sometimes  uses music 
interresponsively by  
imitating or copying a  
musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical 
play 

***Sometimes uses  music 
communicatively opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

(+1) More then 
expected success  
Often 
51%-75% of time 

Child often demonstrates  
musical awareness 
during musical play 

When involved in musical play 
child often plays in a related 
manner to improvised music 
(vocally and/or instrumentally 
and/or movement). 

Child often enters into 
relationship within 
musical  play on own 
initiative 

Often uses music 
interresponsively by  
imitating or copying a  
musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical 
play 

Often uses music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

(+2) Most 
favorable outcome 
Consistently 
76%-100% of time  

Child consistently 
demonstrates  musical 
awareness during 
musical play  

When involved in musical play 
child consistently plays in a 
related manner to improvised 
music (vocally and/or 
instrumentally and/or 
movement).  

Child consistently 
enters into relationship 
within musical  play 
on own initiative 

Consistently  uses music 
interresponsively by  
imitating or copying a  
musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical 
play  

Will consistently use music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 
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Appendix F 

Goal Attainment Scale for Janet 
Pre-test Date: 11/28/07      Post-Test Date: 4/14/2008 
*Pre-test Level of Functioning    ***Post-Test Level of Functioning 
 
 
Rating Levels Goal 1: Engagement & shared 

attention: Musical relatedness 
Goal 2: Initiates interaction: 
Relationship within musical 
play 

Goal 3: 2-way purposeful 
communication: musical 
communicativeness 

Goal 4: Bridging musical  
ideas: Musical interrelatedness 

(-2) Most 
unfavorable 
outcome  
 
Never 
% of time 

When involved in musical play 
child never plays in a related 
manner to improvised music 
(vocally and/or instrumentally, and 
or movement). 

Never enters into relationship 
within musical play on own 
initiative.   

Never able to use music 
communicatively, opening and 
closing circles of communication, 
while engaged in musical play 

Never uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  musical 
play 

(-1) Less then 
expected success 
 
Rarely 
1%-25% of time  

*When involved in musical play 
child rarely plays in a related 
manner to improvised music 
(vocally and/or instrumentally, 
and/or movement).  

*Rarely enters into 
relationship within musical 
play on own initiative. 

*Rarely uses  music 
communicatively, opening and 
closing circles of communication, 
while engaged in musical play 

*Rarely uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  musical 
play 

(0) Expected level  
 
Sometimes 
26%-50% of time 

When involved in musical play 
child sometimes plays in a related 
manner to improvised music 
(vocally and/or instrumentally 
and/or movement). 

Enters into relationship, 
within musical play on own 
initiative. 

Sometimes uses  music 
communicatively opening and 
closing circles of communication, 
while engaged in musical play 

Sometimes uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  musical 
play 

(+1) More then 
expected success  
 
Often 
51%-75% of time 

***When involved in musical play 
child often plays in a related 
manner to improvised music 
(vocally and/or instrumentally 
and/or movement). 

***Often enters into 
relationship within musical 
play on own initiative. 

***Often uses music 
communicatively, opening and 
closing circles of communication, 
while engaged in musical play 

***Often uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  musical 
play 

(+2) Most 
favorable outcome 
 
Consistently 
76%-100% of time  

When involved in musical play 
child consistently plays in a 
related manner to improvised 
music (vocally and/or 
instrumentally and/or movement).  

Consistently enters into 
relationship within musical 
play on own initiative. 

Will consistently use music 
communicatively, opening and 
closing circles of communication, 
while engaged in musical play 

Consistently uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  musical 
play 
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Appendix G 
Goal Attainment Scale for Timmy 
Pre-test Date: 11/28/2007      Post-Test Date: 4/14/2008 
*Pre-test Level of Functioning    ***Post-Test Level of Functioning 
 
 
Rating Levels Goal 1: Bridging musical  

ideas: Musical 
interrelatedness 

Goal 2: Problem-solving: 
Musical interresponsiveness  

Goal 3: Initiates 
interaction: Relationship 
within musical activity 

Goal 4: 2-way purposeful 
communication: musical 
communicativeness 

Goal 5: Emotional 
Range: Range of 
Expressiveness 

(-2) Most 
unfavorable 
outcome  
 
Never 
% of time 

Never uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  
musical play 

*Never uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play  

Child never enters into 
relationship within musical 
play on own initiative 

Never able to use music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

*Never displays 
flexibility in dynamics 
and/or tempo during 
musical play 

(-1) Less then 
expected success 
 
Rarely 
1%-25% of time  

*Rarely uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  
musical play 

Rarely  uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play 

*Child rarely enters into 
relationship within musical  
play on own initiative 

*Rarely uses  music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

Rarely displays 
flexibility in dynamics 
and/or tempo during 
musical play 

(0) Expected level  
 
Sometimes 
26%-50% of time 

Sometimes uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  
musical play 

Sometimes  uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play 

Child sometimes enters 
into relationship within 
musical  play on own 
initiative 

Sometimes uses  music 
communicatively opening and 
closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

***Sometimes displays 
flexibility in dynamics 
and/or tempo during 
musical play 

(+1) More then 
expected success  
 
Often 
51%-75% of time 

Often uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  
musical play 

***Often uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play 

Child often enters into 
relationship within musical  
play on own initiative 

***Often uses music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

Often displays flexibility 
in dynamics and/or 
tempo during musical 
play 

(+2) Most 
favorable outcome 
 
Consistently 
76%-100% of time  

***Consistently uses music 
interrelatedly, connecting 
musical ideas with therapist’s 
and elaborates during  
musical play 

Consistently  uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play  

***Child consistently 
enters into relationship 
within musical  play on 
own initiative 

Will consistently use music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

Consistently displays 
flexibility in dynamics 
and/or tempo during 
musical play 
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Appendix H 
 

Goal Attainment Scale for Melinda 
Pre-test Date: 11/28/2007      Post-Test Date: 4/14/2008 
*Pre-test Level of Functioning    ***Post-Test Level of Functioning 
 
 
Rating Levels Goal 1: Self-regulation 

and interest in the 
world: Musical 
awareness 

Goal 2: Engagement & shared 
attention: Musical relatedness 

Goal 3: Initiates 
interaction: 
Relationship within 
musical play 

Goal 4: Problem-solving: 
Musical interresponsiveness  

Goal 5: 2-way purposeful 
communication: musical 
communicativeness 

(-2) Most 
unfavorable 
outcome  
Never 
% of time 

Child never  
demonstrates musical 
awareness during 
musical play 

*When involved in musical play 
child never plays in a related manner 
to improvised music (vocally and/or 
instrumentally, and or movement). 

*Child never enters 
into relationship 
within musical play on 
own initiative 

*Never uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play  

*Never able to use music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

(-1) Less then 
expected success 
Rarely 
1%-25% of time  

*Child rarely  
demonstrates musical 
awareness during 
musical play 

When involved in musical play child 
rarely plays in a related manner to 
improvised music (vocally and/or 
instrumentally, and/or movement).  

Child rarely enters into 
relationship within 
musical  play on own 
initiative 

Rarely  uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play 

Rarely uses  music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

(0) Expected 
level  
Sometimes 
26%-50% of 
time 

***Child sometimes  
demonstrates musical 
awareness during 
musical play 

***When involved in musical play 
child sometimes plays in a related 
manner to improvised music (vocally 
and/or instrumentally and/or 
movement). 

***Child sometimes 
enters into relationship 
within musical  play 
on own initiative 

***Sometimes  uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play 

***Sometimes uses  music 
communicatively opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

(+1) More then 
expected success  
Often 
51%-75% of 
time 

Child often 
demonstrates  musical 
awareness during 
musical play 

When involved in musical play child 
often plays in a related manner to 
improvised music (vocally and/or 
instrumentally and/or movement). 

Child often enters into 
relationship within 
musical  play on own 
initiative 

Often uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play 

Often uses music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 

(+2) Most 
favorable 
outcome 
Consistently 
76%-100% of 
time  

Child consistently 
demonstrates  musical 
awareness during 
musical play  

When involved in musical play child 
consistently plays in a related 
manner to improvised music (vocally 
and/or instrumentally and/or 
movement).  

Child consistently 
enters into relationship 
within musical  play 
on own initiative 

Consistently  uses music 
interresponsively by  imitating 
or copying a  musical idea then 
incorporate it into musical play  

Will consistently use music 
communicatively, opening 
and closing circles of 
communication during  
musical play 
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